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Abstract
CD4+FOXP3+ regulatory T cells (Tregs) control inflammation and enforce self-tolerance to
maintain immune homeostasis. Adoptive Treg cell therapy holds promise for a variety of
immune-mediated conditions, including transplant rejection and autoimmune disease. The last
decade has seen an increased appreciation for Treg heterogeneity and hence an untapped
potential for therapeutic Tregs with tailored functional profiles. We aimed to enable the
development of next-generation Treg cell therapies by investigating novel Treg functions,
optimizing gene editing tools, and interrogating the parameters essential for optimal Treg
stability and efficacy. First, we examined the potential of human Tregs to directly mediate tissue
repair. In contrast to mouse models, human Tregs did not express the IL-33 receptor ST2, but
Tregs engineered to overexpress ST2 exhibited several tissue-reparative features, including
amphiregulin expression and a heightened ability to induce M2-like macrophages. Second, we
optimized a CRISPR-based approach to knock-out/knock-in genes in human Tregs. Using this
method, we found that the master transcription factor FOXP3 had subset-specific roles in
regulating mature Treg function and a limited role in maintaining lineage identity. Finally, we
applied genome editing in human Tregs to interrogate the role of the transcription factor Helios,
implicated in mouse Treg stability. Human Tregs that spontaneously downregulated Helios
expression during in vitro expansion exhibited phenotypic and functional instability, but
CRISPR-based Helios-knockout Tregs did not exhibit discernable functional defects. Overall,
this work highlights important species-specific considerations in the translation of biology to
therapy and offers a method to explore future mechanistic questions in human Tregs.
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Lay Summary
Patients with transplanted organs must take lifelong anti-rejection drugs, which prevent the
immune system from attacking the new organ. These drugs do not always work and have many
side effects. One promising strategy is to give patients a dose of a special type of immune cell,
called regulatory T cells (Tregs). These cells stop unwanted immune responses. Recent research
has found that there are distinct populations of Tregs. Understanding and taking advantage of
their properties could improve Treg-based therapies. To this end, we first looked for Tregs that
could repair damaged tissues. We also modified Tregs to boost their tissue repair potential.
Finally, we optimized a method to edit genes in Tregs. Using this system, we looked at what
genes were needed for Tregs to function. Ultimately, this work will help develop Treg-based
therapies with improved potency.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1

Immunological tolerance in adaptive immunity

The adaptive immune system, consisting of B cells and T cells, can mount a diverse range of
antigen-specific responses, recognize self vs. non-self, and generate immunological memory. For
T cells, diversity is achieved in the thymus by random rearrangements of the α and β chains of
the T cell receptor (TCR) (Mombaerts et al., 1992; Shinkai et al., 1992). Some rearrangements
can generate autoreactive, potentially pathogenic T cells. To circumvent this, immunological
tolerance to self is established in the thymus (central tolerance) and periphery (peripheral
tolerance). In the thymus, many thymocytes bearing autoreactive TCRs are clonally deleted in a
process known as negative selection. Nevertheless, some autoreactive T cells escape into the
periphery (Bouneaud et al., 2000), where they are controlled through multiple mechanisms,
including activation-induced cell death, anergy, and cell-extrinsic immunosuppression by
CD4+FOXP3+ regulatory T cells (Tregs) (reviewed in ElTanbouly and Noelle, 2021).
Tregs comprise 5–7% of CD4+ T cells in the blood of healthy individuals, and
constitutively express the master transcription factor FOXP3 and the surface molecules CD25
and CTLA-4, involved in their suppressive function. In 1995, Sakaguchi et al. found that
CD4+CD25+ T cells are both necessary and sufficient for immunological self-tolerance.
Subsequent studies identified these cells as FOXP3+ and elucidated a critical role for this gene in
the prevention of autoimmunity. Loss-of-function mutations in FOXP3 in mice and humans
results in a scurfy phenotype or IPEX disease, respectively, characterized by severe, multi-organ
autoimmunity (Bennett et al., 2001; Brunkow et al., 2001; Chatila et al., 2000; Wildin et al.,
2001). Due to the suppressive activity of CD4+CD25+FOXP3+ Tregs, their potential as an
adoptive cell therapy to induce tolerance in autoimmune or transplant settings is under active
1

preclinical and clinical investigation. Of particular interest is uncovering the mechanisms
controlling Treg functions, adaptability, and stability in inflammation for the development of
next-generation Treg therapies.
In this thesis, following an established convention, the mouse protein is denoted as
Foxp3, while the human counterpart is denoted as FOXP3 (Kaestner et al., 2000).

1.2

Treg biology

1.2.1
1.2.1.1

Treg development in the thymus and periphery
Treg ontogeny

Tregs can be classified by their ontogeny: thymus-derived Tregs (tTregs) or peripherally derived
Tregs (pTregs). tTregs are enriched for autoreactive TCRs, as they have recognized their cognate
self-antigen presented in the thymus (Jordan et al., 2001), while pTregs likely recognize
commensal, dietary, and parental/fetal antigens (Kim et al., 2016; Lathrop et al., 2011; Samstein
et al., 2012a). Both subsets of Tregs are required to maintain immune homeostasis. In newborn
Foxp3-deficient mice, reversal of both systemic and colonic inflammation requires co-transfer of
wildtype splenic Tregs with wildtype CD4+CD25− conventional T cells (Tconvs); a fraction of
the latter converts into Foxp3+ pTregs (Haribhai et al., 2011). Additionally, pTreg-specific
depletion causes lung- and gut-localized inflammation (Josefowicz et al., 2012).
A major challenge to studying tTregs vs. pTregs is the lack of definitive markers to
distinguish these populations. Initial work proposed the transcription factor Helios and
transmembrane protein neuropilin-1 as tTreg-exclusive proteins (Thornton et al., 2010; Weiss et
al., 2012; Yadav et al., 2012). However, both Helios and neuropilin-1 can be induced in pTregs
and Tconvs (Akimova et al., 2011; Gottschalk et al., 2012; Himmel et al., 2013; Szurek et al.,
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2015). Also, human blood Tregs express very low levels of neuropilin-1 (Battaglia et al., 2008;
Milpied et al., 2009). In the mouse intestine, GATA3 and RORγt have been suggested to identify
tTregs and pTregs, respectively (Josefowicz et al., 2012). GATA3+ Tregs are also predominantly
Helios+ (Ohnmacht et al., 2015). A recent study, however, found that Tconvs can give rise to
both Helios+ and RORγt+ pTregs (Pratama et al., 2020). Thus, no method yet exists to reliably
distinguish tTregs and pTregs.
A third ontogenetic category of Tregs, known as in vitro-induced Tregs (iTregs), can be
generated from mouse and human Tconvs through TCR stimulation in the presence of IL-2 and
TGF-β (Chen et al., 2003; Yamagiwa et al., 2001). However, their suppressive activity has been
questioned (Beres et al., 2011; Tran et al., 2007) and FOXP3 expression is lost in the absence of
TGF-β (Floess et al., 2007). As well, iTregs do not possess the characteristic transcriptional and
epigenetic landscapes of tTregs and pTregs (Floess et al., 2007; Hill et al., 2007; Ohkura et al.,
2012). For these reasons, iTregs will not be considered further here.

1.2.1.2

tTreg development

In the thymus, tTregs develop from CD4+ single-positive (SP) thymocytes and represent an
alternative fate to clonal deletion (Fontenot et al., 2005a). Tregs require high-affinity or highavidity TCR interactions with self peptide for thymic development (Jordan et al., 2001;
Kawahata et al., 2002), though mature tTregs with lower-affinity TCRs also exist (Lee et al.,
2012). Developing tTregs experience stronger TCR signals compared to their developing Tconv
counterparts (Moran et al., 2011). tTregs predominantly arise as a result of interactions with
tissue-specific antigens, rather than ubiquitously expressed antigens (Legoux et al., 2015;
Malhotra et al., 2016). Thymic expression of tissue-specific antigens is induced by the
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transcription factor AIRE in medullary thymic epithelial cells, which are professional antigenpresenting cells (APCs) (Derbinski et al., 2001). The importance of AIRE-regulated tissuespecific antigens in tTreg development has been shown in mice and humans with AIRE
deficiency, in which TCR clones normally directed to the Treg lineage are instead found in the
Tconv compartment (Kekäläinen et al., 2007; Malchow et al., 2016; Sng et al., 2019).
tTreg development also requires CD28 costimulation (Salomon et al., 2000; Tai et al.,
2005) and IL-2-activated STAT5 signalling (Yao et al., 2007). CD28 engagement with its
ligands CD80 or CD86, and subsequent Lck activation, mobilizes the NF-κB family member
c-Rel to upregulate CD25 and Foxp3 in developing tTregs (Isomura et al., 2009; Long et al.,
2009; Vang et al., 2010). A constitutively active form of STAT5 can rescue tTreg development
in Cd28-deficient but not Rel (c-Rel)-deficient mice, suggesting a non-redundant role for c-Rel
(Burchill et al., 2008; Vang et al., 2010). Meanwhile, IL-2 signalling activates STAT5 to induce
Foxp3 expression (Yao et al., 2007). STAT5 is absolutely required for tTreg development, as
Stat5-deficient progenitors are unable to differentiate into tTregs (Yao et al., 2007). In contrast,
the ablation of IL-2 or its high-affinity receptor CD25 has yielded conflicting results (D’Cruz
and Klein, 2005; Fontenot et al., 2005b). Subsequent studies revealed that IL-15 (Burchill et al.,
2007; Soper et al., 2007) and, to a lesser extent, IL-7 (Bayer et al., 2008; Vang et al., 2008), can
compensate to activate STAT5 and promote tTreg development.
tTregs develop in a two-step process (Burchill et al., 2008; Lio and Hsieh, 2008). In this
model, strong TCR signals upregulate CD25 and the TNFR-family costimulatory molecules
GITR, OX40, and TNFR2 (Mahmud et al., 2014). Upregulation of these receptors sensitizes
CD25+Foxp3− tTreg precursors to IL-2/IL-15-activated STAT5 signalling and become mature
CD25+Foxp3+ tTregs (Burchill et al., 2007; Mahmud et al., 2014; Yao et al., 2007). An
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alternative Foxp3+CD25− tTreg precursor has also been identified (Tai et al., 2013). This
population follows a similar two-step developmental process but exhibits a distinct transcriptome
and TCR repertoire from their CD25+Foxp3− counterparts (Owen et al., 2019; Tai et al., 2013).
Functionally, Tregs derived from CD25+Foxp3− precursors, but not from Foxp3+CD25−
precursors, protect against experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE), a model of
multiple sclerosis (Owen et al., 2019). The importance of Foxp3+CD25− precursor-derived
tTregs remains to be determined.

1.2.1.3

pTreg development

Meanwhile, pTregs arise via distinct pathways from tTregs. Low-dose, chronic antigen exposure
(Apostolou and von Boehmer, 2004; Kretschmer et al., 2005), homeostatic proliferation upon
adoptive transfer (Curotto de Lafaille et al., 2004), and transplant tolerance induction via CD154
blockade (Cobbold et al., 2004) all favour the development of pTregs in vivo. Recent thymic
emigrants also have a higher propensity to differentiate into Foxp3+ pTregs (Paiva et al., 2013).
The best-characterized pTregs are those localized in the gut. In homeostasis, CD103+ dendritic
cells (DC) in the colonic lamina propria promote pTreg development in a TGF-β- and/or retinoic
acid-dependent manner (Benson et al., 2007; Coombes et al., 2007; Jaensson et al., 2008; Sun et
al., 2007). TGF-β activates Smad3 to induce de novo Foxp3 expression, whereas retinoic acid
co-opts costimulatory pathways (Nolting et al., 2009; Tone et al., 2008). Certain commensal
microbiota-derived metabolites can also promote pTreg development in vivo (Arpaia et al., 2013;
Furusawa et al., 2013; Smith et al., 2013).
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1.2.2

Treg mechanisms of suppression

Treg suppressive function is characterized by proximity, bystander suppression, and infectious
tolerance. First, Tregs must be proximal to their target cells to exert contact-dependent
or -independent immunosuppression (Miska et al., 2014). Additionally, as Tregs are a minority
immune-cell population, they have developed mechanisms of immunosuppression that extend
beyond the specificity of their target antigen. In bystander suppression, Tregs are activated in an
antigen-specific manner but can suppress Tconvs with other antigen specificities (Miller et al.,
1991; Takahashi et al., 1998; Thornton and Shevach, 2000). In infectious tolerance, Tregs
provide a microenvironment conducive to the differentiation of other immunosuppressive
populations, including pTregs with other antigen specificities (Kendal et al., 2011; Qin et al.,
1993). Treg suppressive mechanisms can be divided by context: homeostatic, tissue-restricted,
tumour- and alloimmune-related, and finally those with unclear in vivo significance.

1.2.2.1

Treg-mediated suppression in homeostasis

Perhaps the best known Treg mechanism of suppression is their expression of the coinhibitory
receptor CTLA-4, which outcompetes CD28 for binding to CD80 and CD86 (Linsley et al.,
1991). Mice with a Treg-specific Ctla4 deletion develop systemic, T cell-mediated, fatal
autoimmunity (Wing et al., 2008). In a process known as transendocytosis, CTLA-4 on Tregs
captures CD80 and CD86 ligands from the surface of migratory DCs in the lymph nodes for
endosomal degradation (Ovcinnikovs et al., 2019; Qureshi et al., 2011). After TCR stimulation
or cognate antigen recognition, Tregs mediate CTLA-4-dependent transendocytosis to block
CD28 costimulation of Tconvs (Ovcinnikovs et al., 2019; Qureshi et al., 2011). Although Tconvs
transiently upregulate CTLA-4 upon TCR activation, Tregs consistently outperform Tconvs at
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transendocytosis, likely due to Treg constitutive expression and cycling of CTLA-4
(Ovcinnikovs et al., 2019). Treg suppression of T cell responses via CTLA-4 is a homeostatic
mechanism: it can be overcome with sufficiently high numbers of APCs or costimulatory ligands
(Hou et al., 2015).
Corroborating imaging studies support the notion that Tregs prevent T cell activation via
interactions with DCs. Two-photon intravital microscopy in the draining lymph nodes after
immunization or in a model of type 1 diabetes revealed that Tregs inhibit antigen-specific
Tconvs from forming stable contacts with autoantigen-bearing DCs (Tadokoro et al., 2006; Tang
et al., 2006); stable Tconv-DC contacts are one of the steps of T cell activation in vivo (Mempel
et al., 2004). Interestingly, Treg expression of CTLA-4 also mediates direct interactions with
activated, CD80/CD86-expressing Tconvs in lymph nodes (Matheu et al., 2015). Cd80/Cd86double knockout (KO) Tconvs are less susceptible to Treg suppression in vitro, suggesting a
potential role for Treg inhibition of T cell priming via direct Treg-Tconv interactions (Matheu et
al., 2015).
In contrast to the lethal phenotype of mice with congenitally deleted Ctla4 in Tregs, overt
autoimmunity does not manifest in mice in which Ctla4 is inducibly deleted in Tregs during
adulthood (Paterson et al., 2015). These mice are also protected from EAE. The stark differences
between congenital and adult-induced Treg-specific CTLA-4 may reflect distinct developmental
requirements for Tregs in early life vs. adulthood. Indeed, perinatal Tregs have a distinct
transcriptional profile from their adult counterparts (Yang et al., 2015).
Another means of Treg suppression is Treg capture of peptide-MHC class II complexes
from DCs, which occurs independently of CTLA-4 (Akkaya et al., 2019). Tregs deplete DCs of
their cognate peptide-MHC class II while leaving other antigens intact. This mechanism is
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sufficient to inhibit antigen-specific T cell proliferation in vivo in homeostasis (Akkaya et al.,
2019). Whether this mechanism is similarly efficient during immune insult is unknown. It is
possible that, analogous to CTLA-4-dependent tranendocytosis, inflammation can reduce the
effectiveness of Treg capture of peptide-MHC class II to enable robust T cell priming.
A third homeostatic suppressive mechanism is IL-2 deprivation. Tregs constitutively
express the high-affinity receptor α chain CD25, which enables their preferential consumption of
IL-2 (Amado et al., 2013). Early studies demonstrated that Tregs outcompete Tconvs for IL-2
and induce apoptosis in the latter when in close proximity in vitro (Busse et al., 2010; Pandiyan
et al., 2007). In the steady state in vivo, Tregs cluster around rare, IL-2-producing Tconvs (Liu et
al., 2015). A later study confirmed a critical role for Treg depletion of IL-2 to control Tconv
responses in vivo, but not to restrain CD8+ T cell-mediated autoimmunity (Chinen et al., 2016).

1.2.2.2

Tissue-specific suppression

Treg secretion of the pleiotropic cytokine IL-10 is required for barrier tissue protection. IL-10
inhibits phagocytosis, antigen presentation, costimulatory molecule expression, and cytokine
expression to in turn suppress T cell responses. IL-10 can also promote B cell activation
(reviewed in Ouyang and O’Garra, 2019). Treg-derived IL-10 serves a non-redundant role in
limiting immunopathology at tissues exposed to the environment. Mice with a Treg-specific
deletion of Il10 develop spontaneous colitis and exhibit heightened lung and skin
hypersensitivity upon allergen or hapten challenge, but do not succumb to systemic
autoimmunity (Rubtsov et al., 2008).
Recently, Treg expression of the enzyme hydroxyprostaglandin dehydrogenase (HPGD)
was characterized as an important suppressive mechanism specifically in visceral adipose tissue.
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HPGD catabolizes PGE2 into the metabolite 15-keto-PGE2. Mouse and human Tregs highly
express HPGD relative to Tconvs, and their suppressive capacity in vitro is enhanced by their
conversion of PGE2 into 15-keto-PGE2 (Schmidleithner et al., 2019). Moreover, in mice, Hpgddeficient Tregs accumulate in visceral adipose tissue but are unable to suppress local
inflammation, resulting in metabolic dysregulation and insulin resistance (Schmidleithner et al.,
2019).

1.2.2.3

Suppression of antitumour and alloreactive immunity

In a tumour setting, Tregs exhibit cytolytic activity against a variety of effector immune cells.
Perforin and granzymes operate in a cell contact-dependent mechanism to form pores and induce
apoptosis, respectively. In vitro studies have implicated either granzyme A or granzyme B in the
cytolytic potential of mouse and human Tregs (Gondek et al., 2005; Grossman et al., 2004;
Iikuni et al., 2009; Zhao et al., 2006a). In vivo, mouse Tregs require granzyme B to limit
antitumour immunity (Cao et al., 2007) and to establish tolerance in a skin allograft model
(Gondek et al., 2008), though not in a model of allogeneic graft-vs-host disease (GVHD) (Cai et
al., 2010). Thus, some element of alloreactivity or altered-self recognition may be involved in
certain contexts. The contribution of perforin to Treg-mediated cytotoxicity remains
controversial, with some reporting a role (Cao et al., 2007; Zhao et al., 2006a) and others
reporting its dispensability (Gondek et al., 2005, 2008; Grossman et al., 2004). These
discrepancies may be due to genetic vs. pharmacological methods or represent intrinsic crossspecies differences.
Tregs also express the immunoregulatory cytokine IL-35 to suppress antitumour T cell
responses. In mice, Treg-derived IL-35 supports their suppressive function in several models of
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T cell-mediated autoimmunity (Collison et al., 2007). IL-35+ Tregs are also enriched in mouse
tumours and patients with non-small cell lung cancer, where they exhibit enhanced, IL-35dependent suppressive activity (Sawant et al., 2019; Turnis et al., 2016). Treg-derived IL-35
inhibits T cell recruitment, effector function, and the generation of memory responses while
promoting CD8+ T cell exhaustion in the tumour microenvironment (Sawant et al., 2019; Turnis
et al., 2016). Mechanistically, IL-35 is displayed on the Treg surface and released via
extracellular vesicles to target bystander B and T cells, rather than secreted (Sullivan et al.,
2020). Treg-derived IL-35 also generates a novel regulatory population termed iTr35 cells
(Collison et al., 2010), which raises the possibility of their involvement in infectious tolerance.
Meanwhile, Tregs use CD39 and CD73 to suppress alloimmune responses in
transplantation. Mouse and human Tregs highly express the ectoenzymes CD39 and CD73,
which sequentially catabolize the alarmin extracellular ATP into adenosine (Borsellino et al.,
2007; Deaglio et al., 2007; Kobie et al., 2006; Mandapathil et al., 2009, 2010). In turn, ATP
depletion prevents ATP-driven DC maturation, while adenosine signals through the A2A
receptor on Tconvs to inhibit their proliferation and cytokine production in vitro (Borsellino et
al., 2007; Kobie et al., 2006; Romio et al., 2011). Human CD39+ Treg suppression of T cell
proliferation is abrogated in the presence of inhibitors of ecto-ATPase or A2A receptor
(Mandapathil et al., 2010). In the context of alloimmunity, Tregs from Entpd1 (CD39)-deficient
mice do not prevent allograft skin rejection (Deaglio et al., 2007), and Nt53 (CD73)-deficient
Tregs are unable to control kidney ischemia-reperfusion injury (Kinsey et al., 2012), the latter a
critical initiating step for alloimmunity.
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1.2.2.4

Treg suppressive mechanisms with unclear significance

Several additional Treg suppressive mechanisms have been suggested but may not be strictly
required for Treg function. Given the multitude of means by which Tregs can exert their effects,
it is possible that the absence of one could be functionally compensated by another. Furthermore,
other cell types can redundantly contribute to an immunosuppressive state. For instance, Tregs
via CTLA-4 induce DCs to catabolize tryptophan into kynurenines; DCs conditioned by Tregs in
vitro have suppressive effects in vivo (Fallarino et al., 2003). Microenvironmental elevation of
kynurenines and depletion of tryptophan inhibit T cell proliferation and induce apoptosis
(Fallarino et al., 2002; Frumento et al., 2002; Terness et al., 2002). However, tryptophan
catabolism is mediated by several cell types, making the relative contribution of Tregs to this
pathway in vivo unclear (reviewed in Munn and Mellor, 2016). Meanwhile, Tregs express
LAG-3, a CD4 homologue that binds MHC class II (Huard et al., 1995). Early studies revealed a
role for LAG-3 in the suppressive capacity of mouse Tregs in vitro, via MHC class II signalling
in DCs (Huang et al., 2004; Liang et al., 2008). The picture in vivo, however, is less clear: mice
with a Treg-restricted Lag3 deficiency are more susceptible to EAE (Thaker et al., 2018) but less
susceptible to autoimmune diabetes (Zhang et al., 2017b). Finally, mouse and human Tregs can
promote Fas-FasL-mediated apoptosis in B cells and CD8+ T cells in vitro (Janssens et al., 2003;
Strauss et al., 2009), but whether this represents a critical mechanism in vivo remains to be
determined.
Tregs express and secrete the immunosuppressive cytokine TGF-β, but its contribution to
Treg function has long remained controversial. Interest in the role of TGF-β in immune tolerance
stems from the finding that mice with a global deletion of Tgfb1 exhibit lethal autoimmune
disease within 3–4 weeks (Shull et al., 1992). Mouse and human Tregs also have elevated
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expression of TGF-β (Levings et al., 2001; Nakamura et al., 2001; Zhang et al., 2001). Using in
vitro suppression assays with pharmacological inhibition or genetic ablation of TGF-β or its
receptor, some studies found that mouse Tregs (Marie et al., 2005; Piccirillo et al., 2002;
Takahashi et al., 1998; Thornton and Shevach, 1998) and human Tregs (Dieckmann et al., 2001;
Jonuleit et al., 2001; Levings et al., 2001; Ng et al., 2001; Stephens et al., 2001; Taams et al.,
2001) suppress in a TGF-β-independent manner, while others showed a non-redundant role for
TGF-β (Nakamura et al., 2001, 2004; Oida et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2001). In vivo, Tregs from
Tgfb1-deficient mice are equally (Kullberg et al., 2005) or less able (Fahlén et al., 2005) to
suppress T cell-mediated colitis, and less able to prevent autoimmune diabetes progression
(Green et al., 2003).
In the last decade, at least four distinct mouse models with Treg-specific Tgfb1 deletion
have been generated. Mice with Treg-restricted Tgfb1 deficiency based on excision of exons 1 or
2 remain healthy for at least 9 months with no signs of inflammation (Choi et al., 2021; Gutcher
et al., 2011; Velegraki et al., 2021). A different strain with Treg-specific Tgfb1 deletion at exon 6
succumbs to fatal autoimmunity within 3–4 weeks (Turner et al., 2020), but another group was
unable to rescue this lethal phenotype by reintroducing ubiquitous TGF-β expression (Velegraki
et al., 2021), suggesting that Tgfb1 deletion in this model is unlikely the true cause of
autoimmunity. Meanwhile, a Treg-restricted Tgfb1 exon 3-based deletion approach reveals an
intermediate phenotype, with mice remaining healthy but displaying heightened allergic
sensitivity. Tregs in this model exhibit incomplete loss of TGF-β expression (Stephen-Victor et
al., 2021). Overall, better-defined genetic targeting strategies need to be developed for proper
interrogation of Treg-derived TGF-β, but these studies collectively implicate a minor role for
TGF-β in Treg suppressive function.
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In contrast, deletion of Tgfb1 or its activators Furin or Itgb8 in the T cell compartment
results in lethal inflammation (Li et al., 2007c; Pesu et al., 2008; Worthington et al., 2015),
suggesting that non-Treg T cells are the main cellular source of TGF-β promoting immune
tolerance. Furthermore, as Tregs from these mice are unable to suppress Tconv-driven colitis,
non-Treg T cell-derived TGF-β may have an important role in maintaining Treg function.
TGF-β can be secreted or remain latent on the cell surface, bound to the molecules LAP
and GARP. Latent TGF-β can be activated by mechanical dissociation from LAP or cleavage by
integrin αvβ8 (Wang et al., 2012). Unlike the widespread expression of TGF-β, expression of
LAP (Edwards et al., 2013; Nakamura et al., 2004) and GARP (Stockis et al., 2009; Tran et al.,
2009a; Wang et al., 2008, 2009) is largely restricted to activated mouse and human Tregs. As
such, several groups have investigated the contribution of latent TGF-β and its activation to Treg
function. Mice with a Treg-specific deletion of Lrrc32 (GARP) show unimpaired inhibition of
antitumour immunity (Vermeersch et al., 2018) but are less able to suppress T cell-mediated
colitis (Salem et al., 2019), implying context-specific alterations in mouse Treg function. In
human Tregs, antibody-based blockade of GARP (Cuende et al., 2015) or integrin αvβ8 (Stockis
et al., 2017) completely abrogates their suppressive function in vitro and in a model of
xenogeneic GVHD. Thus, human Tregs may have a greater reliance on latent TGF-β activation
as a mechanism of suppression than their mouse counterparts.

1.2.3
1.2.3.1

Treg heterogeneity and homeostasis
cTregs and eTregs in mice

Tregs exhibit considerable heterogeneity and require distinct signals for their homeostasis. In
mice, Tregs are broadly classified based on expression of CD62L and CD44: central Tregs
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(cTreg; CD62LhiCD44lo) and effector Tregs (eTreg; CD62LloCD44hi) (Huehn et al., 2004).
eTregs can be subdivided based on differential expression of the transcription factors TCF1 or
Id3 (Sullivan et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2019), potentially representing further differentiation and
functional specialization.
tTregs exiting the thymus upregulate CD62L and CCR7, which enables their migration to
the T cell zones of secondary lymphoid tissues (Lee et al., 2007). There, CCR7 guides cTregs to
niches of Tconv-derived IL-2 (Owen et al., 2018; Smigiel et al., 2014). IL-2-induced STAT5
signalling is required for cTreg peripheral maintenance (Long and Adler, 2006; Smigiel et al.,
2014), though in the absence of IL-2, cTregs can be sustained by IL-7 for a few weeks in vivo
(Fan et al., 2018).
cTregs differentiate into eTregs in vivo upon cognate antigen signalling with appropriate
costimulation (Levine et al., 2014; Smigiel et al., 2014; Vahl et al., 2014; Vasanthakumar et al.,
2017). TCR engagement is required for this process (Levine et al., 2014; Vahl et al., 2014). In
addition, a number of transcription factors have been implicated in cTreg-to-eTreg maturation,
including Blimp-1 (Cretney et al., 2011), IRF4 (Cretney et al., 2011; Levine et al., 2014), Myb
(Dias et al., 2017), RelA (Vasanthakumar et al., 2017), and JunB (Koizumi et al., 2018).
Compared to cTregs, eTregs exhibit a distinct transcriptional profile (Levine et al., 2014); are
more proliferative (Smigiel et al., 2014); highly express the Treg functional proteins CD25,
CTLA-4, TIGIT and the effector T cell markers ICOS and KLRG1 (Cretney et al., 2011; Huehn
et al., 2004); and upregulate various chemokine receptors that enable them to migrate to
nonlymphoid tissues (Zhang et al., 2009). Indeed, eTreg sequential migration to inflamed tissues
and lymph nodes is required for their suppressive function in vivo (Siegmund et al., 2005; Zhang
et al., 2009).
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Unlike cTregs, which rely on IL-2 for homeostasis, eTreg maintenance requires TCR and
ICOS signals. Inducible Tcra deletion in Tregs specifically depletes the eTreg pool (Levine et
al., 2014; Vahl et al., 2014). In addition, antibody-mediated ICOSL blockade reduces eTreg
survival without affecting the cTreg compartment (Smigiel et al., 2014). As ICOSL is expressed
by APCs rather than T cells (Yoshinaga et al., 2000), APCs may play an important role in eTreg
maintenance.

1.2.3.2

Human Treg heterogeneity

A similar categorization can be applied to human Tregs. In peripheral blood, naive Tregs (nTreg;
FOXP3loCD45RA+) and memory Tregs (mTreg; FOXP3hiCD45RA−) can be identified based on
expression of CD45RA and intensity of FOXP3 expression (Seddiki et al., 2006a; Valmori et al.,
2005). For live-cell isolation, FOXP3 expression correlates positively with CD25 expression and
inversely with CD127 (Liu et al., 2006; Miyara et al., 2009; Seddiki et al., 2006b). Human
nTregs and mTregs share several characteristics with mouse cTregs and eTregs: human nTregs
differentiate into mTregs in vitro and in vivo (Miyara et al., 2009); mTregs are more proliferative
than nTregs in vivo (Peters et al., 2013; Vukmanovic-Stejic et al., 2006); and mTregs are more
suppressive in vitro compared to nTregs (Miyara et al., 2009), raising the possibility that mTregs
are the dominant-acting Treg subset in vivo as has been suggested in mice (Levine et al., 2014;
Vahl et al., 2014).
nTregs can be further divided based on migratory status and expression of activation
markers. High-dimensional mass cytometric analysis revealed differential expression of CD31,
CD103, LAP, and CCR10 within the blood nTreg compartment (Mason et al., 2015). CD31 is a
marker for recent thymic emigrants and its expression is gradually lost over time (Haas et al.,
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2007). LAP and CD103 are upregulated upon TCR stimulation (Huehn et al., 2004; Tran et al.,
2009b), suggesting that LAP+ and CD103+ nTregs may be recently activated and not truly
antigen-inexperienced. CCR10 enables migration to the skin (Wang et al., 2000). A subset of
blood nTregs also expresses CXCR4 and may preferentially migrate to the bone marrow, which
is thought to be a reservoir for Tregs (Booth et al., 2010; Zou et al., 2004).
Subsets of functionally distinct mTregs have also been described. For instance,
expression of HLA-DR or sialyl-Lewisx marks mTregs with the highest FOXP3 expression and
suppressive function ex vivo (Baecher-Allan et al., 2006; Miyara et al., 2015). However,
HLA-DR+ mTregs are poorly proliferative during in vitro expansion and do not maintain FOXP3
expression, suggesting that that these cells may be an unstable, terminally differentiated
population (Donnelly et al., 2018). Meanwhile, a subset of mTregs express CD39 but not
HLA-DR, implying that these cells use a distinct mechanism of suppression (Borsellino et al.,
2007; Mandapathil et al., 2010). As with mice, a subset of human mTregs expresses ICOS (Ito et
al., 2008). Compared to their ICOS− counterparts, ICOS+ mTregs secrete high levels of IL-10
and express LAP, both of which are required for their ability to suppress T cell proliferation.
ICOS+ mTreg-derived IL-10 also inhibits the maturation of monocyte-derived DCs (moDCs) (Ito
et al., 2008). Finally, mTregs expressing CD161 secrete higher levels of the inflammatory
cytokine IL-17A while maintaining their suppressive function and epigenetic stability after in
vitro expansion (Pesenacker et al., 2013). CD161+ mTregs exhibit a retinoic acid-dependent
transcriptional signature and express the gut-homing chemokine receptor CCR9 (Povoleri et al.,
2018). CD161+ mTreg-derived IL-17 facilitates the migration and wound closure of intestinal
epithelial cells in vitro (Povoleri et al., 2018), suggesting that these cells have functionally
specialized properties.
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1.2.3.3

Treg functional specialization

Functional specialization of antigen-experienced Tregs is a conserved property of both mouse
and human eTregs/mTregs. Naive Tconvs (nTconv) can differentiate into Th1, Th2, or Th17
cells to eliminate distinct pathogenic insults. Their characteristic cytokine expression and
chemokine receptor patterns rely on the master transcription factors T-bet, GATA3, and RORγt,
respectively (reviewed in Zhu et al., 2010). Analogously, Tregs can co-opt these transcriptional
programs to become Th1-like, Th2-like, or Th17-like Tregs and selectively suppress their
respective Th responses.
In response to IFN-γ or IL-27, Tregs can express T-bet and the Th1-associated
chemokine receptor CXCR3, which enables their migration to sites of Th1 inflammation (Hall et
al., 2012; Koch et al., 2009). Th1-like Tregs colocalize with T-bet-expressing Th1 and
CD8+ T cells to specifically supress their activation (Levine et al., 2017). Conversely, Tregspecific depletion of T-bet results in uncontrolled Th1-mediated inflammation. Upon their
differentiation, Th1-like Tregs are stably maintained even in Th2-polarizing conditions in vivo
(Levine et al., 2017).
Although GATA3 is the Th2-defining transcription factor, GATA3 is more broadly
required for Treg function. Treg-restricted Gata3 deletion results in Treg dysfunction in vitro and
in vivo, likely due to the direct Foxp3-transactivating effects of GATA3 (Wang et al., 2011;
Wohlfert et al., 2011). Instead, Tregs require the transcription factor IRF4 (Zheng et al., 2009),
the E3 ubiquitin ligase Itch (Jin et al., 2013), or the protein kinase CK2 (Ulges et al., 2015) to
suppress Th2 responses in vivo. How these pathways are interrelated and whether they facilitate
tissue-specific immune homeostasis requires further investigation.
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Finally, a subset of Tregs specifically controls Th17 responses in the gut. Mice with a
Treg-specific deficiency in Stat3, another transcription factor critical for Th17 cell
differentiation, develop spontaneous, gut-localized, fatal inflammation (Chaudhry et al., 2009).
Tconvs in these mice upregulate the Th17-associated cytokines IL-17 and IL-22 without altered
expression of Th1 or Th2 cytokines. In comparison, Tconvs in the colon of mice with a Tregspecific Rorc (RORγt) deletion express higher levels of both IL-17 and IFN-γ in the steady state
(Sefik et al., 2015). These latter mice are also more susceptible to trinitobenzenesulfonic acidinduced colitis.
Th-like Tregs also exist in humans. Duhen et al. (2012) defined four subsets of blood
Tregs based chemokine receptor expression: Th1-like Tregs (CXCR3+), Th2-like Tregs
(CCR4+), and Th17-like Tregs (CCR6+), as well as a Th22-like Treg subset (CCR10+) with skinhoming potential. A hybrid Th1/Th17-like Treg subset coexpressing CXCR3 and CCR6 has also
been identified (Halim et al., 2017). These subsets phenotypically mirror their Th counterparts by
preferential expression of master transcription factors as well as cytokines: T-bet with IFN-γ
(Th1-like); GATA3 with IL-4, IL-5, and IL-13 (Th2-like); and RORγt with IL-17A and IL-17F
(Th17-like) (Duhen et al., 2012; Halim et al., 2017). Despite these similarities with Th cells,
Th-like Tregs are transcriptionally distinct from Th cells (Höllbacher et al., 2020). Functionally,
Th-like Tregs equally suppress Th1, Th2, Th17, and Th1/Th17 effector cells with no Th-specific
preference (Halim et al., 2017), suggesting that their differential migratory capacity may be
responsible for their selective suppression of Th responses.
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1.2.3.4

Nonlymphoid tissue-localized Tregs

Some antigen-experienced Tregs are recruited to and/or reside in nonlymphoid tissues, where
they have immune and non-immune roles. Tregs have been found in both mice and humans in
the placenta (Aluvihare et al., 2004; Heikkinen et al., 2004; Sasaki et al., 2004; Somerset et al.,
2004), skin (Sanchez Rodriguez et al., 2014; Sather et al., 2007), gut (Hall et al., 2008; Wolff et
al., 2012), adipose tissue (Feuerer et al., 2009; Wu et al., 2019), skeletal muscle (Burzyn et al.,
2013; Villalta et al., 2014), and lung (Arpaia et al., 2015; Thome et al., 2016). Tregs exhibit
classical immunosuppressive functions in the gut, lung, and skin, and maintain maternal-fetal
tolerance in the placenta (Aluvihare et al., 2004; Chaudhry et al., 2009; Josefowicz et al., 2012;
Sather et al., 2007). The suppressive capacity of Tregs in visceral adipose tissue has been linked
to their ability to maintain metabolic homeostasis (Feuerer et al., 2009). Meanwhile, Tregs
mediate tissue repair in the skin, skeletal muscle, and lung (discussed below in Section 1.4)
(Arpaia et al., 2015; Burzyn et al., 2013; Nosbaum et al., 2016). Skin Tregs also promote hair
regeneration by modulating hair follicle stem cells (Ali et al., 2017).
Tregs have tissue-specific phenotypes. In some cases, a single transcription factor has
been attributed to Treg adaptation in a particular tissue, such as PPAR-γ for adipose tissue Tregs
(Cipolletta et al., 2012), c-Maf for gut Tregs (Neumann et al., 2019; Xu et al., 2018), and RORα
for skin Tregs (Malhotra et al., 2018). One study has proposed BATF as a common transcription
factor driving tissue Treg differentiation (Delacher et al., 2020). Once in nonlymphoid tissues,
Tregs exhibit distinct transcriptional, chromatin accessibility, and DNA methylation signatures
from their lymphoid-tissue counterparts (Delacher et al., 2017; DiSpirito et al., 2018; Miragaia et
al., 2019).
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Nonlymphoid tissue Tregs have distinct requirements for their homeostasis. After initial
exposure to antigen, Tregs in the skin and placenta can be maintained in the absence of
continued antigen recognition (Rosenblum et al., 2011; Rowe et al., 2012; Samstein et al.,
2012a). Skin Tregs require IL-7, not IL-2, despite their high CD25 expression (Gratz et al.,
2013). Whether other tissue Tregs are similarly IL-2-independent is not known. In visceral
adipose tissue, Tregs accumulate in response to antigen stimulation and are maintained thereafter
by IL-33 (Han et al., 2015; Kolodin et al., 2015; Vasanthakumar et al., 2015). In contrast, Treg
numbers in the lung are comparable in wildtype and Il33-deficient mice (Siede et al., 2016),
suggesting that the signals maintaining Tregs in different nonlymphoid tissues are distinct.

1.2.4

Treg (in)stability

The notion that Tregs may become unstable, that is, by losing FOXP3 expression and
suppressive function, is highly controversial. With respect to Treg cell therapy, the potential for
Tregs to become non-suppressive effector T cells poses a major safety concern. As such, many
studies have focused on the propensity of Tregs to maintain a stable phenotype and the contexts
in which this can be subverted. Because continued expression of Foxp3 is required for Treg
function in the periphery even after development (Williams and Rudensky, 2007), the stability of
Tregs has often been evaluated based on FOXP3 expression.

1.2.4.1

Mouse models

Mouse Tregs can lose Foxp3 expression under specific inflammatory conditions. Transfer of
Tregs into lymphopenic mice causes a dramatic 50% loss of Foxp3 and a parallel acquisition of
IL-2 expression in the recovered population (Duarte et al., 2009). These cells cause inflammation
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upon secondary transfer. In acute GVHD or EAE, adoptively transferred Tregs downregulate
Foxp3 and upregulate IL-17 expression (Laurence et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2008). Foxp3 loss in
these settings is thought to be due to inflammatory IL-6-induced STAT3 activation, as Stat3deficient Tregs are protected from Foxp3 downregulation (Laurence et al., 2012; Yang et al.,
2008). Of note, IL-2 supplementation, either by intravenous injection or co-transfer of IL-2producing Tconvs, prevents lymphopenia-induced Foxp3 loss (Duarte et al., 2009). It is possible
that IL-2 can also override inflammatory IL-6 signals, since STAT3 and STAT5 competitively
bind a conserved regulatory sequence in FOXP3 (Xu et al., 2010; Zorn et al., 2006).
Zhou et al. (2009) generated a fate-mapping model in which Foxp3GFP-Cre unmasks
Rosa26-driven YFP expression, effectively marking cells that have expressed Foxp3 at some
point, as YFP+. In these mice, a fraction (5–20%) of YFP+ cells are Foxp3− in homeostasis,
termed ex-Foxp3 cells (Bailey-Bucktrout et al., 2013; Zhou et al., 2009). Ex-Foxp3 cells have an
effector T cell phenotype and exhibit pathogenic potential upon adoptive transfer. Antigen
stimulation in inflammation initiates ex-Foxp3 cells, while IL-2 signalling overrides Foxp3 loss
(Bailey-Bucktrout et al., 2013; Zhou et al., 2009). The homeostatic function of ex-Foxp3 Tregs,
however, is less clear. One study found that ex-Foxp3 cells in the steady state are predominantly
methylated at the Treg-specific demethylation region (TSDR; discussed below in Section 1.5.2)
(Zhou et al., 2009), demethylation of which is associated with stable Foxp3 expression (Floess et
al., 2007). Another study, however, found that ex-Foxp3 cells induced during EAE have a
demethylated TSDR (Bailey-Bucktrout et al., 2013), implying differential origins and/or the
transient nature of these two ex-Foxp3 populations.
On the other hand, an alternative fate-mapping model has demonstrated the remarkable
stability of Tregs. Rubtsov et al. (2010) employed a tamoxifen-inducible Foxp3eGFP-Cre to mark
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cells that express Foxp3 at the time of tamoxifen treatment, as YFP+. This effectively excludes
cells that only transiently upregulate Foxp3 as well as cells that have already lost Foxp3
expression, and therefore contrasts with the model by Zhou et al. (2009) in which YFP+ cells
have expressed Foxp3 at any point in time. YFP+ Tregs retain Foxp3 expression in homeostasis
(up to 5 months after tamoxifen-induced labelling), in lymphopenia, and during Th1- or Th17dominant inflammation (Rubtsov et al., 2010). Only IL-2 antibody-mediated blockade induces
ex-Foxp3 cells (~10%) but without a concomitant increase in inflammatory cytokine expression.
Several non-mutually exclusive possibilities could explain the discrepancies between
these two fate-mapping models. First, some cells may transiently upregulate Foxp3 without fully
committing to the Treg lineage. Indeed, further investigation of transferred cells in lymphopenic
mice revealed that a CD25−Foxp3+ population accounts for the majority of ex-Foxp3 cells, in
contrast to transferred CD25+Foxp3+ cells which largely maintain Foxp3 expression in
lymphopenia (Komatsu et al., 2009; Miyao et al., 2012). Moreover, another fate-mapping model
labelling mature tTregs showed that only ~1% of these cells downregulate Foxp3 expression
(Zhang et al., 2017c). Second, Foxp3 loss in Tregs may be an inherent, transient characteristic:
ex-Foxp3 cells from the CD25+Foxp3+ population with a partially demethylated TSDR can
reacquire Foxp3 expression upon in vitro activation or secondary transfer in vivo (Komatsu et
al., 2009; Miyao et al., 2012). As well, the frequency of ex-Foxp3 cells decreases during the
resolution of EAE (Bailey-Bucktrout et al., 2013), though it is unclear whether this is due to cell
death or re-expression of Foxp3. Third, genetic differences in fate-mapping approaches may
underlie divergent results. Knock-in of a Foxp3 promoter-driven reporter by a bacterial artificial
chromosome yields higher ex-Foxp3 frequencies in homeostasis (Bailey-Bucktrout et al., 2013;
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Zhou et al., 2009) compared to IRES-based reporter insertions at the Foxp3 3′ untranslated
region (Miyao et al., 2012; Rubtsov et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2017c).

1.2.4.2

Human cells and autoimmune and allergic disease

Human Tregs can also lose FOXP3 expression during in vitro expansion. Specifically, mTregs
are prone to downregulation of FOXP3 and parallel upregulation of inflammatory cytokine
expression, particularly after repetitive in vitro stimulation (Hoffmann et al., 2006, 2009). These
cells exhibit a decreased, though not completely abrogated, ability to suppress T cell
proliferation and IFN-γ expression (Hoffmann et al., 2006; Marek et al., 2011). In contrast,
nTregs maintain high expression of FOXP3 and suppressive activity, and do not express
inflammatory cytokines throughout 2–3 weeks of in vitro expansion. Low frequencies of FOPX3
expression by mTregs (30–60%) within the first 1–2 weeks of in vitro expansion, however, make
it difficult to rule out the possibility of contaminating Tconvs (Hoffmann et al., 2006, 2009;
Koenen et al., 2008; Marek et al., 2011; Schmidl et al., 2011). Concerning the phenotype of exFOXP3 mTregs, one study showed dominant transdifferentiation into Th2-like cells expressing
GATA3 and the Th2 cytokines IL-4, IL-5, and IL-13 (Hansmann et al., 2012), while others
reported preferential upregulation of IL-17 as a result of ex vivo epigenetic predisposition
(Koenen et al., 2008; Schmidl et al., 2011). In vitro expansion conditions may not recapitulate
Treg physiological behaviour in vivo. Nevertheless, the in vitro characteristics of human Treg
subsets represent an important consideration in the manufacturing of Tregs for cell therapy.
Many human autoimmune diseases have been linked to a decrease in Treg numbers
and/or function (reviewed in Dominguez-Villar and Hafler, 2018). Without the benefit of genetic
fate-mapping, FOXP3 loss per se cannot be used to monitor Treg instability in humans ex vivo.
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Many studies have instead focused on the cytokine production potential and suppressive capacity
of FOXP3+ Tregs from patients with disease.
For instance, Th1-like Tregs have been found at elevated frequencies in multiple
autoimmune settings. Tregs from patients with relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis upregulate
IFN-γ as well as CXCR3 and TBX21 (T-bet) ex vivo (Dominguez-Villar et al., 2011). Despite
having a demethylated TSDR, these Tregs are less suppressive in vitro (Dominguez-Villar et al.,
2011; Kitz et al., 2016). Treg dysfunction from patients with multiple sclerosis can be reversed in
vitro by pharmacological blockade of the PI3K-AKT pathway (Kitz et al., 2016). Analogously,
patients with type 1 diabetes exhibit a higher proportion of IFN-γ+FOXP3+ Tregs compared to
healthy individuals (McClymont et al., 2011) and decreased Treg fitness, as assessed by a
31-gene Treg signature (Pesenacker et al., 2016), though whether Tregs from these patients are
functionally impaired is not clear. In de novo autoimmune hepatitis after liver transplantation, a
greater proportion of Tregs express IFN-γ and/or IL-17 relative to control subjects (Arterbery et
al., 2016). Similar to multiple sclerosis, Tregs from children with de novo autoimmune hepatitis
have reduced suppressive function in vitro despite retaining a demethylated TSDR.
In contrast, limited evidence exists linking Th17-like Tregs as causal for Th17-dominant
autoimmunity. The identification of IL-17+ Tregs in disease is confounded in part by the
existence of highly suppressive, IL-17-producing mTregs in the blood of healthy individuals
(Ayyoub et al., 2009; Beriou et al., 2009; Voo et al., 2009). IL-17+FOXP3+ Tregs have been
identified specifically in the inflamed intestinal mucosal, skin, and synovial tissues from patients
with Crohn’s disease, severe psoriasis, and rheumatoid arthritis, respectively (Bovenschen et al.,
2011; Hovhannisyan et al., 2011; Komatsu et al., 2014), but their functional significance remains
to be determined.
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Finally, Th2-like Tregs have been found in autoimmunity and food allergy. Patients with
systemic sclerosis have an increased frequency of Tregs expressing the Th2 cytokines IL-4 and
IL-13 specifically in the skin, as well the IL-33 receptor (ST2) (Macdonald et al., 2015), which
may augment a Th2-like phenotype (discussed below in Section 1.4.4). Blood Tregs from
children with food allergies highly express the Th2-associated transcription factors GATA3 and
IRF4, and milk allergen-specific Tregs upregulate IL-4 and IL-13 after cognate allergen
stimulation (Noval Rivas et al., 2015).
Of note, inflammatory cytokine expression by Tregs per se does not necessarily
constitute Treg functional destabilization. As previously discussed, Tregs can acquire Th-like
properties, including effector cytokine production, yet retain the capacity to inhibit specific
immune responses. In models of GVHD and transplantation, IFN-γ production by Tregs is
required for their suppressive function (Koenecke et al., 2012; Sawitzki et al., 2005).
Additionally, as with mouse Tregs, human Treg loss of FOXP3 could be temporary and be
restored in more permissive settings. Thus, it will be important to determine whether the
presence of Th-like Tregs in autoimmune and allergic diseases are pathogenic or partially
protective.

1.3

Treg cell therapy

Broad-acting immunosuppressive small molecules or biologics are a common treatment for
autoimmunity and transplantation. Because of their antigen-directed immunosuppressive
properties potential to mediate infectious tolerance, adoptive transfer of Tregs as a cell therapy
has emerged as a promising approach to prophylaxis or treatment of various immune-mediated
conditions. Treg cell therapy has shown curative potential in preclinical models and favourable
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safety profiles in patients with GVHD, type 1 diabetes, or undergoing solid organ
transplantation. Efforts are already underway to develop the next generation of Treg therapeutics
with enhanced potency and tailored functional profiles.

1.3.1

Preclinical evidence

Allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (alloHSCT) is a treatment for blood cancers,
but GVHD is a common and serious complication, in which donor T cells attack host tissues. In
a model of lethal GVHD, in which mice receive fully allogeneic HSCT with Tconvs, co-transfer
of ex vivo-expanded donor Tregs can delay or in some cases prevent GVHD (Cohen et al., 2002;
Hoffmann et al., 2002; Taylor et al., 2002). High numbers of infused Tregs (1:1 ratio with
Tconvs) are needed to achieve a therapeutic effect (Hoffmann et al., 2002; Taylor et al., 2002).
Similar findings have been reported in a humanized mouse model of xenogeneic GVHD
mediated by PBMCs in immunodeficient mice (Mutis et al., 2006). Mechanistically, donor Tregs
prevent the early expansion of alloreactive donor T cells without impairing their beneficial graftvs-tumour effect (Edinger et al., 2003; Jones et al., 2003; Trenado et al., 2003).
In solid organ transplantation, transfer of ex vivo-expanded Tregs, particularly
alloreactive Tregs, can prevent graft rejection. Initial work discovered that Tregs isolated from
mice previously tolerized to their allograft, but not from naive mice, can protect subsequent mice
from skin or islet allograft rejection (Gregori et al., 2001; Hara et al., 2001). Otherwise, Tregs
must exhibit alloreactive specificity to have a tolerogenic effect, either to allograft-derived
peptide-MHC complexes (direct recognition) or allopeptides presented by host APCs (indirect
recognition) (Golshayan et al., 2007; Sánchez-Fueyo et al., 2006). It is thought that direct and
indirect recognition mediate acute and chronic rejection, respectively (reviewed in Boardman et
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al., 2016). In line with this concept, Tregs endowed with both direct and indirect allospecificity
afford superior protection against acute and chronic graft rejection (Joffre et al., 2008; Tsang et
al., 2008). Meanwhile, in humanized mouse models of cardiac, skin, and islet allograft rejection,
polyclonally expanded human Tregs can inhibit rejection (Issa et al., 2010; Nadig et al., 2010;
Wu et al., 2013; Xiao et al., 2014a), but expanded alloreactive Tregs are more potent and require
lower cell numbers to have a therapeutic effect (Sagoo et al., 2011).
Treg cell therapy has also shown efficacy in models of autoimmune disease. Non-obese
diabetic mice, a model of type 1 diabetes, spontaneously develop T cell-mediated destruction of
insulin-producing beta cells in pancreatic islets and autoimmune diabetes. Expanded, beta cell
antigen-specific Tregs prevent the onset of autoimmune diabetes in this model (Masteller et al.,
2005; Tang et al., 2004; Tarbell et al., 2004). Furthermore, shortly after the onset insulitis or
diabetes, Treg transfer can delay or even reverse disease progression (Tang et al., 2004; Tarbell
et al., 2004). In other settings of autoimmunity, including models of multiple sclerosis and
systemic lupus erythematosus, adoptive transfer of Tregs can delay or protect from disease
progression (Kohm et al., 2002; Scalapino et al., 2006). One concern is that patients with
autoimmune disease may harbour intrinsic defects in Treg numbers and/or function that could
impede the manufacturing and potency of Treg cell therapy. Mouse models have not revealed
such issues, but investigation in human disease is required to assess the clinical efficacy of Treg
cell therapies.

1.3.2

Clinical trials

For clinical-grade manufacturing, Tregs are nearly always expanded in vitro by polyclonal
stimulation and high-dose IL-2 to achieve clinically relevant cell numbers (reviewed in
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MacDonald et al., 2019). To date, peripheral blood and umbilical cord blood have been used as
Treg sources for clinical trials. Alternative sources, including Tregs isolated directly from the
thymus or differentiated ex vivo from pluripotent stem cells, are currently under investigation as
potential off-the-shelf products (Dijke et al., 2016; Haque et al., 2012). Tregs are commonly
isolated by magnetic separation of CD25+ cells, but clinical-grade flow cytometric sorting can
yield cells with higher purity (Bluestone et al., 2015; Canavan et al., 2016; Trzonkowski et al.,
2009). For polyclonal Treg expansion, beads coated with anti-CD3/anti-CD28 or artificial APCs
delivering similar signals have been used in published trials (Brunstein et al., 2016).
Alternatively, clinical-grade donor-reactive Tregs can be generated by coculture with PBMCs
and costimulatory blockade or by activated allogeneic B cells (Guinan et al., 2016; Putnam et al.,
2013).
The first clinical trials of Treg cell therapy were conducted for GVHD. In 2009,
Trzonkowski et al. conducted the first-in-human trial, using ex vivo-expanded blood Tregs. In
this study, Tregs alleviated symptoms and enabled reduction of immunosuppression in chronic
GVHD but not acute GVHD. Other groups have since infused ex vivo-expanded cord blood or
peripheral blood Tregs as GVHD prophylaxis. Tregs were well-tolerated and reduced the
incidence of grade II–IV acute GVHD, compared to historical or contemporary controls
(Brunstein et al., 2011, 2016; Di Ianni et al., 2011; Martelli et al., 2014). A follow-up study
found that patients receiving cord blood Tregs experienced an increased risk of early viral
reactivation (Brunstein et al., 2013), and in another trial, two patients with chronic GVHD
developed skin tumours nearly one year after receiving donor Tregs (Theil et al., 2015). No
adverse events have been reported in other GVHD trials to date, and it is difficult to distinguish
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the contribution of conventional immunosuppression vs. Treg infusion. Overall, phase I and II
trials in GVHD have demonstrated the safety and potential efficacy of Treg cell therapy.
Multiple clinical trials of Treg cell therapy have also been conducted for liver and kidney
transplantation, with the aim of weaning patients of non-specific immunosuppression. The first
published trial was conducted in living-donor liver transplant recipients. Although the infused
cell product was contaminated with multiple effector immune cells due to impurities in the
starting material, seven of ten patients were weaned of immunosuppression over an 18-month
period (Todo et al., 2016). Another group performed a dose-escalation trial with magnetically
isolated, ex vivo-expanded Tregs for cadaveric liver transplantation (Sánchez-Fueyo et al.,
2020). Transplant patients receiving Tregs exhibited a positive safety profile, with no increased
incidence of cancer or infection. Meanwhile, results of two trials have been reported for livingdonor kidney transplant recipients. One group used flow-sorted Tregs to treat subclinical graft
inflammation (Chandran et al., 2017), while another group used magnetically separated Tregs to
prevent graft rejection (Mathew et al., 2018). Both studies demonstrated the feasibility, safety,
and potential efficacy of Treg cell therapy. Based on these promising results, phase II trials are
being planned or currently underway, including the use of donor-reactive Tregs, which are
expected based on animal models to be more potent.
More recently, the collective results of seven trials from the ONE Study were shared
(Sawitzki et al., 2020). The ONE Study is a multicentre phase I/IIa trial evaluating the feasibility,
safety, and efficacy of various regulatory cell populations, including Tregs, in the context of
living-donor kidney transplantation. Focusing on Tregs, three groups in Europe used
magnetically enriched, polyclonally expanded Tregs, while two groups in the United States
expanded donor-reactive Tregs by coculture with PBMCs and costimulatory blockade or with
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donor B cells (Guinan et al., 2016; Putnam et al., 2013). Across all trials, infusion of various
regulatory cell populations was feasible and safe, though with similar rejection rates within the
first year (Sawitzki et al., 2020). From the trial conducted in Berlin, Treg infusions showed no
dose-limiting toxicities, and eight of 11 patients were successfully tapered to monotherapy
immunosuppression, in comparison to the reference group which remained on standard dual- or
triple-drug immunosuppression (Roemhild et al., 2020). Across all patients, the Treg TCR
repertoire shifted to an oligoclonal pattern over a 60-week follow-up period, indicative of
selective Treg clonal survival and/or proliferation in vivo. Results from other individual research
centres are expected in the near future.
Autologous, flow-sorted, ex vivo-expanded Tregs have also been tested in patients with
type 1 diabetes. Promising results were obtained in children recently diagnosed with type 1
diabetes (<2 months) and infused with Tregs (Marek-Trzonkowska et al., 2012, 2014). Both dose
escalation and a second dose were well-tolerated. Children receiving Tregs required less daily
insulin and showed significantly higher C-peptide levels (cleavage product from insulin), with
two patients becoming completely insulin-independent within a 6–12-month follow-up period. A
phase I trial has also been conducted in adults with recent-onset type 1 diabetes (within 3–24
months) (Bluestone et al., 2015). Similar to the studies in children, Treg expansion and doseescalating infusion was feasible and safe. Despite the persistence of transferred Tregs in blood
for up to 1 year, a clear stabilization or decline in C-peptide levels could not be inferred, in part
due to the small study size. A subsequent phase II trial with polyclonal Tregs for pediatric
patients with recent-onset type 1 diabetes was recently completed: C-peptide production was not
preserved 1 year after Treg infusion (NCT02691247). Alternative Treg-based strategies should
be considered for the treatment of type 1 diabetes: preclinical models suggest a limited
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therapeutic window for Treg-based interventions after the onset of diabetes (Tarbell et al., 2004),
and the use of antigen-specific Tregs combined with islet replacement may be needed to achieve
clinical benefit (Tang et al., 2004).
Additional, small clinical trials of Treg cell therapy have been reported in a single patient
with systemic lupus erythematosus (Dall’Era et al., 2019) and in patients with relapsingremitting multiple sclerosis (Chwojnicki et al., 2021). Many other clinical studies with Treg cell
therapy are currently underway for autoimmunity and transplantation (reviewed in Romano et
al., 2019).

1.3.3

Next-generation Treg cell therapy

Treg cell therapy has shown favourable safety results in clinical trials for GVHD,
transplantation, and autoimmunity. Initial clinical efforts have focused on optimizing good
manufacturing practice-compliant protocols for Treg isolation, expansion, and enrichment for
antigen specificity. The coming years will reveal more definitive answers regarding their clinical
efficacy. In parallel, the last decade has seen an increased appreciation for Treg heterogeneity
and hence an untapped potential for therapeutic Tregs with tailored functional profiles.
Advantages of creating these next-generation therapeutic Tregs include the need for lower cell
numbers because of more targeted and effective immune regulation, a lower risk of non-specific
immunosuppressive side effects, and/or enhanced safety as a result of augmented Treg stability.
The following sections will discuss: (i) the tissue repair potential of Tregs, (ii) Foxp3-dependent
and -independent requirements for optimal Treg function, and (iii) the prospect of manipulating
Tregs by CRISPR/Cas9-based genome editing (Figure 1.1).
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Figure 1.1. Schematic diagram of recent advances in Treg biology.
(A) Treg cells expressing AREG or EGFR can mediate tissue repair in skin, muscle, and lung. (B) Exogenous IL-33
expands ST2+ Tregs exhibiting heightened stability and suppressive function. (C) IL-2 and TCR signals direct Treg
development; mature Tregs use Foxp3 and a number of cofactors to activate Treg-associated genes, repress Tconvassociated genes, and alter associated chromatin accessibility. (D) A Foxp3-independent, Treg-specific molecular
signature is established in developing Tregs by TCR, IL-2, and potentially TGF-β signals as well as transcription
factors. (E) Helios expression by Tregs enables their survival and stability in vivo. (F) Gene knockout and knock-in
in human T cells is commonly achieved by co-delivery of a CRISPR/Cas9 RNP (by electroporation) and a
corresponding HDR template (by AAV6), which has recently been applied in human Tregs. Treg-P, Treg precursor.
“Icosahedron” by Wikimedia user “DTR” has been modified and reused under CC BY 3.0 to represent AAV6.
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1.4
1.4.1

Treg-mediated tissue repair
Stages of tissue repair

Tissue repair after physical or chemical insult, infectious agents, stress, or other injury is a
coordinated process involving multiple immune and non-immune cell types to restore tissue
organization and architecture. Tissue repair occurs in three overlapping stages: inflammation,
new tissue formation, and remodelling (reviewed in Eming et al., 2014; Gurtner et al., 2008;
Karin and Clevers, 2016). In the first stage (0–3 days after injury), platelets and components of
the coagulation cascade are activated to limit blood and fluid loss and further tissue damage.
Alarmins recruit neutrophils, monocytes, and other immune cells, which drive phagocytosis,
cytotoxicity, and inflammation. In the second stage (2–10 days after injury), alternatively
activated macrophages and fibroblasts secrete cytokines, growth factors, and extracellular
matrix-modulating proteins to promote new tissue formation and angiogenesis. Myofibroblasts
migrate, proliferate, and contract to bring the edges of the wound together. In damaged skin,
keratinocytes also play a role in re-epithelialization. In the last stage (2–3 weeks to several
months after injury), the majority of activated cells undergo apoptosis or exit the wound. The
remaining extracellular matrix is progressively remodelled by macrophages and fibroblasts.
Beyond neutrophils and macrophages (reviewed in Wang, 2018; Wynn and Vannella, 2016),
recent work has implicated additional immune cell types, including Tregs, as facilitators of the
tissue repair process.

1.4.2

Involvement of the AREG/EGFR pathway

Tregs in mice are involved in tissue repair (Figure 1.1A). In models of skin wounding and acute
muscle injury, Tregs indirectly contribute to the repair process in part by limiting the
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accumulation of IFN-γ-producing T cells and promoting the switch in myeloid cells from a
proinflammatory to a regenerative state (Burzyn et al., 2013; Nosbaum et al., 2016; Villalta et
al., 2014). Tregs also act directly on parenchymal cells to mediate tissue repair. Tregs
accumulating at damaged lungs and muscles secrete the epidermal growth factor (EGF) family
member amphiregulin (AREG) (Burzyn et al., 2013). AREG acts directly on muscle satellite
cells in vitro and its administration to injured mice improves muscle repair (Burzyn et al., 2013).
AREG is produced by a wide variety of cells, including epithelial and immune cells
(reviewed in Zaiss et al., 2015), and Treg-derived AREG in particular is critical in restoring
tissue integrity after damage from infection. Although mice with a Treg-specific Areg deficiency
can reduce viral loads upon influenza infection, they exhibit compromised barrier integrity and
poor lung function (Arpaia et al., 2015). Other cells, notably Tconvs and type 2 innate lymphoid
cells (ILC2), also produce AREG during infection, but AREG production during early
inflammation is limited to Tregs (Arpaia et al., 2015). Thus, the ability of Tregs to produce
AREG is critical for post-lung infection tissue repair.
AREG signals via the EGF receptor (EGFR) on epithelial and endothelial cells to control
their proliferation and differentiation. Tregs also express EGFR, enabling them to respond to one
or more EGF ligands (Zaiss et al., 2013). In a mouse model of skin wounding, Tregs indirectly
contribute to tissue repair by expression of EGFR. After wounding, Tregs accumulating in the
skin upregulate Egfr; selective deletion of Egfr in these Tregs prolongs wound-associated
inflammation and delays wound closure (Nosbaum et al., 2016). Similar to experiments in
influenza infection, Treg accumulation and upregulation of Egfr is important in the early phase
after skin wounding, rather than after the resolution of inflammation. However, Treg-specific
Egfr deletion has a lesser effect than Treg depletion during skin wounding, suggesting that Tregs
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also use other pathways to promote tissue repair (Nosbaum et al., 2016). The mechanisms
controlling the EGFR pathway in Tregs, including the role of EGFR signalling and the identity
of the EGF ligands involved, remain unclear. Studies in mice and humans suggest that high
concentrations of recombinant AREG can act on EGFR+ Tregs to enhance their suppressive
function in vitro (Wang et al., 2016b; Zaiss et al., 2013), but the low levels of AREG produced
by Tregs themselves are not sufficient to achieve the same function-enhancing effects in vitro or
in vivo (Arpaia et al., 2015; Carney et al., 2016). This newly recognized potential for Tregs to
mediate tissue repair opens a new opportunity to apply these cells in context of tissue damage,
which is a major problem in transplantation and some autoimmune diseases.

1.4.3

Characteristics of tissue-reparative Tregs

In mice, tissue-reparative Tregs are an activated, distinct population recruited from the
circulation. Tregs accumulating in injured tissues express high levels of the activation markers
CD25, CTLA-4, ICOS (skin) or KLRG1 and CCR2 (muscle) (Burzyn et al., 2013; Nosbaum et
al., 2016; Villalta et al., 2014). T cell activation is likely a prerequisite for their tissue-reparative
function: unstimulated Tregs do not promote the proliferation or myogenic differentiation of
muscle satellite cells in vitro (Castiglioni et al., 2015), and AREG production ex vivo is limited
to Tregs with an effector-memory phenotype (Arpaia et al., 2015). Transcriptionally, muscle and
lung tissue-reparative Tregs resemble visceral adipose tissue Tregs, rather than lymphoid Tregs
(Arpaia et al., 2015; Burzyn et al., 2013). Lung-reparative Tregs are also enriched in genes
associated with extracellular matrix remodelling (Arpaia et al., 2015). Rather than being tissueresident, however, tissue-reparative Tregs are recruited since their accumulation in injured skin
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and muscle can be blocked by the S1P1 agonist FTY720, which prevents lymphocyte egress
from lymphoid organs (Kuswanto et al., 2016; Nosbaum et al., 2016).
The finding that tissue-reparative Tregs originate from the circulating pool underscores
the significance of context-dependent signals in damaged tissues that drive the repair program in
Tregs. Understanding the signals involved in tissue-specific Treg activation, differentiation, and
repair function is critical to exploiting this potential in cell therapy. Preliminary work has
implicated TCR activation and inflammatory cytokines as signals driving the tissue-reparative
potential of mouse Tregs. In vitro, AREG production by splenic Tregs is induced by IL-18 or
IL-33 (Arpaia et al., 2015). During influenza infection, lung Tregs poised to produce AREG also
express the receptors for these cytokines. Treg AREG production is independent of TCR
signalling both in vitro and in vivo, since Tregs with a conditional depletion of Tcra prior to
influenza infection can produce AREG during infection (Arpaia et al., 2015). Nevertheless, as
AREG+ Tregs express IL-18Rα and exhibit an effector-memory phenotype, prior TCR activation
may still play a role in promoting their tissue-reparative potential. In acutely injured muscles,
Tregs require injury-associated TCR activation, at least indirectly, for their tissue-reparative
function. Tregs accumulating at the injured muscle are clonally expanded and have a unique
TCR repertoire (Burzyn et al., 2013), but whether TCR signalling is needed for Tregs to exert
their tissue-reparative potential in this context is not known.
Tregs also respond to local IL-33 to promote muscle repair. IL-33 expression spikes
within hours after muscle injury, and IL-33 administration further increases Treg accumulation,
mainly via enhanced proliferation, resulting in enhanced muscle regeneration (Kuswanto et al.,
2016). Conversely, mice with a Treg-specific Il1rl1 (ST2) deletion have reduced Treg
accumulation in injured muscles and impaired muscle repair (Kuswanto et al., 2016). Whether
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IL-33 directly contributes to muscle Treg-mediated repair as in the influenza model is unclear.
Additional local factors may regulate the differentiation of recruited Tregs into their fully tissuereparative state. It will be important to determine whether the same signals promote the tissue
repair potential of Tregs, or whether different signals are needed for each tissue.
Overall, the finding that mouse Tregs mediate tissue repair at multiple sites such as
muscle, lung, and skin is an exciting consideration for Treg cell therapies. Thus far, studies of
Tregs in tissue repair have been limited to mice. It remains to be determined whether human
Tregs can also upregulate AREG and EGFR to mediate tissue repair. One study of human CD4+
T cells found that AREG production can be induced by TCR or cyclic AMP activation (Qi et al.,
2012). Exploiting Tregs with tissue-reparative properties for cell therapy may provide enhanced
protection against organ rejection and damage.

1.4.4

Modulation by the IL-33/ST2 pathway

IL-33 is a pleiotropic cytokine constitutively expressed by epithelial cells at barrier tissues and
released immediately upon necrotic cell death (reviewed in Liew et al., 2016). The role of IL-33
and its receptor ST2 has been extensively reviewed in various contexts, including tissue damage
and repair (Martin and Martin, 2016; Molofsky et al., 2015), alloimmunity (Liu and Turnquist,
2016), type 2 responses (Hardman and Ogg, 2016; Lott et al., 2015), and T cell biology
(Carrasco et al., 2015; Peine et al., 2016). Polymorphisms in IL33 and IL1RL1 (ST2) have also
been linked to diseases of both type 1 (e.g., Crohn’s disease) and type 2 inflammation (e.g.,
asthma) (Gudbjartsson et al., 2009; Latiano et al., 2013). This section focuses on the therapeutic
potential of ST2+ Tregs as cell-based products and their prospects for modulation by IL-33
(Figure 1.1B).
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In mice, ST2+ Tregs are an activated, suppressive subset maintained by IL-33. ST2+
Tregs, especially following IL-33 administration in vivo, exhibit an eTreg phenotype (Matta et
al., 2014; Siede et al., 2016). IL-33 also expands ST2+ Tregs (Turnquist et al., 2011), particularly
in nonlymphoid organs such as the colon and visceral adipose tissue (Han et al., 2015; Kolodin et
al., 2015; Schiering et al., 2014; Vasanthakumar et al., 2015). Elevated ST2+ Treg numbers in
tissues are maintained for up to one month after IL-33 treatment (Kolodin et al., 2015).
Consistent with their preferential localization to nonlymphoid organs, ST2+ Tregs express higher
levels of the tissue-homing chemokine receptors CXCR3, CCR4, CCR9, CD103, and α4β7
(Siede et al., 2016).
IL-33 enhances the stability and function of ST2+ Tregs. In combination with IL-2, IL-33
promotes GATA3 phosphorylation, reinforcing both ST2 and FOXP3 expression in ST2+ Tregs
and supporting their maintenance in inflammatory environments (Guo et al., 2009; Schiering et
al., 2014; Vasanthakumar et al., 2015). Mouse ST2+ Tregs also express Th2 cytokines IL-5,
IL-10, and IL-13 in response to IL-33 (Han et al., 2015; Siede et al., 2016; Vasanthakumar et al.,
2015). Analogously, human ST2+ Tregs from the skin of systemic sclerosis patients produce IL-4
and IL-13 within IL-33-treated skin explants (Macdonald et al., 2015). In IL-33-treated mice,
ST2+ Tregs potently suppress IL-33-augmented IFN-γ production by CD8+ T cells and Tconvs
(Biton et al., 2016; Matta et al., 2014). Thus, ST2+ Tregs, by nature of their tissue localization,
suppressive function, and enhanced stability, are well positioned to suppress IL-33-mediated
inflammation in target tissues. A major barrier to harnessing the ST2+ Tregs for cell therapy is
the lack of studies on these cells in humans. Limited work in blood, omental fat, and skin
suggests that ST2 expression on human Tregs is tissue-restricted (Macdonald et al., 2015; Wu et
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al., 2019). Thus, strategies to induce or enhance ST2 expression on peripheral Tregs will likely
be required to harness the properties of these cells for therapy.
The IL-33/ST2 signalling axis plays a complex role in transplantation. In models of acute
and chronic cardiac allograft rejection, IL-33 treatment after transplant prolongs graft survival
via enhanced Th2 responses and expansion of ST2+ Tregs and myeloid-derived suppressor cells
(Brunner et al., 2011; Turnquist et al., 2011). However, IL-33 released during transplantassociated inflammation is remarkably detrimental. In a model of alloHSCT, endogenous IL-33
is upregulated as a result of tissue damage from conditioning (e.g., radiation, chemotherapy),
ultimately promoting type 1 alloimmunity and lethal acute GVHD. Mice treated with exogenous
IL-33 post-alloHSCT die more rapidly, associated with a concurrent expansion of IFN-γ+CD8+
donor T cells and upregulation of ST2 (Reichenbach et al., 2015). Similarly, alloHSCT patients
with GVHD exhibit higher IL-33 levels in the gut and elevated ST2 expression on IFN-γ+CD4+
T cells. IL-33-mediated GVHD in mice can be reduced using Il33−/− recipients, transplantation of
Il1rl1 (ST2)-deficient donor T cells, or treatment with the IL-33 decoy receptor sST2
(Reichenbach et al., 2015). Thus, IL-33 release post-conditioning and alloHSCT has a
proinflammatory effect, enhancing donor ST2+ T cell activation and lethal alloimmunity.
In contrast, treatment of mice with IL-33 before and after conditioning and alloHSCT
protected against GVHD. During homeostasis (pre-conditioning), IL-33 expands radiationresistant ST2+ Tregs and myeloid-derived suppressor cells that persist throughout transplantation
(Matta et al., 2016). Treg depletion alongside IL-33 administration eliminates the protective
effect and further augments GVHD compared to vehicle-treated mice. Treg responsiveness to
IL-33 is critical for their tolerogenic function in this context: adoptive co-transfer of Il1rl1deficient Tregs does not protect mice from IL-33-mediated GVHD after conditioning and
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alloHSCT (Matta et al., 2016). In these models, physiological ratios of ST2+ Tregs to Tconvs are
insufficient to prevent GVHD: IL-33 pre-conditioning is needed to expand ST2+ Tregs to prevent
IL-33-mediated alloimmunity.
These studies underscore the importance of the context of IL-33 release in determining its
proinflammatory or tolerogenic effects. Cytokines involved in GVHD may synergize with IL-33
to drive type 1 inflammation. IL-12 enhances IL-33-mediated Th1 antiviral responses in vivo
(Baumann et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2011) and IL-23 in the colon abrogates the stabilizing effects
of IL-33 on ST2+ Tregs (Schiering et al., 2014). These cytokines may similarly disable the
tolerogenic functions of IL-33 during GVHD. Although IL-33 pre-conditioning to promote
transplant tolerance appears to be a promising approach, a better understanding of what factors
modulate IL-33 function will be necessary to appropriately exploit this pathway for therapeutic
benefit, particularly as IL-33 affects a variety of cell types.

1.5

Foxp3-dependent control of Treg development, function, and stability

Several lines of evidence support the notion that FOXP3 is the master transcription factor for
Tregs. Loss-of-function mutations in FOXP3 in mice (Brunkow et al., 2001) and humans
(Bennett et al., 2001; Chatila et al., 2000; Wildin et al., 2001) result in a range of severe, multiorgan autoimmune and atopic diseases known as scurfy or IPEX, respectively. Since FOXP3 is
predominantly expressed by Tregs in mice and humans (Fontenot et al., 2003; Hori et al., 2003;
Khattri et al., 2003; Walker et al., 2003), these consequences suggest a loss of Treg function
arising from FOXP3 mutations. Similarly, genetic ablation of Foxp3 (Fontenot et al., 2003;
Gavin et al., 2007; Lin et al., 2007), attenuation of Foxp3 expression (Wan and Flavell, 2007),
and neonatal depletion of Foxp3+ cells (Kim et al., 2007; Lahl et al., 2007) in hemizygous male
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mice phenocopies the lethal phenotype of scurfy mice. Continued Foxp3 expression is also
required for mature Treg function (Williams and Rudensky, 2007). Conversely, constitutive
overexpression of FOXP3 in mouse or human Tconvs recapitulates some aspects of Treg
phenotype and function, including hypoproliferation, reduced cytokine expression, and the
acquisition of suppressive capacity in vitro and in vivo (Allan et al., 2008; Fontenot et al., 2003;
Hori et al., 2003). Finally, Foxp3-transgenic mice harbour higher frequencies of Tregs (Khattri et
al., 2003). Overall, Foxp3 is necessary for Treg development and function and its constitutive
overexpression is sufficient to confer suppressive properties.
The Foxp3 promoter has limited transactivation potential: instead, initiation and
maintenance of its expression relies on several regulatory regions (Tone et al., 2008). In addition
to the FOXP3 promoter (Mantel et al., 2006), four cross-species conserved enhancers have been
identified: the pioneer enhancer CNS0, upstream of the promoter (Kitagawa et al., 2017); CNS1
and CNS2, within the first intron (Kim and Leonard, 2007; Tone et al., 2008; Zorn et al., 2006);
and CNS3, downstream of the first coding exon (Zheng et al., 2010).

1.5.1

Initiation of Foxp3 expression

SATB1 is a pioneer factor that initiates Foxp3 expression during tTreg development. Prior to the
induction of Foxp3 expression, tTreg precursors at the CD4+CD8+ double-positive and CD4+ SP
thymocyte stage accumulate permissive histone marks at Treg-specific super-enhancers
(Kitagawa et al., 2017). Super-enhancers are clusters of highly active enhancers thought to
activate lineage-defining genes (Whyte et al., 2013). CNS0 is one such super-enhancer, and is
sequentially bound by SATB1 and the histone methyltransferase MLL4 (Kitagawa et al., 2017;
Placek et al., 2017). Satb1 deletion in double-positive thymocytes, but not later in tTreg
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development, impairs Treg super-enhancer activation, subsequent Foxp3 expression, and tTreg
development (Kitagawa et al., 2017). Mechanistically, SATB1 binds closed chromatin at CNS0
and other Treg super-enhancers, and establishes an open chromatin state in cooperation with
MLL4. In CD4+ SP thymocytes, SATB1 binds CNS3 and CNS2 to initiate Foxp3 transcription.
Finally, SATB1 downregulation in mature Tregs is necessary for the maintenance of Treg
function (Beyer et al., 2011). Thus, multiple epigenetic events precede the initiation of Foxp3
expression in developing tTregs.
CNS3 further facilitates Foxp3 expression in tTreg precursors by epigenetically poising
the Foxp3 promoter (Feng et al., 2015). CNS3-deficient mice exhibit severely reduced tTreg
frequencies (Zheng et al., 2010). The tTregs that arise from CNS3-deficient mice are biased
towards higher autoreactivity, suggesting that CNS3 sensitizes developing tTregs to suboptimal
TCR stimulation (Feng et al., 2015). Consistent with these findings, a subsequent study showed
that CNS3 deficiency only impairs the development of the less autoreactive Foxp3+CD25− tTreg
precursor subset, rather than the more autoreactive CD25+Foxp3− tTreg precursors (Owen et al.,
2019).
Several transcription factors bind CNS3 and subsequent regulatory elements to initiate
Foxp3 expression. c-Rel, activated upon CD28 engagement, binds CNS3 (Zheng et al., 2010).
c-Rel is also among the first to bind the Foxp3 promoter, where it arranges a Foxp3-specific
enhancesome involving p65, NFAT, Smad, and CREB (Ruan et al., 2009). Additionally, c-Rel
can bind CNS2 and facilitate its demethylation (Long et al., 2009), though likely indirectly.
Downstream of TCR signals, the Nr4a nuclear receptors redundantly bind the Foxp3 promoter
and induce permissive histone modifications (Sekiya et al., 2011). T cell-specific ablation of all
three family members completely blocks tTreg development (Sekiya et al., 2013). Nr4a members
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are thought to ‘translate’ intermediate-strength TCR signals into a Treg-favouring developmental
pathway (Sekiya et al., 2013) and reinforce tTreg commitment after Foxp3 is induced (Sekiya et
al., 2018). Meanwhile, Foxo1 and Foxo3 bind and activate both CNS3 and the Foxp3 promoter
(Ouyang et al., 2010). Accordingly, global or T cell-restricted Foxo1- and Foxo3-double KO
mice harbour substantially fewer tTregs (Kerdiles et al., 2010; Ouyang et al., 2010). Overall,
following the activity of SATB1, several transcription factors including c-Rel, Foxo proteins,
and Nr4a receptors bind Foxp3 enhancer and promoter regions to initiate Foxp3 expression in
Treg precursors. The interplay between these proteins, however, is less well understood.
In contrast, pTreg development requires CNS1 (Zheng et al., 2010). As expected for
pTreg dysfunction, CNS1-deficient mice exhibit gut- and lung-restricted inflammation and
higher rates of abortion during pregnancy without exhibiting systemic autoimmunity (Josefowicz
et al., 2012; Samstein et al., 2012a). TCR and TGF-β signals activate NFAT and Smad3,
respectively, which are both required to activate CNS1 via histone acetylation (Schlenner et al.,
2012; Tone et al., 2008).

1.5.2

Maintenance of Foxp3 expression

Foxp3 expression is upheld both epigenetically and by transcription factor activity. CNS2, while
dispensable for the induction of Foxp3, is required for maintenance of its expression (Zheng et
al., 2010). In vitro, CNS2 counteracts proinflammatory cytokine- or cell division-mediated
Foxp3 loss (Feng et al., 2014; Li et al., 2014); in vivo, CNS2 maintains Foxp3 expression
particularly in dividing Tregs in nonlymphoid tissuse (Feng et al., 2014). CNS2 contains a CpG
island, known as the TSDR, that is highly demethylated in mature Tregs but not Tconvs or in
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vitro-induced iTregs (Floess et al., 2007; Kim and Leonard, 2007). TSDR demethylation hence
marks mouse and human Tregs with stable FOXP3 expression (Floess et al., 2007).
The TSDR within CNS2 is progressively demethylated during tTreg development,
subsequent to Foxp3 expression. Foxp3+CD4+ SP thymocytes are approximately 50% methylated
(Ohkura et al., 2012; Toker et al., 2013). In developing tTregs, TET2 and TET3, which catalyze
cytosine demethylation, act redundantly to demethylate the TSDR (Li et al., 2020; Toker et al.,
2013; Yue et al., 2016). TET2 expression is upregulated by TCR activation and is sustained by
IL-2 signals in CD4+ SP thymocytes in vitro, though curiously, TET3 is downregulated in
response to TCR activation (Nair and Oh, 2014). Similar signals may promote TET expression
during tTreg development in vivo.
TET2 is thought to actively maintain TSDR demethylation even after tTreg development.
TET2 and the TET2-recruiting protein MBD2 both associate with the TSDR in mature Tregs,
and global deletion of Mbd2 decreases Treg numbers and function (Wang et al., 2013a). In these
mice, Tregs from thymic tissue exhibit normal TSDR demethylation, while Tregs in the
periphery have a methylated TSDR, suggesting impaired maintenance of TSDR demethylation
after Treg maturation. Reintroduction of MBD2 in Mbd2-deficient Tregs also restores TSDR
demethylation (Wang et al., 2013a). Conversely, the methylated TSDR in Tconvs is bound by
the DNA methyltransferse DNMT1 (Lal et al., 2009), which catalyzes the opposite reaction of
TET2. Overall, the TSDR locus is actively regulated both during tTreg development and
homeostasis.
Several transcription factors bind demethylated CNS2 to promote stable Foxp3
expression in mature Tregs. CNS2 contains binding sites for STAT proteins (Yao et al., 2007;
Zorn et al., 2006). In vitro, IL-2-activated STAT5 outcompetes STAT6 (activated by IL-4) for
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binding to CNS2 to protect Tregs from Foxp3 loss (Feng et al., 2014). A similar competitive
mechanism may occur between STAT5 and STAT3, which also share binding sites within CNS2
(Zorn et al., 2006). As STAT3 and STAT6, but not STAT5, can associate with DNMT1 (Feng et
al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2005), it is likely that STAT5 protects CNS2 from STAT3/STAT6recruited DNMT1 and subsequent CNS2 remethylation. TCR signals also contribute to the
maintenance of Foxp3 expression via CNS2: inhibition of calcineurin-NFAT reduces Foxp3
expression in wildtype Tregs, but not CNS2-deficient Tregs. Mechanistically, TCR-activated
NFAT promotes the interaction of CNS2 with the Foxp3 promoter (Li et al., 2014).
Finally, other proteins, including CREB/ATF (Kim and Leonard, 2007), RUNX1 (Bruno
et al., 2009; Kitoh et al., 2009; Rudra et al., 2009), and ETS-1 (Polansky et al., 2010) promote
Foxp3 expression in a CNS2- and/or Foxp3 promoter-dependent manner. As their binding sites
are in close proximity (Polansky et al., 2010), it is possible that a multiprotein complex operates
at these loci to maintain Foxp3 expression in Tregs.

1.5.3

The FOXP3 protein

The FOXP3 protein consists of an N-terminal proline-rich domain, a zinc-finger domain, a
leucine-zipper domain, and a C-terminal forkhead domain (reviewed in Lu et al., 2017). IPEX
patients harbour deleterious mutations throughout the FOXP3 gene (reviewed in Park et al.,
2020), suggesting that all domains of FOXP3 are essential for Treg function. The N-terminal
domain confers transcriptional repressive properties in part by binding other proteins (Lopes et
al., 2006). The zinc-finger and leucine-zipper domains facilitate FOXP3 homodimerization and
other protein-protein interactions. The C-terminal forkhead domain mediates FOXP3
homodimerization as well, and binds DNA and other proteins for transcriptional regulation
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(Lopes et al., 2006). Three sequences in the N-terminus and the forkhead domain promote the
nuclear translocation of FOXP3 (Hancock and Ozkaynak, 2009; Lopes et al., 2006), while two
nuclear export sequences have been identified at the exon 1–2 and 6–7 boundaries (Magg et al.,
2012). FOXP3 is further regulated by post-translational modifications, including acetylation,
which promotes FOXP3 protein stability and DNA binding; phosphorylation, which has sitespecific augmentative and inhibitory effects; and ubiquitination and deubiquitination, which
facilitates or protects from its proteasomal degradation, respectively (reviewed in Deng et al.,
2019).
In contrast to the mouse protein, human FOXP3 is subject to alternative splicing. Human
Tregs coexpress all four known isoforms: full-length FOXP3, FOXP3Δ2 (lacking exon 2),
FOXP3Δ2Δ7 (lacking both exons 2 and 7), and FOXP3Δ7 (lacking exon 7) (Kaur et al., 2010;
Mailer et al., 2009). FOXP3Δ7 is the predominant isoform upregulated within 24 hours after
TCR activation of Tregs, but it is not known whether FOXP3Δ7 is equivalently functional
compared to its full-length counterpart (Kaur et al., 2010). Overexpression of either the fulllength isoform or any splice variant in Tconvs comparably reduces their proliferation and
cytokine expression, but conflicting results have been reported regarding whether FOXP3Δ2
confers suppressive activity (Aarts-Riemens et al., 2008; Allan et al., 2005; Mailer et al., 2009;
Smith et al., 2006). Meanwhile, FOXP3Δ2Δ7 overexpression does not confer suppressive
function in vitro (Mailer et al., 2009), and mice engineered to exclusively express a mouse
Foxp3Δ2Δ7 isoform develop multi-organ autoimmunity akin to Treg-deficient mice (Joly et al.,
2015). Interestingly, IL-1β promotes the excision of FOXP3 exon 7, and forced splicing of
FOXP3 into FOXP3Δ2Δ7 favours nTconv differentiation into Th17 cells in vitro (Mailer et al.,
2015).
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1.5.4

Transcriptional regulation by Foxp3

Genome-wide ChIP studies have identified thousands of FOXP3 binding sites associated with
~700 (mouse) to over 5000 (human) genes in Tregs (Birzele et al., 2011; Marson et al., 2007;
Sadlon et al., 2010; Schmidl et al., 2014; Zheng et al., 2007). FOXP3 target genes encode a range
of proteins involved in chromatin remodelling, TCR activation, and surface protein expression.
As many FOXP3-bound genes are either upregulated or downregulated, FOXP3 acts both as a
transcriptional activator and repressor (Birzele et al., 2011; Marson et al., 2007; Sadlon et al.,
2010; Schmidl et al., 2014; Zheng et al., 2007). Meanwhile, FOXP3-bound genes comprise a
minority (~6% in mice, ~40% in human) of FOXP3-regulated genes, suggesting that FOXP3 also
regulates genes indirectly by cooperation with other factors (Birzele et al., 2011; Zheng et al.,
2007). Indeed, Foxp3 forms large, multiprotein complexes of 400–800 kDa or larger with more
than 300 associated proteins (Rudra et al., 2012). Many of these Foxp3 cofactors are
transcription factors and chromatin-remodelling proteins whose expression is directly regulated
by Foxp3. A model has been proposed in which Foxp3 primarily exists in two complexes (Kwon
et al., 2017b). In an active form that mediates both transcriptional activation and repression,
Foxp3 is bound to p65, TIP60, and Helios. Meanwhile, Foxp3 is inactive when complexed with
EZH2, YY3, and Ikaros and sequestered in the nuclear periphery (Kwon et al., 2017b).
Foxp3 binds several transcription factors to regulate gene expression. Foxp3 suppresses
the transcriptional activity of AP-1 by direct interaction with NFAT and c-Jun. In TCR-activated
Tconvs, AP-1 complexes with NFAT to promote T cell activation at the transcriptional and
epigenetic levels (Yukawa et al., 2020). In Tregs, Foxp3 outcompetes AP-1 for binding to NFAT
(Wu et al., 2006). This Foxp3-NFAT interaction is required for suppression of Il2 and Il4
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transcription, upregulation of CD25 and CTLA-4, and prevention of autoimmune diabetes.
Foxp3 also inhibits AP-1 transcriptional activity by binding and sequestering the AP-1 family
member c-Jun (Lee et al., 2008). These two mechanisms are likely complementary: Foxp3
interacts with NFAT and c-Jun via its forkhead and N-terminal domains, respectively, and an Nterminal-truncated Foxp3 capable of binding NFAT is still unable to inhibit Il2 transcription (Lee
et al., 2008; Wu et al., 2006).
Meanwhile, Foxp3 co-opts RUNX1 transcriptional activity to promote Treg function. In
Tconvs, RUNX1 binds the promoters of Ifng and Il2 to directly transactivate their expression
(Ono et al., 2007). In mouse Tregs and human cells, FOXP3 interacts with RUNX1, and the
Foxp3-RUNX1 complex suppresses Ifng and Il2 transcription, upregulates CD25 and CTLA-4
expression, and confers suppressive properties to Tconvs. Importantly, these activities are
abrogated with a Foxp3 mutant unable to interact with RUNX1 (Ono et al., 2007). In support of a
critical role for RUNX1 in Treg function, mice with a Treg-specific deletion of Runx1 develop
lymphoproliferation and autoimmune disease (Kitoh et al., 2009), and RUNX1-knockdown
human Tregs are less suppressive in vitro (Ono et al., 2007). Overall, Foxp3 repression of Il2
expression depends on additional cofactors, namely NFAT, c-Jun, and RUNX1.
Foxp3 can form heterodimers with Foxp1 (Song et al., 2012), but the functional
significance of this interaction is unclear. In a FOXP3-overexpressing Jurkat T cell line, FOXP1
knockdown reduces FOXP3-mediated repression of IL-2 expression (Li et al., 2007a). A
subsequent study found that Foxp1 in Tregs increases Foxp3 binding to many target genes,
particularly at sites co-occupied by Foxp1 (Konopacki et al., 2019). Foxp1 expression is also
required for maximal Treg function in vivo (Ghosh et al., 2018; Konopacki et al., 2019; Ren et
al., 2019). However, whether these characteristics require a direct Foxp3-Foxp1 interaction or
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are mediated indirectly through other proteins remains to be determined. Nevertheless, Foxp1
supports Foxp3-mediated transcriptional regulation.
Treg suppression of specific Th responses may be mediated by Foxp3 interactions with
other proteins. As previously discussed, Tregs require IRF4 to suppress Th2 responses. Foxp3
also interacts with IRF4 (Zheng et al., 2009), though direct evidence supporting a requirement
for the Foxp3-IRF4 interaction in this setting is lacking. On the other hand, mice with a Foxp3
mutant augmenting its interaction with IRF4 are more resistant to Th17-mediated arthritic
inflammation (Darce et al., 2012); IRF4 is also normally involved in Th17 differentiation of
Tconvs (Brüstle et al., 2007). Meanwhile, Foxp3 in Tregs specifically interacts with activated
p-STAT3, which enables Foxp3 to directly repress Il6 and Tgfb1 transcription and prevent Th17
activation in vivo (Chaudhry et al., 2009). Finally, Foxp3 can suppress IL-17 expression
dependent on direct interactions with both RORγt and RUNX1 (Ichiyama et al., 2008; Zhang et
al., 2008; Zhou et al., 2008). Overall, Foxp3’s interactions with other proteins expand its scope
of transcriptional regulation (Figure 1.1C).

1.5.5

Epigenetic regulation by Foxp3

Beyond transcriptional regulation, Foxp3 can epigenetically activate or silence genes. Canonical
FOXP3-repressed (IFNG, IL2) and FOXP3-activated genes (IL2RA (CD25), CTLA4) also exhibit
repressive or permissive histone marks (Chen et al., 2006), which alter chromatin accessibility.
FOXP3 associates with the histone acetyltransferase TIP60 and the histone deacetylases HDAC7
and HDAC9 to modify chromatin (Li et al., 2007b). In the Jurkat T cell line, a complex
containing FOXP3, TIP60, and HDAC7 is required for effective repression of IL-2 expression.
However, TIP60 and HDACs also directly acetylate/deacetylate lysines in the forkhead domain
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of FOXP3 (Li et al., 2007b), and FOXP3 acetylation is critical for Treg suppressive function in
mice and IPEX patients (Bin Dhuban et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2013b; Tao et al., 2007; Xiao et al.,
2014b). This makes it challenging to uncouple the effects of TIP60 and HDAC-mediated
acetylation and deacetylation of histones vs. FOXP3 in Treg function.
Finally, Foxp3 directly interacts with multiple proteins to silence gene expression via
deposition of repressive epigenetic marks. In mouse Tregs, Foxp3 associates with the
transcription factor Eos and its corepressor CtBP1, which in turn recruits the histone
methyltransferase EHMT2, to induce epigenetic modifications at the Il2 and Ifng promoters (Pan
et al., 2009). Eos and CtBP1 are both required for the Foxp3-dependent deposition of repressive
histone methylation and acetylation marks. Notably, Ikzf4 (Eos)-knockdown Tregs displayed
predominant (90%) de-repression of Foxp3-repressed genes without alterations in Foxp3upregulated genes, implicating a primary role for the Foxp3-Eos complex in gene silencing (Pan
et al., 2009). Foxp3 also recruits EZH2 upon Treg activation, which is responsible for de novo
trimethylation of H3K27 (Arvey et al., 2014; DuPage et al., 2015). Foxp3-mediated deposition of
this repressive mark is required for transcriptional regulation, as absence of either Foxp3 or Ezh2
increases chromatin accessibility and de-represses expression of Treg-specific genes (Arvey et
al., 2014; DuPage et al., 2015). Functionally, genetic ablation or knockdown of either Eos or
Ezh2 in Tregs reverses their suppressive function in vitro and in vivo (Arvey et al., 2014;
DuPage et al., 2015; Pan et al., 2009). Collectively, these studies suggest that histone
modifications are a critical aspect of Foxp3-dependent transcriptional regulation (Figure 1.1C).
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1.6
1.6.1

Foxp3-independent control of Treg development, function, and stability
Foxp3 is insufficient to confer a Treg phenotype

Accumulating evidence suggests that Foxp3 is insufficient to confer a Treg phenotype. First,
endogenous FOXP3 expression in human CD4+ T cells is not associated with Treg suppressive
capacity. Ex vivo, a subset of CD4+CD25intFOXP3+ memory T cells do not possess Treg-like
suppressive activity but express the inflammatory cytokines IFN-γ, IL-2, and IL-17 (Miyara et
al., 2009). FOXP3 expression is also lost in these cells after TCR activation, in contrast to
CD4+CD25+FOXP3+ Tregs which retain FOXP3 expression. Meanwhile, in vitro TCR
stimulation can induce FOXP3 expression in Tconvs but does not recapitulate a Treg phenotype,
repress cytokine expression, or confer suppressive properties (Allan et al., 2007; Gavin et al.,
2006; Wang et al., 2007). Activation-induced FOXP3 is a transient property and is reduced
within a week after initial stimulation (Allan et al., 2007). Instead, FOXP3 has Tconv-intrinsic
effects: FOXP3-deficient or FOXP3-knockdown Tconvs proliferate more and express higher
levels of IFN-γ and IL-2 in response to TCR signals (McMurchy et al., 2013). Thus, FOXP3
expression alone does not reliably distinguish Tregs from Tconvs.
Second, mouse Tregs exhibit a Foxp3-independent gene signature. Using a gain-offunction approach, Foxp3-transduced Tconvs recapitulate a number of Foxp3-dependent genes,
but many Treg-specific genes are Foxp3-independent, including Ikzf2 (Helios), Gzmb
(granzyme B), and Itgb8 (integrin β8) (Hill et al., 2007; Sugimoto et al., 2006). Conversely, two
groups developed mice with a non-functional, reporter-marked allele of Foxp3. Although these
Foxp3-deficient Tregs lose their suppressive function in vivo and upregulate inflammatory
cytokine expression, they acquire a partial Treg gene signature (Gavin et al., 2007; Lin et al.,
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2007). Foxp3 is instead thought to amplify Treg-specific gene expression by binding preaccessible chromatin sites (Samstein et al., 2012b).
Third, the distinct epigenetic landscape of mouse and human Tregs arises independently
of Foxp3. Presently, the most reliable distinguishing feature of Tregs from Tconvs is
demethylation of the TSDR (Baron et al., 2007). As discussed earlier, active regulation of this
region in Tregs is mediated by factors other than Foxp3. Tregs possess additional differentially
methylated DNA regions (DMRs) compared to Tconvs, which do not substantially overlap
Foxp3 binding sites in mice or humans (Morikawa et al., 2014; Ohkura et al., 2020). The
establishment of Treg-specific DMRs occurs progressively during tTreg development and is
unimpaired in Foxp3-deficient (scurfy) Tregs in mice (Ohkura et al., 2012). Treg-specific DMRs
contribute both to Foxp3-dependent and -independent gene expression, and are required in
tandem with Foxp3 expression for maximal Treg suppressive function in vitro (Ohkura et al.,
2012). Similarly, activation of mouse Treg-specific super-enhancers, which are associated with
Treg signature genes and Treg-specific epigenetic characteristics, precedes the expression of
Foxp3 during tTreg development (Kitagawa et al., 2017).

1.6.2

Factors driving a Foxp3-independent molecular signature

The insufficiency of Foxp3 in establishing a complete Treg identity implies a role for additional
contributing factors (Figure 1.1D). One study found that coexpression of Foxp3 with any one of
five transcription factors—Eos, IRF4, SATB1, LEF1, GATA1—could fully recapitulate the Treg
gene signature in transduced Tconvs (Fu et al., 2012). These cofactors act redundantly and
robustly, as germline absence of any one did not perturb establishment of the Treg gene signature
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in vivo. Whether a parallel Treg-type epigenetic signature arises as a result of co-transduction
requires further investigation.
Classical T cell-activating signals have been attributed to the development of the Foxp3independent molecular signature. TCR activation, IL-2 signals, and TGF-β in combination with
Foxp3 are thought to determine the Treg transcriptional signature (Hill et al., 2007).
Analogously, TCR engagement with self ligands during tTreg development establishes the Tregtype DNA methylation landscape (Ohkura et al., 2012). Curiously, a recent study found that
early deprivation of CD28 costimulation enables in vitro-induced mouse iTregs to induce similar
DMRs at the characteristic Treg genes Foxp3, Ctla4, Ikzf2 (Helios), and Ikzf4 (Eos) (Mikami et
al., 2020). However, as CD28 is required for mouse and human Treg development and function
(Dawson et al., 2020; Salomon et al., 2000; Tai et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2013a), it is unclear
whether this occurs in vivo or if it can be applied in human cells. Meanwhile, IL-2 signalling
during tTreg development is important for the altered chromatin landscape seen in mature Tregs,
likely by repositioning SATB1 throughout the genome (Chorro et al., 2018). Appropriate IL-2mediated epigenetic changes at the CD4+ SP thymocyte stage are required for mature Tregs to
suppress autoreactive T cells in vitro and in vivo (Chorro et al., 2018). Considering that both
TCR and IL-2 signals are critical for both the development and homeostasis of Tregs, one
outstanding question is whether these Foxp3-independent molecular features are maintained
passively in a feedforward loop or require active maintenance.

1.6.3

Role of the Treg epigenetic landscape

The existence of both Foxp3-dependent and -independent components of the Treg identity has
led to a model of division of labour for gene regulation in these cells (Ohkura and Sakaguchi,
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2020). Foxp3 is thought to act primarily, though not exclusively, to repress genes downstream of
TCR activation: Foxp3-dependent transcriptional changes, particularly gene downregulation, are
more pronounced after stimulation (Marson et al., 2007; Morikawa et al., 2014). Foxp3-bound
sites also only show reduced chromatin accessibility and transcript expression after TCR
activation (Arvey et al., 2014). In contrast, Treg-specific DMRs, which do not overlap FOXP3
binding sites, are found in regions of open chromatin with permissive histone marks (Morikawa
et al., 2014; Ohkura et al., 2020). Many genes associated with Treg-specific DMRs are highly
upregulated in unstimulated Tregs (Morikawa et al., 2014; Ohkura et al., 2020). Thus, the Treg
DNA methylation landscape may maintain constitutive gene expression, while Foxp3 may co-opt
TCR-dependent gene expression.

1.6.4

Role of the transcription factor Helios

The zinc-finger transcription factor Helios does not contribute to the Treg gene signature (Fu et
al., 2012), interact with Foxp3 (Rudra et al., 2012), or bind the Foxp3 locus (Kim et al., 2015),
though one study reported that human Helios binds the FOXP3 promoter (Getnet et al., 2010). In
the thymus, Ikzf2 (Helios) is restricted to immature double-negative and double-positive
thymocytes (Hahm et al., 1998), though all T cell subsets develop at normal frequencies in Ikzf2deficient mice (Cai et al., 2009). In the periphery, Helios transcript and protein expression is
limited to mature Tregs (Getnet et al., 2010; Sugimoto et al., 2006; Thornton et al., 2010). Mouse
and human Tregs also possess a super-enhancer and DMR at regulatory regions of IKZF2,
distinct from Tconvs (Kitagawa et al., 2017; Ohkura et al., 2012, 2020).
Several groups have revealed that Helios has a non-redundant role in promoting mouse
Treg function and stability in the periphery (Figure 1.1E) (Kim et al., 2015; Sebastian et al.,
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2016). Mice with a Treg-specific Ikzf2 deletion develop gradual, systemic autoimmunity within
5–6 months (Kim et al., 2015; Sebastian et al., 2016) and are able to mount more effective
antitumour immune responses (Nakagawa et al., 2016). Tregs in these mice downregulate Foxp3
and adopt and effector T cell gene signature (Kim et al., 2015; Nakagawa et al., 2016; Sebastian
et al., 2016; Yates et al., 2018). Mechanistically, Ikzf2-deficient Tregs have a survival
disadvantage upon adoptive transfer in lymphopenia and in a competitive environment against
wildtype Tregs, potentially due to defective IL-2-activated STAT5 signalling or decreased
expression of the anti-apoptotic protein Bcl-2 (Kim et al., 2015; Sebastian et al., 2016).
Consistent with these findings, Helios+ Tregs isolated from Helios-reporter mice are slightly
more suppressive in vitro and in vivo, compared to their Helios− counterparts (Sugita et al., 2015;
Thornton et al., 2019).
To investigate the role of Helios in human Tregs, a range of approaches have been
employed, including transient gene knockdown (Getnet et al., 2010; Thornton et al., 2010), ex
vivo flow cytometric identification (Kim et al., 2012; Raffin et al., 2013; Thornton et al., 2010),
single-cell cloning (Bin Dhuban et al., 2015; Himmel et al., 2013), and surrogate markers for
Helios expression (Bin Dhuban et al., 2015; Raffin et al., 2013). These studies have yielded
conflicting findings regarding Treg suppressive function, cytokine production, and TSDR
demethylation. These discrepancies may be due in part to human Treg heterogeneity, the use of
indirect methods, and the possibility that Helios-deficient Tregs may not be functionally
equivalent to endogenous Helios− Tregs, as has recently been suggested in mice (Thornton et al.,
2019).
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1.7
1.7.1

Genome editing with CRISPR/Cas9
The CRISPR/Cas9 toolbox

The development of CRISPR/Cas9-based genome editing technologies in mammalian cells has
enabled systemic interrogation of genome function and new possibilities in therapeutic
application (Cong et al., 2013; Mali et al., 2013a). The engineered form of CRISPR/Cas9
consists of a Cas9 nuclease, which includes a double-stranded DNA break (DSB), and a guide
RNA (gRNA), which binds a 20-nt DNA sequence (called the protospacer) by complementary
base pairing. The most commonly employed Cas9 nuclease is derived from S. pyogenes and
recognizes a 3-nt protospacer-adjacent motif (PAM) sequence, NGG (in which N is A, C, G, or
T). These properties make CRISPR/Cas9 among the most affordable, modular, and scalable
options to target virtually any sequence in the mammalian genome.
Multiple Cas9 variants have been generated to expand the scope of CRISPR-based
applications. In an effort to broaden the targeting range of CRISPR editing, some have used Cas9
molecules from different bacteria (Konermann et al., 2018; Ran et al., 2015; Zetsche et al.,
2015), and others have used directed evolution or structure-guided engineering to develop Cas9
variants with relaxed PAM requirements (Hu et al., 2018; Nishimasu et al., 2018; Walton et al.,
2020). Cas9 nuclease can also be substituted for Cas9 mutants with nickase activity or a
catalytically dead Cas9 (dCas9), both of which retain their RNA-guided ability to bind DNA. In
a platform widely known as base editing, Cas9 nickase or dCas9 is fused to an enzyme that can
convert C to T or A to G (or their base-paired equivalents) without introducing a DSB (Gaudelli
et al., 2017; Komor et al., 2016). Base editing can be harnessed to correct or model pathogenic
point mutations and introduce premature stop codons to disrupt gene expression (Billon et al.,
2017; Gaudelli et al., 2017; Komor et al., 2016; Kuscu et al., 2017) Base editing has also been
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successfully applied in primary human T cells to simultaneously silence TRAC, B2M, and
PDCD1 (PD-1) (Webber et al., 2019). Another technology, termed prime editing, employs a
Cas9 nickase-reverse transcriptase fusion protein with a combined gRNA-template molecule to
install all 12 possible point mutations or insert short epitopes and tags without the need for a
DSB (Anzalone et al., 2019). As prime editing is still in its infancy, proof-of-concept studies
have only been performed in cell lines and primary neurons.
The recruitment of dCas9 to a specific genomic site sterically blocks transcription (Qi et
al., 2013). This finding led to the development of dCas9 fusion proteins with a KRAB
transcriptional repressor domain, which can be targeted to transcriptional start sites to silence
gene expression in mammalian cell lines (Gilbert et al., 2013). Alternatively, dCas9 fused to a
transcriptional activator domain such as VP64 mediates gene activation (Maeder et al., 2013;
Mali et al., 2013b; Perez-Pinera et al., 2013; Tanenbaum et al., 2014). CRISPR/Cas9 has also
been harnessed for epigenome editing. dCas9 fusions to the de novo DNA methyltransferase
DNMT3A or the demethylase TET1 can establish heritable changes in DNA methylation at
specific genomic regions with subsequent alterations in gene expression, including in primary
human T cells (Amabile et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2016; McDonald et al., 2016; Morita et al., 2016;
Vojta et al., 2016). These methods have been iteratively improved with different dCas9
complexes for greater potency and specificity (Huang et al., 2017; Stepper et al., 2017; Xiong et
al., 2017). To study the effects of specific chromatin modifications, dCas9 can be fused to
histone acetyltransferases, deacetylases, methyltransferases, and demethylases to deposit specific
permissive or repressive histone marks (Cano-Rodriguez et al., 2016; Hilton et al., 2015; Kearns
et al., 2015; Kwon et al., 2017a). These emerging tools open new avenues of investigation and
opportunities for therapeutic modulation. As most proof-of-concept studies are performed in cell
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lines, evaluating their potential in primary human T cells and Tregs will be an important next
step.
An ongoing concern is the possibility of undesired CRISPR/Cas9-mediated editing. To
mitigate the reported risk of off-target DSBs due to prolonged exposure to CRISPR/Cas9
(Cradick et al., 2013; Fu et al., 2013; Hsu et al., 2013; Pattanayak et al., 2013), a double Cas9
nickase-based approach has been employed (Ran et al., 2013), as has the generation of highfidelity Cas9 variants (Chen et al., 2017b; Kleinstiver et al., 2016; Slaymaker et al., 2016;
Vakulskas et al., 2018). More recently, DNA repair following CRISPR/Cas9-mediated DSBs has
been found to cause deleterious on-target mutagenesis, including larger deletions and complex
genomic rearrangements, in the absence of off-target effects (Adikusuma et al., 2018; Kosicki et
al., 2018; Owens et al., 2019; Shin et al., 2017; Weisheit et al., 2020). As a first step, genomewide assays to detect the consequences of CRISPR-based editing in cells have been developed
(Tsai et al., 2015; Wienert et al., 2019).
The remainder of this section will focus on ‘classical’ CRISPR/Cas9-medated DSB-based
genome editing.

1.7.2

DNA repair pathways

S. pyogenes Cas9 nuclease produces a blunt-end DSB. Cas9 remains tightly bound to the DSB
ends in a cell-free setting for over 5 hours (Richardson et al., 2016; Shibata et al., 2017;
Sternberg et al., 2014), but substantially shorter dwell times have been reported in cells (5 min to
3 h) (Knight et al., 2015; Ma et al., 2016). Persistent Cas9 binding after DSB formation prevents
the recruitment of DNA repair proteins, so its displacement, such as by RNA polymerase
translocation, is an important intermediate step (Clarke et al., 2018). Indeed, repair times in a
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human cell line are highly variable but generally slow (half-life of 1.5 h to >10 h) (Brinkman et
al., 2018), though whether this is due to locus-dependent Cas9 tight binding is not known.
DSBs are the most toxic form of DNA damage, as separation of DNA ends can lead to
chromosome discontinuity. Nevertheless, DSBs are deliberately introduced and repaired during
V(D)J recombination in B and T cell development as well as during meiotic recombination
(reviewed in Baudat et al., 2013; Schatz and Ji, 2011). In mammalian cells, DSBs can be
repaired by end-joining or by homology-directed repair (HDR), the latter requiring a
homologous DNA template. End-joining can proceed via classical non-homologous end-joining
(NHEJ) or the more recently defined pathway, microhomology-mediated end-joining (MMEJ).
In general, NHEJ is initiated from unprocessed DSBs, whereas the first step in MMEJ and HDR
is end resection, in which single-stranded overhangs are revealed from blunt DSBs (reviewed in
Chang et al., 2017). In human cells, end-joining pathways are favoured over HDR for several
reasons: NHEJ is completed much faster (~30 min) than HDR (>7 h) (Mao et al., 2008a); NHEJ
is active throughout the cell cycle except for mitosis, whereas HDR is restricted to the S, G2, and
mitotic phases (Mao et al., 2008b); and the initiation of NHEJ inhibits HDR (Allen et al., 2002).
NHEJ repair of Cas9-generated DSBs typically generates insertions and deletions (indels)
(Brinkman et al., 2018). In many studies using CRISPR/Cas9, the introduction of such frameshift
mutations or premature stop codons as a result of error-prone repair is the desired outcome
(Shalem et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2014a). During NHEJ, DSB ends are bound and protected by
the Ku70/80 complex. Ku recruits and activates the DNA-dependent protein kinase DNA-PKcs,
which promotes synapsis of the two DNA ends. In some cases, additional polymerases and
nucleases are recruited to facilitate subsequent ligation. The DNA ends are then directly ligated
by a complex of DNA ligase IV and XLF-XRCC4 (reviewed in Chang et al., 2017).
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MMEJ is another mutagenic repair pathway, first characterized in 2007 (Corneo et al.,
2007; Soulas-Sprauel et al., 2007; Yan et al., 2007). In contrast to NHEJ, MMEJ relies on the
presence of short (5–25-nt) homologous sequences near the two DSB ends and always results in
deletions. In brief, DSB ends are initially resected by the MRN-CtIP complex to produce singlestranded overhangs (Truong et al., 2013). The exposed microhomologous sequences near each
DSB end anneal to each other, and the outlying flaps are removed. DNA polymerase θ, ligase I,
and ligase III stabilize the annealed DNA, fill in gaps, and ligate ends. The resulting DNA
sequence omits the intervening sequence between the microhomologies (reviewed in Yeh et al.,
2019).
Both NHEJ and MMEJ are major contributors to the error-prone outcomes following
CRISPR/Cas9 cleavage (Allen et al., 2018; Brinkman et al., 2018; Shen et al., 2018). The repair
outcomes of NHEJ and MMEJ are now understood to be non-random and can be predicted using
machine learning (Allen et al., 2018; Bae et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2019; Leenay et al., 2019; van
Overbeek et al., 2016; Shen et al., 2018). In one case, a predicted MMEJ repair outcome has
been harnessed to correct a pathogenic mutation resulting from a microduplication (Iyer et al.,
2019). Meanwhile, there has also been an increasing appreciation for endogenous compensatory
pathways that can mask NHEJ/MMEJ-induced protein loss of function, including translation of
truncated proteins and transcriptional upregulation of related genes (El-Brolosy et al., 2019; Ma
et al., 2019; Smits et al., 2019; Tuladhar et al., 2019).
HDR is a seamless DNA repair pathway that relies on a homologous template, such as a
sister chromatid. In the context of CRISPR/Cas9 genetic engineering, exogenous donor
templates can be delivered in parallel, containing homology arms matching either side of the
DSB and flanking a transgene of interest. HDR can be used to precisely correct pathogenic
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mutations, add reporter tags or genes, integrate transgenes at a safe harbour site, enable
endogenous control of transgenic expression, and/or simultaneously KO another protein. The
initiating step of long template-based HDR is shared with MMEJ: MRN-mediated DSB end
resection (Truong et al., 2013). Subsequent long-range (>100 nt) end resection is performed by
EXO1 or DNA2 exonucleases. The exposed ssDNA is bound and stabilized by replication
protein A, while RAD51 searches for a homologous template. In a process known as strand
invasion, BRCA1 exchanges replication protein A for RAD51, and the DSB ends move into the
repair template for DNA synthesis and ligation. Finally, the intermediate junction structure from
strand invasion is cleaved, which, in the case of CRISPR/Cas9-mediated HDR, results in
seamless transgene insertion at the DSB (reviewed in Yeh et al., 2019).

1.7.3

CRISPR and HDR editing in human T cells and Tregs

Dramatic progress has been made for CRISPR-based T cell editing by improvements in delivery
methods (Figure 1.1F). Initial efforts at CRISPR-mediated gene KO in primary human T cells
electroporated gRNA- and Cas9-expressing plasmids, which yielded limited editing efficiencies
(0–60%) and poor cell viability (Hendel et al., 2015; Mandal et al., 2014; Su et al., 2016), likely
due to innate dsDNA sensing (reviewed in Hornung and Latz, 2010). Improved viability and KO
efficiencies (30–80% editing) have been reported with lentiviral and adenoviral vectors (Chen et
al., 2018; Li et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2014b). Presently, however, the leading strategy for human
T cells involves electroporation of a gRNA-Cas9 ribonucleoprotein (RNP), with some editing
efficiencies exceeding 80% (Hendel et al., 2015; Schumann et al., 2015). RNP-based gene KO
has been successfully applied to increase CAR T cell efficacy in preclinical models (GomesSilva et al., 2017; Rupp et al., 2017), combined to achieve multiplex gene KO (Liu et al., 2017b;
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Ren et al., 2017a, 2017b), and employed in genome-scale screens in CD4+ and CD8+ T cells
(Hultquist et al., 2016; Shifrut et al., 2018). Two phase I clinical trials have also reported the
feasibility and safety of TCR-transgenic or chimeric antigen receptor-expressing T cell therapies
with CRISPR-based PDCD1 (PD-1) deletion or multiplex TRAC, TRBC, and PDCD1 deletion
(Lu et al., 2020; Stadtmauer et al., 2020). In general, efficient RNP-based editing in human T
cells requires prior T cell activation, but one study has optimized a method to transfect
unstimulated T cells (Seki and Rutz, 2018). Given the aforementioned S/G2/M-phase restrictions
of HDR, however, it is likely that T cell activation and entry into cell cycle is a prerequisite for
HDR editing.
To achieve HDR integration in T cells, co-electroporation of donor DNA or transduction
of adeno-associated virus (AAV) have been used. An initial report employing short ssDNA
species (~200 nt) with CRISPR RNPs achieved ~20% knock-in in primary human T cells
(Schumann et al., 2015). Contrary to expectation, co-transfection of CRISPR RNP and a longer
donor dsDNA template (>1 kb) achieved 10–50% knock-in at multiple loci without substantial
toxicity (Nguyen et al., 2020; Roth et al., 2018). dsDNA offers substantial time and cost
advantages over viral delivery of HDR templates, but editing efficiencies progressively decrease
with increasing template length (currently limited to 1.5 kb) (Nguyen et al., 2020; Roth et al.,
2018). On the other hand, AAV, a ssDNA virus, has a packaging capacity of 4.7 kb (Russell and
Hirata, 1998). Of the known AAV serotypes, AAV6 is the most efficient serotype for T cell
transduction (Sather et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2016a). Multiple groups have achieved high HDRmediated knock-in rates (40–70%) with AAV6-delivered templates (Gwiazda et al., 2016; Sather
et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2016a). CRISPR- and other genetic engineering-based HDR with
AAV6 has been used in primary human T cells to restore gene function (Hubbard et al., 2016);
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place a chimeric antigen receptor under the control of the TRAC locus (Eyquem et al., 2017;
MacLeod et al., 2017); generate HIV-resistant, anti-HIV T cells (Hale et al., 2017; Sather et al.,
2015); and confer Treg function with the precise targeting of a constitutive FOXP3 transgene to
the FOXP3 locus (Honaker et al., 2020).
The use of CRISPR and HDR in Tregs has been more limited, in part due to their relative
rarity. Genome-wide CRISPR screens investigating regulators of Foxp3 expression in Tregs have
been made possible with Cas9-transgenic mice (Cortez et al., 2020; Loo et al., 2020). A smallerscale screen of 40 gRNAs has also been performed in human Tregs (Schumann et al., 2020). In
general, a wider and lower range of CRISPR/AAV-mediated KO (30–80%) and knock-in
efficiencies (10–20%) have been reported for human Tregs compared to total human T cells
(Chen et al., 2018; Goodwin et al., 2020; Nguyen et al., 2020; Noel et al., 2018; Roth et al.,
2018; Schumann et al., 2020; Seki and Rutz, 2018). Thus, the application of CRISPR and HDR
in human Tregs will require systematic optimization for cell yield and editing efficiency.

1.8

Research aim and hypotheses

Research in the last decade has clearly shown that Tregs are a heterogeneous population with
distinct immune and non-immune functions, dependent on their context and tissue environment.
Most adoptive Treg cell therapies under clinical investigation are isolated and expanded as a
single population. There is an untapped potential to generate tailored Treg products with
enhanced potency and stability. The overarching aim of my thesis is to build the foundation of
knowledge and tools to enable the development of next-generation Treg therapeutics. To this
end, each chapter addresses a distinct question:
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•

Chapter 2: Do human Tregs have tissue repair potential, and can this feature be
harnessed for cell therapy? (Figure 1.1A–B)

•

Chapter 3: Can genes be knocked-out and knocked-in in human Tregs to study the
genetic requirements for optimal Treg function? (Figure 1.1C–E)

•

Chapter 4: What is the role of Helios in human Treg function and stability? (Figure
1.1F)
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Chapter 2: Innate control of tissue-reparative human Tregs
2.1

Introduction

Treg cell therapy holds significant promise as a potential curative approach for a variety of
immune-mediated conditions, from autoimmunity to transplant rejection. Tregs normally
suppress the activation and effector function of other immune cells to maintain self-tolerance and
homeostasis, and adoptive transfer of ex vivo-expanded Tregs has been found to be safe and
potentially efficacious in clinical trials for GVHD and type 1 diabetes (Gliwiński et al., 2017).
Although the majority of research on Treg biology to date has centered on their
immunosuppressive potential, there has been an increasing appreciation for the non-immune
functions of Tregs, particularly in tissue-specific contexts (Lam et al., 2017; Panduro et al.,
2016).
Several reports in mice have shown that Tregs participate in tissue repair (reviewed in
(Panduro et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2017a). In models of muscle and skin injury, Tregs indirectly
facilitate wound healing by limiting IFN-g production and promoting anti-inflammatory myeloid
cells (Burzyn et al., 2013; Nosbaum et al., 2016; Panduro et al., 2018; Villalta et al., 2014).
Mouse Tregs also act directly on parenchymal cells to drive repair: muscle- and lung-infiltrating
Tregs mediate muscle and lung repair after injury or influenza infection, respectively, via
production of AREG, a low-affinity EGFR ligand (Arpaia et al., 2015; Burzyn et al., 2013). In
muscles, AREG induces satellite cell differentiation in vitro and its administration to injured
mice improves muscle repair (Burzyn et al., 2013). In a model of influenza-induced lung
damage, the early production of Treg-derived AREG was found to be critical for normal tissue
repair (Arpaia et al., 2015). Tissue-reparative mouse Tregs also have distinct features, including
a highly activated phenotype and a unique gene signature which is likely imprinted locally.
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Notably, these cells seem to be recruited from the circulation, as their accumulation in injured
skin and muscle is reduced upon blockade of lymphocyte egress from lymphoid organs
(Kuswanto et al., 2016; Nosbaum et al., 2016).
Accumulating evidence in mice suggests that IL-33 has an important role in promoting
tissue-specific Treg activation and repair function. Specifically, upon injury or necrosis,
epithelial barrier tissues release IL-33, which acts on IL-33R (ST2)-expressing cells including
ST2+ tissue-reparative Tregs in the muscle and lung (Arpaia et al., 2015; Burzyn et al., 2013;
Kuswanto et al., 2016). In vitro, IL-33 induces AREG production by mouse ST2+ Tregs (Arpaia
et al., 2015) and in vivo can recruit Tregs to initiate muscle regeneration (Kuswanto et al., 2016).
Furthermore, IL-33 maintains Areg-expressing, ST2+ Tregs in multiple non-lymphoid tissues
including the colon (Schiering et al., 2014), skeletal muscle (Kuswanto et al., 2016), and visceral
adipose tissue (Cipolletta et al., 2012), in part through GATA3-mediated reinforcement of ST2
and FOXP3 expression (Guo et al., 2009; Schiering et al., 2014). ST2+ Tregs are also poised to
suppress the inflammatory effects of IL-33 release: ST2+ Tregs in IL-33-treated mice potently
suppress IL-33-augmented IFN-γ production by CD8+ and CD4+ T cells (Biton et al., 2016;
Matta et al., 2014), and in a mouse model of allogeneic stem cell transplantation, IL-33expanded ST2+ Tregs protect mice from IL-33-mediated rejection (Matta et al., 2016).
Collectively, these studies underpin the importance of the IL-33/ST2 and AREG pathways in
mediating the tissue-reparative capacity of mouse Tregs in a variety of contexts.
In this study, we aimed to answer the outstanding question of whether human Tregs have
a similar tissue repair potential. There are limited data on whether or not human ST2+ Tregs are
present in various tissues (Becker et al., 2017; Zandee et al., 2017). Also unknown is whether or
not human Tregs have the potential to produce AREG in response to IL-33 or other factors,
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although human CD4+ T cells have been described to produce AREG in response to TCR
activation (Qi et al., 2012). Given the potential therapeutic advantage of using tissue-reparative
Tregs in numerous cell therapy applications, we investigated sources of therapeutic ST2expressing human Tregs and explored their biological properties.

2.2
2.2.1

Materials and Methods
Cell isolation and culture from human blood and tissue specimens

Collection of human samples was collected with written informed consent and performed
according to protocols approved by the University of British Columbia Clinical Research Ethics
Board, Canadian Blood Services Research Ethics Board, and the University Health Network
Research Ethics Board. Peripheral blood mononuclear cells from healthy adults were isolated via
Lymphoprep (STEMCELL Technologies). For Treg isolation, CD4+ and CD25+ cells were
sequentially enriched with a RosetteSep CD4+ T Cell Enrichment Cocktail (STEMCELL
Technologies) and CD25 MicroBeads II (Miltenyi Biotec) before flow sorting on a FACSAria
IIu (BD Biosciences) or MoFlo Astrios (Beckman Coulter). Total Tregs and total Tconvs were
sorted as CD4+CD25hiCD127lo and CD4+CD25loCD127hi, respectively; nTregs and nTconvs
were sorted as CD4+CD25hiCD127loCD45RA+ and CD4+CD25loCD127hiCD45RA+, respectively.
CD3+ T cells and ILC2s were isolated by negative selection; CD14+ monocytes were isolated by
positive selection (all STEMCELL Technologies).
Tonsil tissues removed from healthy children were cut into small pieces and mononuclear
cells isolated by Lymphorep. Synovial fluid from joints affected by juvenile idiopathic arthritis
was first incubated with hyaluronidase (Sigma-Aldrich; 10 IU/ml) for 20 min at 37°C before
mononuclear-cell isolation with Lymphoprep. Lamina propria mononuclear cells were isolated
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from colon biopsies from subjects undergoing colon cancer screening by digestion with
collagenase VIII (100 IU/ml) and DNase IV (150 µg/ml; both Sigma-Aldrich) for 1 h at 37°C,
and mononuclear cells isolated with a 40%/80% Percoll gradient (GE Healthcare) (Bowcutt et
al., 2015). Non-cancerous lung tissue from patients with lung tumors undergoing resection was
cut into small pieces and digested with collagenase A (Sigma-Aldrich; 1 mg/ml) and DNase I
(Sigma-Aldrich; 200 µg/mL) in a gentleMACS Dissociator (Miltenyi Biotec; 37C_m_LDK_1
program); red blood cells were removed by incubation with a hypotonic solution (15 mM NH4Cl,
10 mM KHCO3, 70 μM EDTA) for 5 min at room temperature.
Unless otherwise specified, all cells were cultured at 37°C, 5% CO2 in X-VIVO 15
(Lonza) supplemented with 5% (v/v) human serum (WISENT), 1% (v/v) penicillin-streptomycin
(Gibco), 2 mM GlutaMAX (Gibco), and phenol red (Sigma-Aldrich). During the differentiation
of moDCs, the media above was additionally supplemented with 1 mM sodium pyruvate
(STEMCELL Technologies).

2.2.2

nTreg expansion and transduction

Flow-sorted nTregs or nTconvs were stimulated 1:1 with 75Gy-irradiated artificial APCs
(aAPCs) expressing CD32, CD58, and CD80 (de Waal Malefyt et al., 1993) in the presence of
OKT3 (University of British Columbia Antibody Lab; 0.1 μg/ml) and IL-2 (1000 IU/ml for
Tregs, 100 IU/ml for Tconvs). Cells were transduced with a bidirectional-promoter lentiviral
vector encoding ST2- ΔNGFR or ΔNGFR only (multiplicity of infection = 10) one day later.
Media and IL-2 were refreshed every 2–3 days. On day 7 of expansion, ΔNGFR+ cells were
bead-purified by positive selection (Miltenyi Biotec) and restimulated with aAPCs, OKT3, and
IL-2 as above. In some cases, IL-33 (BioLegend; 20 ng/ml) was added on days 7, 9, and 11 of
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expansion. Cell viability on day 12 was determined by ViaStain AO/PI Staining Solution
(Nexcelom). All cells were collected on day 12 and rested overnight in reduced IL-2 (100 IU/ml
for Tregs, none for Tconvs) before functional assays.

2.2.3

Polyclonal Treg coculture with moDCs

CD14+ monocytes were differentiated into moDCs for 7 days with GM-CSF (50 ng/ml) and IL-4
(100 ng/ml; both STEMCELL Technologies); media and cytokines were refreshed every 2–3
days. Maturation was induced by a combination of IL-1β (Invitrogen; 10 ng/ml), IL-6
(Invitrogen; 100 ng/ml), TNF-α (Invitrogen; 10 ng/ml), PGE2 (Tocris; 1 μg/ml) (all last 2 days),
and IFN-γ (Invitrogen; 50 ng/ml) (last 1 day). Maturation was confirmed via flow cytometry by
high expression of CD80, CD83, CD86, and HLA-DR. Flow-sorted total Tregs were cocultured
1:1 with 50 Gy-irradiated moDCs, OKT3 (1 μg/ml), and IL-2 (1000 IU/ml). Media and IL-2
were refreshed every 2–3 days. IL-33 (20 ng/ml) was added on days 0, 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11 of
Treg:moDC coculture. All cells were collected on day 12 and rested overnight in reduced IL-2
(100 IU/ml) before phenotypic analysis.

2.2.4

Development and validation of anti-human ST2 mAbs

For selection of phage-displayed anti-human ST2 antibodies, the human ST2 extracellular
domain was fused to a human Fc region and the resulting protein was expressed in HEK-293
cells, purified, and used as the antigen to screen against a synthetic phage-displayed Fab library.
Fabs that bound specifically to the human ST2 extracellular domain but not human Fc were
selected, fused to a mouse IgG2a constant region, expressed and purified from HEK-293 cells,
and used for in vitro testing (Persson et al., 2013).
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For in vitro testing, HEK-293T cells were transiently transfected with a vector encoding
ST2-GFP or IL-1RAP-GFP using Lipofectamine 3000 (Invitrogen) according to the
manufacturer’s protocol, and ST2 expression was assessed after one day with the indicated
mAbs. To generate ST2-transduced primary human T cells for mAb validation, CD4-enriched
PBMCs were transduced with a lentiviral vector encoding ST2-ΔNGFR and expanded for 7 days
with aAPCs, OKT3, and IL-2 as above. ST2 expression was assessed after expansion with the
indicated antibodies.

2.2.5

Assessment of proliferation, AREG expression, and cytokine secretion

Tregs or Tconvs (either ex vivo-sorted total Tregs/Tconvs or expanded nTregs/nTconvs) were
activated with IL-2 (100 IU/ml) and anti-CD3/anti-CD28-coated beads (Gibco Dynabeads
T-Expander; 1:1 bead:cell) in the presence or absence of IL-18 (MBL International) and/or IL-33
(20 ng/ml each). In some cases, cells were first labelled with Cell Proliferation Dye (CPD;
Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s protocol before activation; proliferation was
determined after 4 days by CPD dilution via flow cytometry.
For AREG mRNA expression, cells were lysed at the indicated times. Supernatants were
collected after 4 days for detection of secreted cytokines, including AREG. For flow cytometric
detection of AREG protein, cells were restimulated with PMA (10 ng/ml), ionomycin
(500 μg/ml), and brefeldin A (10 μg/ml; all Sigma-Aldrich) for an additional 4 h. To assess
AREG production potential ex vivo by flow cytometry, cells were activated with PMA,
ionomycin, and brefeldin A as above.
Concentrations of AREG in supernatants were determined by ELISA (R&D Systems
DuoSet ELISA) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Concentrations of CCL3, CCL4,
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CCL5, GM-CSF, IFN-γ, IL-2, IL-4, IL-8, IL-10, IL-13, IL-17A, IL-22, and TNF-α were assessed
by cytometric bead array (BioLegend custom LEGENDplex 13-plex kit) and analyzed by
LEGENDplex software (BioLegend; v7.1) according to the manufacturer’s protocols.

2.2.6

T cell suppression and monocyte alternative activation assays

For T cell suppression, expanded nTregs and ex vivo-isolated allogeneic CD3+ T cells (responder
cells) were differentially labelled with CPD, cocultured at the indicated ratios, and activated with
anti-CD3/anti-CD28-coated beads (1:16 bead:responder cells) and IL-33 (20 ng/ml) for 4 days.
Proliferation of CD4+ and CD8+ cells within the responder-cell fraction was determined by CPD
dilution. Responder cells activated alone with beads (± IL-33) served as positive controls.
Percent suppression of proliferation was calculated as: (1 − (% divided of sample / % divided of
positive control)) × 100.
For monocyte alternative activation, expanded nTregs and freshly isolated allogeneic
CD14+ monocytes were cocultured at the indicated ratios and activated with IL-2 (100 IU/ml),
OKT3 (1 μg/ml), and IL-33 (20 ng/ml) for 40 h. Monocytes activated alone with IL-2 and OKT3
(± IL-33) served as positive controls. Cells were detached by incubation with ice-cold PBS with
5 mM EDTA for 20 min on ice, then collected for flow cytometric analysis.

2.2.7

Quantitative PCR

Cells were lysed, total RNA extracted, and cDNA synthesized using a Total RNA Mini Kit
(Geneaid) and qScript cDNA SuperMix (Quantabio) according to the manufacturers’ protocols.
Quantitative PCR was set up with PerfeCTa SYBR Green FastMix (Quantabio) and performed
on a ViiA 7 Real-Time PCR System (Applied Biosystems). The relative expression of each gene
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was normalized to the housekeeping genes RPL13A and SDHA by the comparative Ct method
using QuantStudio software (Applied Biosystems; v1.3). Primer sequences (Invitrogen): AREG
forward, 5′-GGTGGTGCTGTCGCTCTTGA-3′; AREG reverse,
5′-AATCCATCAGCACTGTGGTCCC-3′; RPL13A forward,
5′-CTCAAGGTCGTGCGTCTGAA-3′; RPL13A reverse;
5′-CTGTCACTGCCTGGTACTTCCA-3′; SDHA forward,
5′-ACTCAGCATGCAGAAGTCAATGC-3′; SDHA reverse,
5′-ACCTTCTTGCAACACGCTTCCC-3′.

2.2.8

RNA sequencing and data analysis

Expanded nTregs were activated with IL-2 (100 IU/ml) and 1:1 anti-CD3/anti-CD28-coated
beads in the presence or absence of IL-33 (20 ng/ml) for 16 h. Total RNA was isolated using
RNAzol RT (Sigma-Aldrich). RNA quality was assessed by an Agilent Bioanalyzer 2100 and an
RNA 6000 Nano Kit (Agilent Technologies); all samples used in this study had an RNA integrity
number of 9.8–10. mRNA enrichment and library preparations were performed with a NEBNext
Poly(A) mRNA Magnetic Isolation Module and a NEBNext Ultra II Directional RNA Library
Prep Kit for Illumina (both New England Biolabs). Paired-end libraries were sequenced (43 × 43
bp reads) on a NextSeq 500 (Illumina). Read sequences were aligned to the hg19 reference
genome using STAR (v2.5.0a), and Illumina’s RnaReadCounter tool was used for quantification
of gene expression; >8 reads across each of 8 samples was considered detectable.
Differentially expressed genes were identified by pairwise comparisons using DESeq2
(v1.16.1) (Love et al., 2014) within the R statistical environment (v3.4.2). For gene set
enrichment analysis, all detectable genes were ranked using the following metric: sign(log2 (fold
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change)) × −log10 (p-value). The ranked list was compared to MSigDB gene-set collections
including Hallmark (Broad Institute; v6.1) using the GSEAPreranked tool in GSEA software
(Broad Institute; v3.0) (Subramanian et al., 2005) with default settings and the classic
Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic. Data were deposited within the NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus
(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/) under GEO Series accession number GSE117481.

2.2.9

Flow cytometry

Commercial antibodies and dyes can be found in Table 2.1. Cells were stained for surface
proteins in PBS or Brilliant Stain Buffer (BD Biosciences) for 20 min at room temperature;
Fixable Viability Dye (Invitrogen) was used to exclude dead cells. In experiments involving
PBMCs or tissue samples, cells were preincubated with human FcR binding inhibitor
(Invitrogen) for 10 min at 4°C. For intracellular proteins, cells were fixed and permeabilized with
the eBioscience Foxp3 / Transcription Factor Staining Buffer Set (Invitrogen) following the
manufacturer’s protocol.
For intracellular cytokine staining, cells were activated with PMA, ionomycin, and
brefeldin A for 4 h as above. AREG expression was revealed with fluorochrome-conjugated
streptavidin. CTLA-4 expression was detected after permeabilization to account for its rapid
cycling between the cell surface and intracellular compartments. For assessment of ST2
expression on blood- and tissue-derived samples, cells were either stained directly or first
cultured with IL-2 (100 IU/ml) and IL-33 (50 ng/ml) for 24 h as indicated. For signal
transduction, cells were rested overnight without human serum or IL-2, then activated with IL-33
(50 ng/ml) for the indicated times at 37°C while shaking (900 rpm), fixed and permeabilized
with Cytofix and Perm III buffers (both BD Biosciences) according to the manufacturer’s
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protocol, and stained for phospho-proteins. All samples were acquired on an LSRFortessa X-20
(BD Biosciences) or Cytoflex (Beckman Coulter), and data were analyzed with FlowJo software
(Tree Star; v10.4). Unless otherwise indicated, all events were pre-gated on live single CD4+
cells.

Table 2.1. List of commercial antibodies and dyes used for flow cytometry in Chapter 2.

Dye / Target
CPD
CPD
Fixable Viability Dye
Biotin (Streptavidin)
Biotin (Streptavidin)
Biotin (Streptavidin)
Biotin (Streptavidin)
Biotin (Streptavidin)
IgG F(ab')2
AREG
CD1a
CD3
CD3
CD3
CD3
CD4
CD4
CD4
CD4
CD4
CD4
CD4
CD4
CD4
CD4
CD4
CD8a
CD8a
CD8a
CD11c
CD11c
CD11c
CD14
CD14

Clone
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Polyclonal
HI149
OKT3
OKT3
UCHT1
UCHT1
OKT4
OKT4
OKT4
OKT4
RPA-T4
RPA-T4
RPA-T4
RPA-T4
RPA-T4
SK3
SK3
HIT8a
RPA-T8
SK1
B-ly6
B-ly6
B-ly6
61D3
M5E2

Fluorochrome
eF450
eF670
eF780
APC
BV605
BV605
PE
PE
AF647
Biotin
FITC
BV605
BV785
BB515
V500
BV421
BV711
BV785
FITC
AF700
APC
BV785
PE
V500
APC-R700
PerCP-eF710
FITC
BV605
PerCP-eF710
BV421
BV605
PE
APC-eF780
BV421

Company
Invitrogen
Invitrogen
Invitrogen
BD Biosciences
BD Biosciences
BioLegend
BD Biosciences
BioLegend
Jackson ImmunoResearch
R&D Systems
BD Biosciences
BioLegend
BioLegend
BD Biosciences
BD Biosciences
BioLegend
BioLegend
BioLegend
Invitrogen
BD Biosciences
Invitrogen
BioLegend
Invitrogen
BD Biosciences
BD Biosciences
Invitrogen
Invitrogen
BioLegend
Invitrogen
BD Biosciences
BD Biosciences
BD Biosciences
Invitrogen
BioLegend
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Dye / Target
CD14
CD19
CD19
CD19
CD19
CD19
CD19
CD25
CD25
CD25
CD25
CD25
CD25
CD25
CD34
CD39
CD39
CD39
CD45
CD45RA
CD45RA
CD45RA
CD45RA
CD56
CD56
CD56
CD56
CD71
CD80
CD83
CD83
CD86
CD86
CD123
CD127
CD127
CD152 (CTLA-4)
CD152 (CTLA-4)
CD161
CD163
CD194 (CCR4)
CD194 (CCR4)
CD197 (CCR7)
CD197 (CCR7)

Clone
M5E2
HIB19
HIB19
HIB19
HIB19
J3-119
SJ25C1
2A3
2A3
4E3
BC96
BC96
BC96
M-A251
581
A1
A1
eBioA1
HI30
HI100
HI100
HI100
HI100
CMSSB
CMSSB
MEM-188
NCAM16.2
M-A712
L307.4
HB15e
HB15e
IT2.2
IT2.2
6H6
eBioRDR5
HIL-7R-M21
BNI3
BNI3
HP-3G10
eBioGHI/61
1G1
L291H4
150503
3D12

Fluorochrome
FITC
APC-eF780
BV510
FITC
PE-Cy7
ECD
PE-Cy7
BB515
BV711
PE
APC
BV421
BV650
BV421
FITC
BV421
BV510
PerCP-eF710
V500
APC
BV711
BV785
FITC
APC-eF780
PE
FITC
BV605
BV786
FITC
BV421
PE
PE
PE-Cy7
PE-Cy7
eF450
BV605
BV421
BV786
BV785
PE-Cy7
BV421
BV510
AF700
PE-Cy7

Company
BD Biosciences
Invitrogen
BioLegend
Invitrogen
BD Biosciences
Beckman Coulter
BD Biosciences
BD Biosciences
BD Biosciences
Miltenyi Biotec
Invitrogen
BioLegend
BioLegend
BioLegend
BD Biosciences
BioLegend
BioLegend
Invitrogen
BD Biosciences
Invitrogen
BioLegend
BioLegend
Invitrogen
Invitrogen
Invitrogen
Invitrogen
BD Biosciences
BD Biosciences
BD Biosciences
BioLegend
BD Biosciences
BD Biosciences
Invitrogen
BioLegend
Invitrogen
BD Biosciences
BD Biosciences
BD Biosciences
BioLegend
Invitrogen
BD Biosciences
BioLegend
BD Biosciences
BD Biosciences
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Dye / Target
CD206
CD218a (IL-18Rα)
CD218a (IL-18Rα)
CD271 (NGFR)
CD271 (NGFR)
CD294 (CRTH2)
CD294 (CRTH2)
FOXP3
FOXP3
FOXP3
FOXP3
GATA3
Helios
Helios
HLA-DR
HLA-DR
HLA-DR
Ki-67
Ki-67
Ki-67
LAP
Lineage Cocktail 1
phospho-p38
phospho-p65
ST2
ST2
TIGIT

Clone
19.2
H44
H44
C40-1457
ME20.4-1.H4
BM16
BM16
236A/E7
236A/E7
236A/E7
236A/E7
L50-823
22F6
22F6
G46-6
L243
L243
20Raj1
B56
Ki-67
FNLAP
SK7, 3G8, SJ25C1,
L27, MφP9, NCAM16.2
36/p38 (pT180/pY182)
K10-895.12.50
97203
B4E6
MBSA43

Fluorochrome
APC
FITC
PE
PE
FITC
BV421
V450
AF488
APC
PE
PE-Cy7
PE-Cy7
AF488
AF647
FITC
BV510
BV711
APC
BV421
BV711
PE-Cy7
FITC

Company
BD Biosciences
Invitrogen
BioLegend
BD Biosciences
Miltenyi Biotec
BD Biosciences
BD Biosciences
Invitrogen
Invitrogen
Invitrogen
Invitrogen
BD Biosciences
BioLegend
BioLegend
BD Biosciences
BioLegend
BioLegend
Invitrogen
BD Biosciences
BioLegend
Invitrogen
BD Biosciences

AF488
PE-Cy7
PE
Biotin
PE-Cy7

BD Biosciences
BD Biosciences
R&D Systems
MD Bioproducts
Invitrogen

2.2.10 Statistical analysis
Statistical significance was determined by Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test, Friedman or
Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple comparisons test, or matched 2-way ANOVA with
Tukey’s, Dunnett’s, or Sidak’s multiple comparisons tests as appropriate. The n values used to
calculate statistics are defined in the figure legends; significance (p < 0.05 was considered
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significant) is indicated within the figures. Analysis was performed using Prism 7 software
(GraphPad; v7.0d).

2.3
2.3.1

Results
Human AREG-producing Tregs from blood and tissues have a non-effector

phenotype
In mice, Treg production of AREG is restricted to cells with an effector-memory
(CD44hiCD62Llo) phenotype (Arpaia et al., 2015). We first characterized the ability of human
Tregs from blood, lymphoid, and non-lymphoid tissues to produce AREG. In blood, we found
that a proportion of Tregs (gated as CD4+CD25hiFOXP3+) produced AREG ex vivo but at a
significantly lower frequency than conventional T cells (Tconv; CD4+CD25loFOXP3−) (Figure
2.1A). As AREG mediates its tissue-reparative effects by acting directly on parenchymal cells,
we hypothesized that a larger fraction of Tregs in non-lymphoid tissues may be poised to
produce AREG. Thus, we obtained samples of normal human tonsil, colon, and lung tissues, as
well as synovial fluid from patients with juvenile idiopathic arthritis. In all tissues examined, a
subset of Tregs produced AREG ex vivo—but with the highest frequency of AREG+ Tregs found
in blood, rather than tissues (Figure 2.1B). Surprisingly, and in contrast to reports from mice,
AREG-producing Tregs were enriched for a naive, non-effector phenotype. AREG expression
was found mainly in the HLA-DRneg fraction of Tregs in blood and across multiple tissue types
(Figure 2.1B).
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Figure 2.1. Human Tregs from blood and multiple tissue types can produce AREG.
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(A) CD4-enriched peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were activated with PMA, ionomycin, and
brefeldin A (4 h) (PMA/Iono) or left unstimulated in the presence of brefeldin A (4 h) (Unstim). AREG expression
(left, representative; right, n=17) was quantified within gated Tregs (CD4+CD25hiFOXP3+) and Tconvs
(CD4+CD25loFOXP3−). (B) Mononuclear cells from blood (n=6), tonsil (n=4), synovial fluid (n=3), colon (n=3), and
lung tissue (n=3) were activated as in (A). AREG expression was determined in Tregs (CD4+CD25hiFOXP3+) and
Tconvs (CD4+CD25loFOXP3−). Representative Treg and Tconv gates within CD3+CD4+ T cells (top), representative
AREG expression in Tregs and Tconvs (middle), and quantification (bottom). Significance for (A–B) was
determined by matched 2-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons test.

Predominant expression of AREG by non-effector Tregs persisted after TCR activation.
Blood Tregs were sorted (CD4+CD25hiCD127lo) and TCR-activated for 4 days; the majority of
AREG-expressing Tregs were present in HLA-DRneg Tregs rather than HLA-DR+ Tregs (Figure
2.2A). Similar results were found after TCR activation of sorted HLA-DR+ and HLA-DRneg
Tregs (Figure 2.2B).
Compared to their AREG-negative counterparts, AREG-producing Tregs ex vivo had
consistently lower expression of CD39, CCR4, Helios, HLA-DR, and TIGIT (Figure 2.2C)—
proteins associated with Treg activation and/or effector function (Baecher-Allan et al., 2006;
Fletcher et al., 2009; Himmel et al., 2013; Joller et al., 2014; Kurtulus et al., 2015). Furthermore,
using CCR7 and CD45RA to define Treg differentiation status, we found a progressive decline
in ex vivo AREG production potential as Tregs transitioned from naive (CD45RA+CCR7+) to
central memory (CD45RA−CCR7+) and effector memory (CD45RA+CCR7−) (Figure 2.2D).
Similarly, AREG+ Tregs were enriched for a naive phenotype, rather than an effector memory
phenotype (Figure 2.2E). Overall, AREG expression by human Tregs in both blood and tissues
is associated with a non-effector Treg phenotype.
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Figure 2.2. Human blood AREG-producing Tregs are enriched for a non-effector phenotype.
(A) Flow-sorted Tregs (CD4+CD25hiCD127lo) were activated with IL-2 (100 IU/ml) and 1:1 anti-CD3/anti-CD28coated beads for 4 days, then restimulated with PMA, ionomycin, and brefeldin A (4 h). AREG expression was
measured on gated HLA-DR+ and HLA-DRneg Tregs (n=6). (B) AREG expression in flow-sorted HLA-DR+ and
HLA-DRneg Tregs (both CD4+CD25hiCD127lo) or total Tconvs (CD4+CD25loCD127hi) activated as in (A) for 5 days
and restimulated with PMA, ionomycin, and brefeldin A (4 h) (top, representative; bottom, n=3–4). (C–E) CD4enriched PBMCs were activated with PMA, ionomycin, and brefeldin A (4 h), and Tregs were gated as
CD4+CD25hiFOXP3+. (C) Representative (left) and quantified (right) expression of CD39 (n=8), CCR4 (n=9),
Helios (n=9), HLA-DR (n=15), and TIGIT (n=9) within AREG+ and AREG− Tregs. (D) Treg expression of AREG
within naive (CD45RA+CCR7+; nTreg), central memory (CD45RA−CCR7+; cTreg), and effector memory
(CD45RA−CCR7−; emTreg) subsets (n=8). Representative subset gates within Tregs (top), representative AREG
expression (middle), and quantification (bottom). (E) Tregs were gated as AREG+ or AREG−, then quantified as
nTreg, cTreg, or emTreg as in (D) (n=8). Dots in (A–E) represent independent donors; bars in (B) and (E) represent
means. Significance was determined by Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test for (A) and (C), Kruskal-Wallis
test with Dunn’s multiple comparisons test for (B), Friedman test with Dunn’s multiple comparisons test for (D),
and matched 2-way ANOVA with Sidak’s test for (E).

2.3.2

TCR activation, but not IL-18 or IL-33, increases AREG expression in human

blood Tregs
Next, we investigated what factors might promote AREG expression in human Tregs. TCR
stimulation is dispensable for AREG expression by mouse Tregs in vitro and in vivo (Arpaia et
al., 2015) but induces its production in human CD4+ T cells (Qi et al., 2012). Sorted blood Tregs
(CD4+CD25hiCD127lo) and Tconvs (CD4+CD25loCD127hi) activated via the TCR transiently
upregulated expression of AREG mRNA after 30 min, but levels quickly declined thereafter
(Figure 2.3A). Nevertheless, at the protein level, both TCR-activated Tregs and Tconvs had
increased proportions of AREG+ cells compared to their 4-day unstimulated counterparts
(Figure 2.3B), and there was a trend, though not significant, to higher secretion of AREG in
TCR-activated cells (Figure 2.3C). Notably, as with ex vivo cells, in all cases the
amount/proportion of AREG production by Tregs was lower than that of Tconvs (Figure 2.3A–
C). Thus, while TCR stimulation can induce AREG production by human blood Tregs, its
expression is not a distinctive feature compared to other CD4+ T cells.
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Tissue damage is thought to lead to the release of alarmins that drive AREG expression
in immune cells. For example, in mice, lung- and gut-resident ILC2s produce AREG in response
to IL-33 (Monticelli et al., 2011, 2015) and a subset of splenic Tregs secrete AREG in vitro upon
exposure to IL-18 or IL-33 (Arpaia et al., 2015). We therefore hypothesized that epithelial cellderived tissue damage signals such as IL-18 or IL-33 might drive AREG production in human
Tregs. Human blood Tregs and Tconvs were activated through their TCR in the presence or
absence of IL-18 and/or IL-33. We found that neither IL-18 nor IL-33 significantly modulated
AREG mRNA expression over time (Figure 2.3D) or AREG protein expression in Tregs or
Tconvs after 4 days (Figure 2.3E).
The lack of an effect of IL-18 or IL-33 on AREG may be related to the absence of the
respective receptor on CD4+ T cells in blood. We thus examined expression of IL-18R and ST2
(IL-33Rα) on ex vivo Tregs and Tconvs. We found that a subset of memory (CD45RA−) Tregs
and Tconvs expressed IL-18Rα ex vivo (Figure 2.3F): thus, the lack of an IL-18-mediated effect
is likely unrelated to IL-18R expression. In contrast, we were unable to detect ST2 expression on
human blood Tregs or Tconvs using a commercial antibody (Figure 2.3G).
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Figure 2.3. TCR activation, but not IL-18 or IL-33, increases AREG expression in human blood Tregs.
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(A–E) Flow-sorted Tregs (CD4+CD25hiCD127lo) and Tconvs (CD4+CD25loCD127hi) were activated with IL-2
(100 IU/ml) and 1:1 anti-CD3/anti-CD28-coated beads in the presence or absence of IL-18 and/or IL-33 (20 ng/ml
each). (A) AREG mRNA expression at the indicated times was determined by qPCR and normalized to RPL13A and
SDHA (n=4–7 per timepoint); data are plotted on a log2 axis. (B–C) Cells were activated for 4 days; (B) AREG
protein expression was quantified by flow cytometry in cells restimulated with PMA, ionomycin, and brefeldin A
(4 h) (n=11), and (C) secreted AREG was measured in supernatants collected before restimulation (n=8). (D) AREG
mRNA expression was determined as in (A) (n=3–6 per timepoint); data are plotted on a log2 axis. (E) AREG
protein expression was quantified as in (C) (n=7). (F–G) Ex vivo Treg (CD4+CD25hiFOXP3+) and Tconv
(CD4+CD25loFOXP3−) expression of (F) IL-18Rα (n=7) and (G) ST2 (clone 97203) (n=5) expression, from CD4enriched PBMCs. (A) depicts mean±SEM; dots in (B–F) represent independent donors. Dotted line in (C) indicates
the lowest standard concentration (15.6 pg/ml). Significance was determined by 2-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s test
for (A), matched 2-way ANOVA with Tukey’s test for (B–C), matched 2-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s test for (D–
E), and matched 2-way ANOVA with Sidak’s test for (F). FMO, fluorescence minus one; n.s., not significant.

2.3.3

Human Tregs from blood, tonsils, synovial fluid, colon, and lung tissue do not

express ST2
To account for possible low sensitivity of commercially available anti-human ST2 mAbs, we
used phage display to generate a series of synthetic anti-human ST2 mAbs. The IL-33R is a
heterodimer of ST2 and the accessory protein IL-1RAP, which complexes upon IL-33 binding
(Liu et al., 2013a). Candidate mAbs were first evaluated with an ST2- or IL-1RAP-transfected
cell line (Figure 2.4A) and ST2-transduced human T cells (Figure 2.4B), with several clones
exhibiting high specificity and sensitivity compared to commercial options. To validate
specificity on endogenous ST2-expressing cells, we stained human blood ILC2s (gated as
Lin−CD127+CD161+CRTH2+) after 24-hour culture with IL-2 and IL-33 (Mjösberg et al., 2011),
revealing ST2 expression on a subset of cultured ILC2s (Figure 2.4C). Expression of ST2 was
also consistently detected on CD19+ B cells (Figure 2.4D). However, even with these highaffinity synthetic mAbs, we were unable to detect ST2 on blood Tregs or Tconvs ex vivo
(Figure 2.5A), explaining the lack of an IL-33-mediated effect on AREG expression (Figure
2.3).
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Figure 2.4. Validation of synthetic anti-human ST2 mAbs.
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Synthetic anti-human ST2 mAbs were developed using phage display and validated on ST2-transfected cells and
endogenous ST2-expressing cells. (A) Representative ST2 staining on transiently ST2- or IL-1RAP-transfected
HEK-293T cells with a synthetic mAb (clone 3425) and two commercial mAbs (clones 97203 and B4E6) (n=2
experiments). Transfected cells were gated as GFP+. (B) Representative ST2 staining on ST2-transduced primary
human T cells with the indicated mAbs (n=2 experiments). Transduced cells were gated as NGFR+. (C)
Representative ST2 staining on ILC2s from ILC2-enriched PBMCs (n=2 independent donors) either ex vivo or after
culture with IL-2 (100 IU/ml) and IL-33 (50 ng/ml) (24 h), with a synthetic mAb (clone 3425). ILC2s were gated as
lineage-negative (CD1a−CD3−CD4−CD8−CD14−CD16−CD19−CD20−CD34−CD56−CD123−HLA-DRneg)
CD127+CD161+CRTH2+. (D) Representative ex vivo ST2 staining on tonsillar CD19+ B cells from PBMCs (n=2–5)
with the indicated mAbs. (E) Representative ST2 staining on blood CD19+ B cells from PBMCs (n=2) digested with
collagenase VIII (100 U/ml, 60 min, 37°C) or collagenase A (1 mg/ml, 30 min, 37°C), either immediately after
digestion (ex vivo) or after culture with IL-2 (100 IU/ml) and IL-33 (50 ng/ml) (24 h), with a synthetic mAb (clone
3425).
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Figure 2.5. Human Tregs from blood, tonsils, synovial fluid, colon, and lung tissue do not express ST2.
ST2 expression was evaluated with a synthetic anti-human ST2 (clone 3425) mAb. (A) Representative ex vivo ST2
expression on Tregs (CD4+CD25hiFOXP3+) and Tconvs (CD4+CD25loFOXP3−) from CD4-enriched PBMCs (n=3).
(B–C) Immature or cytokine-matured moDCs were irradiated and cocultured 1:1 with flow-sorted Tregs
(CD4+CD25hiCD127lo) and IL-2 (1000 IU/ml) for 12 days in the presence or absence of IL-33 (20 ng/ml) added
every 2–3 days. (B) Representative ST2 expression on immature and cytokine-matured moDCs before coculture
(n=6). (C) Representative ST2 expression on Tregs after coculture with immature or cytokine-matured moDCs in
the presence or absence of IL-33 (n=4 independent Treg donors). (D) Mononuclear cells from blood (n=8), tonsil
(n=5), synovial fluid (n=3), colon (n=2), bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) (n=3), and lung tissue (n=2) were cultured
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with IL-2 (100 IU/ml) and IL-33 (50 ng/ml) for 24 h. Representative ST2 expression on CD3+CD4+CD8−CD56−
T cells or CD19+ B cells for the indicated tissues.

We next hypothesized that ST2 expression may be induced on human blood Tregs after
coculture with ST2+ antigen-presenting cells and IL-33 (Matta et al., 2014; Morita et al., 2015).
Sorted blood Tregs were cocultured with immature or cytokine-matured moDCs for 13 days,
with IL-2 and IL-33 supplemented every 2–3 days. Although immature moDCs expressed ST2,
which was downregulated upon cytokine-induced maturation (Figure 2.5B), ST2 expression was
not found on cocultured Tregs with or without IL-33 (Figure 2.5C).
Mouse ST2+ Tregs primarily reside in non-lymphoid tissues such as the colon (Schiering
et al., 2014), visceral adipose tissue (Feuerer et al., 2009), and liver (Popovic et al., 2017), so we
speculated that human ST2+ Tregs may also be tissue-restricted. We obtained samples of human
tissues—tonsil, synovial fluid, colonic lamina propria, bronchoalveolar lavage, and lung tissue—
and used flow cytometry to seek ST2+ Tregs. All tissues were considered normal (i.e., from
healthy individuals or from non-cancerous biopsies in patients), except for synovial fluid and
bronchoalveolar lavage, which were from patients with juvenile idiopathic arthritis and patients
post-lung transplantation, respectively. ST2 detection was unaffected by collagenase digestion
(Figure 2.4E), permitting us to evaluate ST2 expression on Tregs from tissues isolated with
collagenase. As blood ILC2s upregulated ST2 after short-term culture with IL-2 and IL-33
(Figure 2.4C), we incubated blood and tissue samples for 24 h in the presence of IL-2 and IL-33.
ST2 expression was found on a subset of CD19+ B cells in blood (1.6±0.6% ex vivo, 1.1±0.4%
after 24-hour culture with IL-2 and IL-33; mean±SD, n=7–8) and tonsils (0.8±0.5% ex vivo,
0.6±0.4% after 24-hour culture with IL-2 and IL-33; mean±SD, n=5) (Figure 2.5D). However,
ST2-expressing FOXP3+ Tregs were not consistently detected in these tissues (Figure 2.5D).
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2.3.4

Human ST2-transduced Tregs exhibit enhanced proliferation and maintain their T

cell suppressive capacity in response to IL-33
Because of extensive data in mice supporting the concept that ST2+ Tregs might have desirable
therapeutic properties, including tissue repair function, high suppressive capacity, and enhanced
stability, we next engineered human ST2+ Tregs to examine their potential as a cell therapy.
Sorted nTregs (CD4+CD25hiCD127loCD45RA+) were transduced with a bidirectional-promoter
lentiviral vector encoding ST2 and truncated nerve growth factor receptor (ΔNGFR; transduction
marker) or a control vector encoding ΔNGFR only. Cells were expanded for two weeks with
aAPCs and high-dose IL-2; transduced cells were bead-purified by NGFR expression after the
first 7 days. As expected, ST2-ΔNGFR-transduced Tregs (hereafter ST2 Tregs) expressed high
levels of ST2 compared to their ΔNGFR-transduced (hereafter NGFR Tregs) counterparts
(Figure 2.6A). Consistent with endogenous mouse ST2+ Tregs (Matta et al., 2016), human ST2
Tregs responded to IL-33 via phosphorylation of p38 MAPK and the p65 subunit of NF-κB
(Figure 2.6B), confirming expression of a fully functional IL-33R heterodimer.
As IL-33 expands mouse ST2+ Tregs in vitro and in vivo (Matta et al., 2014; Schiering et
al., 2014; Vasanthakumar et al., 2015), we asked whether IL-33 affects ST2 Treg proliferation.
NGFR or ST2 Tregs were labelled with CPD, then TCR-activated with IL-2 in the presence or
absence of IL-33 for 4 days. ST2 Tregs exhibited enhanced TCR-dependent proliferation with
IL-33. In contrast, IL-33 alone (with IL-2) did not significantly affect Treg proliferation (Figure
2.7A). Similarly, when IL-33 was added during Treg expansion, we found enhanced expansion
with unchanged cell viability, and increased expression of Ki-67 (Figure 2.8A–C). These data
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demonstrate that IL-33 can enhance ST2 Treg proliferation and expansion in a TCR-dependent
manner.

Figure 2.6. Engineering human IL-33-responsive Tregs by overexpression of ST2.
Flow-sorted nTregs (CD4+CD25hiCD127loCD45RA+) were expanded for 12 days with 1:1 artificial APCs, OKT3
(0.1 μg/ml), and IL-2 (1000 IU/ml); cells were transduced with ΔNGFR or ST2-ΔNGFR (day 1), NGFR beadpurified (day 7), and rested overnight (day 12) in reduced IL-2 (100 IU/ml). (A) ST2 expression of ΔNGFRtransduced (NGFR Treg) and ST2-ΔNGFR-transduced Treg (ST2 Treg) on day 13 (left, representative; right, n=11);
relative MFI data are plotted on a log2 axis. ST2 expression was evaluated with a synthetic anti-human ST2 (clone
3425) mAb. (B) Expanded, NGFR- or ST2-transduced nTregs were stimulated with IL-33 for the indicated times.
Representative (left) and quantified (right) expression of phospho-p65 and phospho-p38 as determined by flow
cytometry (n=5–7 per timepoint); relative MFI data plotted on a log2 axis. Dots represent independent donors; bars
in (A) represent means. Significance was determined by Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test for (A) and
matched 2-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s multiple comparisons test for (B). MFI, geometric mean fluorescence
intensity.
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Figure 2.7. Human ST2-transduced Tregs exhibit enhanced proliferation and maintain their T cell
suppressive capacity in response to IL-33.
(A) Expanded, NGFR- or ST2-transduced nTregs (flow-sorted as CD4+CD25hiCD127loCD45RA+) were labelled
with CPD and activated with IL-2 (100 IU/ml) in the presence or absence of 1:1 anti-CD3/anti-CD28-coated beads
and IL-33 (20 ng/ml) for 4 days. Representative CPD dilution (left) and division index (right, n=9). (B) Expression
of CD25 (n=7), FOXP3 (n=15), CTLA-4 (n=13), and LAP (n=8) on ST2-transduced nTregs expanded for 12 days
with or without IL-33 (20 ng/ml) added on days 7, 9, and 11 (top, representative; bottom, quantification); relative
MFI data are plotted on a log2 axis. Expression by expanded nTconv (flow-sorted as
CD4+CD25loCD127hiCD45RA+) shown for reference. (C) Expanded, NGFR- or ST2-transduced nTregs (expanded
with or without IL-33 as in (B)) and allogeneic CD3+ T cells (responder cells) were differentially labelled with CPD,
cocultured at the indicated ratios, and activated with anti-CD3/anti-CD28-coated beads (1:16 bead:responder cells)
and IL-33 (20 ng/ml) for 4 days (n=4 independent Treg donors). Suppression of proliferation within CD4+ (left) and
CD8+ (right) T cells. Dots in (A–B) represent individual donors; bars in (B) represent means. (C) depicts
mean±SEM. Significance was determined by matched 2-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons test for
(A), Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test for (B), and Friedman test with Dunn’s multiple comparisons test of
the total areas under each curve for (C). MFI, geometric mean fluorescence intensity; n.s., not significant.

Figure 2.8. IL-33 potentiates expansion and TCR activation in human ST2-transduced Tregs.
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ST2-transduced nTregs were expanded for 12 days with or without IL-33 (20 ng/ml added on days 7, 9, and 11) and
rested overnight. (A) Relative fold expansion (n=14) and (B) % viability by acridine orange/propidium iodide dye
(n=14) at day 12. (C) Expression of Ki-67 (left, representative; right, n=8), (D) Helios (n=8), (E) CD39 (n=8),
CD71 (n=8), HLA-DR (n=7), and GATA3 (n=10) at day 13 (top, representative; bottom, quantification); relative
MFI data are plotted on a log2 axis. Helios expression by expanded nTconvs (flow-sorted as
CD4+CD25loCD127hiCD45RA+) shown in (D) for reference. Dots represent individual donors; bars represent means.
Significance for (A–E) was determined by Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test. MFI, geometric mean
fluorescence intensity.

We next assessed the effects of IL-33 on the TCR-dependent immunosuppressive
function of ST2 Tregs. ST2 Tregs expanded in the presence of IL-33 had significantly increased
expression of the Treg-associated proteins CD25, FOXP3, CTLA-4, and LAP (Figure 2.7B) and
maintained high Helios expression (Figure 2.8D). IL-33 also potentiated TCR activation in ST2
Tregs, as seen by elevated expression of CD39, CD71, and HLA-DR (Figure 2.8E). We found
no change in GATA3 expression in response to IL-33 (Figure 2.8E).
To measure the suppressive capacity of ST2 Tregs in response to IL-33, NGFR or ST2
Tregs (some expanded with IL-33) were cocultured with allogeneic CD3+ T cell responders and
TCR-activated for 4 days in the presence or absence of IL-33. In all cases, Tregs were equally
able to suppress CD4+ and CD8+ T cell proliferation. IL-33 did not affect ST2 Treg suppressive
function, either when added during expansion or during Treg:responder coculture (Figure 2.7C).

2.3.5

IL-33 alters the transcriptomic and cytokine profile of human ST2-transduced

Tregs
To further characterize IL-33-dependent changes in ST2 Tregs, we conducted transcriptome
profiling of cells activated with IL-2 and TCR with or without IL-33. Short-term culture with
IL-33 induced gene expression associated with negative regulation of NF-κB and p38 signaling
(NFKBIZ, DUSP8) (Figure 2.9A). IL-33 also upregulated expression of IL13, a known IL-3393

upregulated gene in mouse Th2 cells (Guo et al., 2009), and the Th2- and Treg-homing
chemokine CCL22 (Figure 2.9A). Transcript-level expression of KLF2, which controls Treg
homing to lymphoid organs, markedly decreased with IL-33 treatment (Figure 2.9A).
We used gene set enrichment analysis to identify coordinated changes in gene expression.
We found strong enrichment in genes involved in cell cycle progression as well as genes
downstream of E2F transcription factors upon IL-33 treatment of ST2 Tregs (Figure 2.9B).
IL-33-treated ST2 Tregs also showed strong enrichment for Myc targets and mTORC1 signaling
(Figure 2.9B). Thus, short-term exposure to IL-33 promotes ST2 Treg proliferation and leads to
changes in pathways associated with metabolism.
To examine cytokine production by ST2 Tregs, NGFR or ST2 Tregs were TCR-activated
for 4 days with or without IL-33. In comparison to NGFR Tregs, IL-33 resulted in increased ST2
Treg secretion of the myeloid-regulating cytokines GM-CSF and IL-13 (Figure 2.9C), as well as
the T cell- and myeloid-attracting chemokines IL-8, CCL3, and CCL5 (Figure 2.9D). In
contrast, no difference in IL-10 production, a characteristic cytokine of mouse ST2+ Tregs (Han
et al., 2014), was found (Figure 2.9E). No differences were observed in CCL4, IFN-γ, IL-4, IL17A, IL-22, and TNF-α (data not shown). Collectively, IL-33, by promoting lymphoid-tissue
exit, elevated cytokine production, and potential metabolic reprogramming, may poise ST2 Tregs
to adopt an effector-like phenotype in peripheral tissues.
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Figure 2.9. IL-33 alters the transcriptomic and cytokine profile of human ST2-transduced Tregs.
(A–B) RNA sequencing was performed on expanded, ST2-transduced nTregs activated with IL-2 (100 IU/ml) and
1:1 anti-CD3/anti-CD28 beads with or without IL-33 (20 ng/ml) for 16 h (n=4). (A) Heat map of differentially
expressed genes (selected by Benjamini-Hochberg-corrected p < 0.05 and log2 (fold change) > 1); columns represent
matched donors (indicated at bottom). Color scale represents the per-gene z-score. (B) Gene set enrichment plots for
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selected Hallmark gene sets in IL-33-upregulated genes, with normalized enrichment scores (NES) and BenjaminiHochberg-corrected false discovery rate (FDR). (C–E) Expanded, NGFR- or ST2-transduced nTregs were activated
as in (A–B) for 4 days. Cytokine and chemokine concentrations in supernatants were measured by cytometric bead
array (n=9). Significance for (C–E) was determined by matched 2-way ANOVA with Sidak’s multiple comparisons
test.

2.3.6

IL-33 innately upregulates AREG expression in human ST2-transduced Tregs

Given the link between IL-33 signaling and AREG expression in mouse Tregs, we asked
whether human ST2 Tregs had greater tissue repair potential via AREG expression. NGFR or
ST2 Tregs were activated for 4 days with IL-2 in the presence or absence of TCR stimulation
and IL-33, followed by restimulation with PMA and ionomycin. While TCR-activated Tregs
exhibited no change in AREG expression with IL-33, ST2 Tregs cultured with IL-33 alone (with
IL-2) had significantly elevated AREG expression (Figure 2.10A). Moreover, analysis of AREG
expression by TCR-activated cells within each CPD fraction revealed that AREG expression was
progressively lost with each subsequent cell division in both NGFR and ST2 Tregs (Figure
2.10B), consistent with data from ex vivo Tregs (Figure 2.2D). Thus, IL-33 innately upregulates
AREG in a TCR-independent fashion on human ST2 Tregs.
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Figure 2.10. IL-33 innately upregulates AREG expression in human ST2-transduced Tregs.
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Expanded, NGFR- or ST2-transduced nTregs were labelled with CPD and activated with IL-2 (100 IU/ml) in the
presence or absence of 1:1 anti-CD3/anti-CD28-coated beads and IL-33 (20 ng/ml) for 4 days, then restimulated
with PMA, ionomycin, and brefeldin A (4 h) (n=9). (A) Representative (left) and quantified (right) intracellular
AREG expression; MFI was normalized per cell type in each graph. (B) AREG expression (left) was quantified
within each CPD fraction (right; Generation #) from NGFR-transduced Tregs (top) or ST2-transduced Tregs
(bottom) activated with IL-2 and 1:1 anti-CD3/anti-CD28-coated beads for 4 days and restimulated as in (A). Dots
represent individual donors. Significance was determined by matched 2-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple
comparisons test for (A) and Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple comparisons test for (B). MFI, geometric
mean fluorescence intensity.

2.3.7

Human ST2-transduced Tregs induce alternatively activated monocytes

Monocytes/macrophages are central orchestrators of the tissue repair process (Wynn and
Vannella, 2016). Human Tregs can induce the alternative activation of monocytes through
contact-dependent mechanisms and soluble factors including IL-4, IL-10, and IL-13 (Taams et
al., 2005; Tiemessen et al., 2007). To test the possibility that IL-33 may affect Treg-mediated
regulation of monocytes, NGFR or ST2 Tregs were cocultured with allogeneic CD14+
monocytes for 40 h. Tregs downregulated the antigen presentation-related molecules CD86 and
HLA-DR on monocytes in a Treg:monocyte ratio-dependent manner (Figure 2.11A). Notably,
ST2 Tregs were better able to augment monocyte expression of the M2-associated protein
CD163 (scavenger receptor) and there was a trend, though not significant, to CD206
upregulation (mannose receptor), compared to NGFR Tregs, particularly at higher
Treg:monocyte ratios (Figure 2.11B). These changes in monocyte phenotype were largely
independent from the addition of recombinant IL-33 (Figure 2.11A–B), suggesting that
endogenous IL-33 contributes to a juxtacrine Treg-monocyte crosstalk mechanism. Indeed, IL-33
expression has been detected in human monocytes at the RNA and protein level, but not found to
be secreted (Nile et al., 2010).
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Figure 2.11. Human ST2-transduced Tregs drive alternative activation in monocytes.
Expanded, NGFR- or ST2-transduced nTregs and allogeneic CD14+ monocytes were cocultured at the indicated
ratios and activated with IL-2 (100 IU/ml), OKT3 (1 μg/ml), and IL-33 (20 ng/ml) for 40 h (n=8–12 Treg-monocyte
pairs). Representative (top, showing 4:1 Treg:monocyte cocultures activated with IL-2 and OKT3) and box-andwhisker plots (bottom) of CD14+ monocyte expression of (A) CD86, HLA-DR, (B) CD163, and CD206. MFI was
normalized per CD14+ monocyte donor activated with IL-2 and OKT3 (± IL-33); relative MFI data are plotted on a
log2 axis. Dotted line (no Treg) represents CD14+ monocytes alone activated with IL-2 and OKT3 (± IL-33). In (A–
B), boxes span the interquartile range, center lines represent the median, and whiskers cover the minimum and
maximum. Significance in (A–B) was determined by 2-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s multiple comparisons test.
MFI, geometric mean fluorescence intensity; n.s., not significant.

2.4

Discussion

Tregs with tissue repair function would be attractive for a variety of therapeutic applications. To
our knowledge, we are the first to identify and characterize AREG-producing Tregs in human
blood and multiple tissue types, noting significant divergences from mouse Tregs. Specifically,
human AREG-producing Tregs are present at lower frequencies than Tconvs, exhibit a noneffector phenotype, and, at least for the tissues we examined, are not selectively upregulated in
tissues compared to blood. Naturally occurring human ST2+ Tregs were not found in blood,
tonsil, synovial fluid, colon, or lung tissue. Engineered ST2 Tregs, however, exhibited IL-33driven AREG expression and an enhanced ability to polarize monocytes towards an M2-like
phenotype, suggesting that engineered human Tregs may promote tissue repair, though the
specific settings in which these cells could be applied to take advantage of this function requires
more investigation.
AREG production by mouse Tregs has emerged as an important element of TCRindependent tissue-protective function (Arpaia et al., 2015; Burzyn et al., 2013). Accordingly,
AREG mRNA and protein expression is highly enriched in mouse Tregs compared to Tconvs,
particularly in Tregs resident in non-lymphoid tissues (Arpaia et al., 2015; Burzyn et al., 2013;
Carney et al., 2016; Cipolletta et al., 2012; Schiering et al., 2014). In contrast, although human
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Tregs produced AREG, the levels were consistently lower than their Tconv counterparts—this
finding held true for cells isolated from blood and multiple tissue types, including tonsil,
synovial fluid, colon, and lung. Blood Treg AREG expression could not be enhanced by IL-18 or
IL-33 stimulation, in contrast to mouse Tregs (Arpaia et al., 2015). In mouse influenza infection,
AREG production by lung Tregs was critical for tissue protection (Arpaia et al., 2015), but in
other settings, AREG production by multiple cell types is necessary to promote epithelial cell
growth (Green et al., 2017). Thus, our data suggest that human Tregs have the capacity to
contribute to AREG-mediated tissue repair but since this is not a defining characteristic of these
cells, they likely function in concert with other AREG-producing cells.
Contrary to our expectations, we could not identify human ST2+ Tregs in blood, in a
variety of tissue types—tonsil, synovial fluid, colon, and lung—or after coculture with IL-33treated ST2+ antigen-presenting cells. We also failed to detect ST2+ Tregs in human omental
adipose tissue from lean or obese subjects (Wu et al., 2019). These data contrast to accumulating
evidence for the biological importance of mouse ST2+ Tregs in a multitude of tissue types,
including blood (Siede et al., 2016), lymphoid tissues (Matta et al., 2014, 2016; Turnquist et al.,
2011), visceral adipose tissue (Han et al., 2015; Kolodin et al., 2015; Vasanthakumar et al.,
2015), colon (Schiering et al., 2014), lung (Arpaia et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2017a), liver
(Popovic et al., 2017), and skeletal muscle (Burzyn et al., 2013; Kuswanto et al., 2016).
However, in line with a previous study (Mjösberg et al., 2011), we detected ST2 expression on
human blood ILC2s, as well as on blood and tonsillar CD19+ B cells and immature moDCs.
Whether other pathways beyond the IL-33/ST2 axis govern human Treg maintenance and
reparative function in tissues requires further study.
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Because we could not find endogenous human ST2-expressing Tregs, we engineered an
artificial source of ST2+ Tregs to examine their potential as a cell therapy. Interestingly,
overexpression of ST2 in human blood Tregs recapitulated some of the IL-33-dependent effects
seen in mice (Matta et al., 2014; Siede et al., 2016), including canonical IL-33 signal
transduction as well as increased TCR-dependent expansion and activation. Of note, ST2 Treg
production of AREG could be augmented innately by IL-33 in a TCR-independent manner. In
addition, using transcriptome analysis, we found that IL-33 induced the Myc and mTORC1
pathways and downregulated the lymphoid-retention gene KLF2, suggesting that IL-33 may
direct ST2 Tregs to home to non-lymphoid tissues. These data suggest that cell therapy with ST2
Tregs may enable preferential migration to non-lymphoid tissues where they could have an
innate-like tissue-protective function.
The tissue repair capacity of human Tregs may be an innate function that operates
independently from their classical TCR-dependent suppressive function. TCR-induced
proliferation and differentiation coincided with a progressive loss of AREG, and AREG+ Tregs
expressed a lower proportion of many Treg activation/effector proteins (CD39, CCR4, HLA-DR,
and TIGIT). Moreover, ST2-transduced Tregs upregulated AREG innately in response to IL-33,
mirroring our observations in endogenous Tregs and suggesting that regulation of AREG
expression is TCR-independent.
Human ST2-transduced Tregs also exhibited elevated tissue repair potential by
modulation of other cell types. Beyond AREG, which may drive the repair process by directly
acting on parenchymal cells, we found that human ST2 Tregs secreted more of the myeloidtargeting cytokines and chemokines GM-CSF, IL-13, IL-8, CCL3, and CCL5. This finding
prompted us to investigate their capacity to modulate monocytes/macrophages, which are
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considered to be key orchestrators of tissue repair. ST2 Tregs induced a shift in monocytes
towards an alternatively activated phenotype to a greater extent than control Tregs, characterized
by upregulated expression of CD163 and a trend towards higher CD206. These ST2 Treg-primed
alternatively activated monocytes/macrophages may be better poised to mediate tissue repair.
Nevertheless, ST2 transduction alone in human Tregs does not completely confer the
IL-33-dependent, tissue-specific phenotype seen in mouse Tregs. IL-33 was initially identified as
a Th2-associated cytokine (Schmitz et al., 2005) and ST2+ Tregs have been reported to be Th2biased (Chen et al., 2017a; Siede et al., 2016); we found an IL-33-dependent increase in IL-13
but unchanged IL-10 and GATA3. Furthermore, the addition of IL-33 in vitro, either during ST2
Treg expansion or during T cell coculture, had no effect on their suppressive capacity. These
data suggest that in human ST2 Tregs, IL-33 may mediate an incomplete polarization towards a
Th2-like phenotype. This finding is in line with data from mouse studies, which found that while
isolated ST2+ Tregs were inherently more suppressive in vitro than their ST2− Treg counterparts,
the addition of IL-33 had no beneficial effect (Matta et al., 2014; Siede et al., 2016). Taken
together, IL-33 does not appear to be the central factor driving the unique phenotype and
functions of tissue ST2+ Tregs seen in mice: ST2 may instead simply be a marker of a specific
subset of tissue-localized Tregs. Recent evidence that mouse ST2+ Tregs arise in normal
numbers and frequencies in lymphoid and lung tissues despite the absence of IL-33 signals
(Siede et al., 2016) supports this notion.
Our work has several limitations. Notably, most blood and tissue samples were from
healthy individuals or from non-cancerous areas; only synovial fluid and bronchoalveolar lavage
samples were from patients with juvenile idiopathic arthritis and patients post-lung
transplantation, respectively. Since IL-33 is elevated in the airways during asthma exacerbations
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(Jackson et al., 2014) and in the inflamed mucosa of patients with ulcerative colitis (Kobori et
al., 2010; Pastorelli et al., 2010; Seidelin et al., 2010), future investigations should assess ST2
expression in tissue Tregs from patients with active Th2-mediated diseases. Nevertheless, the
absence of readily detectable human ST2+ Tregs in human bronchoalveolar lavage and lung
tissue suggests that ongoing clinical trials of anti-IL-33 and anti-ST2 antibodies for asthma and
atopic dermatitis (NCT03615040, NCT03207243, NCT03393806) may not have the unintended
effect of broad inhibition of Tregs.
Finally, while we show that human Tregs in multiple settings produce AREG, whether
these cells use AREG to functionally drive tissue repair in a physiological context remains to be
determined. A recent study suggests that a subset of human Tregs may be able to promote
epithelial barrier repair (Povoleri et al., 2018). Future research with in vitro and in vivo models
of wound healing will be required to better understand and harness the potential role of human
Treg-mediated tissue repair in the context of cell therapy, via either AREG-dependent or AREGindependent mechanisms.
Treg cell therapy is rapidly emerging as a potential curative approach for a variety of
immune-mediated conditions, including autoimmunity and GVHD, where active tissue damage
is an ongoing process. While the observations that mouse Tregs can mediate tissue repair in
multiple settings is an exciting prospect, our results with human Tregs reveal important
differences from mouse models that should be taken into consideration in the clinical translation
of therapeutic tissue-reparative Tregs.
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Chapter 3: Optimized CRISPR-mediated gene knock-in reveals FOXP3independent maintenance of human Treg identity
3.1

Introduction

Tregs are critical mediators of immune tolerance and homeostasis. Decades of research into their
use as a cell therapy have highlighted their preclinical potential as a curative treatment for a
variety of immune-mediated conditions, reflected in the multitude of completed and ongoing
clinical trials of Treg transfer in autoimmunity, GVHD, and solid organ transplantation (Ferreira
et al., 2019). While these trials have found Treg cell therapy to be safe and feasible, their clinical
efficacy remains inconclusive in part due to small study sizes (Ferreira et al., 2019).
Furthermore, whether these cells will transition into pathological effector T cells in vivo during
heightened inflammation as they have in mouse models (Bailey-Bucktrout et al., 2013; Komatsu
et al., 2014; Zhou et al., 2009) and human autoimmune disease (Dominguez-Villar et al., 2011;
McClymont et al., 2011) is unclear. To address these concerns, a range of work is focused on
uncovering fundamental mechanisms controlling Treg identity, fitness, and behaviour, and
creating ways to endow therapeutic Tregs with stable functional profiles.
The advent of precision genome editing with CRISPR/Cas9 is a major advance towards
realizing the use of targeted gene tailoring to study human Treg biology and create optimal cell
therapy products. Early efforts to deliver CRISPR/Cas9 into primary human T cells by plasmids
(Hendel et al., 2015; Mandal et al., 2014; Su et al., 2016), lentiviruses, or adenoviruses (Chen et
al., 2018; Li et al., 2015; Shifrut et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2014b) were hampered by toxicity, low
efficiency, and the risk of off-target Cas9 activity (Hornung and Latz, 2010; Zhao et al., 2006b).
More recently, transfection with pre-formed CRISPR/Cas9 RNP by electroporation has emerged
as a more efficient approach, with editing rates of 20–90% (Hendel et al., 2015; Schumann et al.,
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2015; Seki and Rutz, 2018) that also enables multiplexed targeting (Liu et al., 2017a; Ren et al.,
2017b).
Moreover, in the presence of a DNA template with homology to the Cas9 cut site, HDR
can mediate seamless gene modification or targeted transgene integration. CRISPR-mediated
HDR has been used in primary human T cells to correct point mutations or replace the
endogenous TCR with an engineered TCR or chimeric antigen receptor (Eyquem et al., 2017;
MacLeod et al., 2017; Roth et al., 2018). In terms of methods, HDR templates have been
delivered to human T cells via ssDNA, dsDNA, or AAV, with the latter achieving consistently
higher targeting efficiencies (40–70%) (Eyquem et al., 2017; Gwiazda et al., 2016; Sather et al.,
2015) than with naked DNA (10–50%) (Nguyen et al., 2020; Roth et al., 2018), due in part to the
HDR-promoting properties of AAV (Hirata and Russell, 2000; Vasileva et al., 2006).
The use of CRISPR and CRISPR-mediated HDR in primary human Tregs has so far been
limited. CRISPR/Cas9 editing in human Tregs with either RNP or lentivirus yielded a range of
editing efficiencies (30–80%) dependent on target and gRNA (Chen et al., 2018; Noel et al.,
2018; Schumann et al., 2020; Seki and Rutz, 2018). Combining CRISPR with a HDR ssDNA
template, one group reported partial restoration of suppressive capacity in Tregs by correcting an
IL2RA mutation (Roth et al., 2018). More recently, another group used AAV to insert a FOXP3
cDNA in CD4+ T cells as a therapeutic strategy to override deleterious FOXP3 mutations. The
resulting HDR-edited cells could be enriched with a reporter gene and exhibited partially
restored suppressive function, though HDR rates in Tregs were low (10–20%) (Goodwin et al.,
2020).
While these results are promising, human Tregs have a comparatively lower expansion
potential than CD4+CD25− conventional T cells (Tconv), and, depending on the purity of the
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starting population, can be prone to spontaneous destabilization and death upon extended in vitro
culture (Hansmann et al., 2012; Hoffmann et al., 2006, 2009; Marek et al., 2011; Schmidl et al.,
2011). Finding ways to maximize the yield of genome-edited human Tregs to enable in-depth
functional studies and therapeutic applications requires systematic optimization of CRISPRmediated HDR efficiency in parallel with maximal in vitro Treg expansion. Here, focusing on
editing efficiency and Treg yield, we report an optimized method for gene knock-in in human
Tregs to generate a uniform population of gene-edited cells. As a proof of concept, we targeted
the master transcription FOXP3 because of its critical role in mouse and human Treg
development and function (Ono, 2020), enabling us to establish a benchmark of human Treg
dysfunction at the DNA methylation, phenotypic, and functional levels. This optimized CRISPRbased gene knock-in system for human Tregs will herald not only mechanistic studies but also
the development of edited, next-generation Treg cell therapies.

3.2
3.2.1

Materials and Methods
CRISPR and HDR template design and assembly

CD226- and FOXP3-targeting gRNAs were synthesized as chemically modified crRNAs (IDT)
and duplexed at a 1:1 molar ratio with tracrRNA (IDT) by denaturation for 5 min at 95°C
followed by gradual cooling to room temperature. The resulting gRNA was complexed with
Cas9 (QB3 Macrolab) at a 2:1 molar ratio for 10 min at room temperature. gRNA target
sequences: CD226 (5′-GTTAAGAGGTCGATCTGACG-3′), FOXP3 CR1
(5′-AGGACCCGATGCCCAACCCC-3′), FOXP3 CR2 (5′-GGGCCGAGATCTTCGAGGCG3′), FOXP3 CR3 (5′-GCAGCTGCGATGGTGGCATG-3′), FOXP3 CR4
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(5′-TGCCCCCCAGCTCTCAACGG-3′), FOXP3 CR5 (5′-CCCACCCACAGGGATCAACG3′).
HDR designs contained homology arms of at least 800 bp flanking a promoterless or
EF-1α-driven transgene marker (sfGFP or ΔNGFR). Fragments were PCR-amplified from
genomic DNA, plasmids, or synthesized (IDT gBlocks or GenScript GenParts), then cloned by
Gibson assembly into an AAV transfer plasmid between two ITRs.

3.2.2

AAV6 production, purification, and titration

For recombinant AAV6 production, HEK-293T/17 cells (ATCC CRL-11268) were cotransfected by calcium phosphate with an adenoviral pHelper plasmid, a pAAV6-Rep-Cap
plasmid (both Cell Biolabs), and an ITR-flanked transfer plasmid at a 1:1:1 molar ratio. Cells
were harvested after 3 d and AAV6 was purified with a filtration-based kit (Takara AAVpro
Purification Kit) per the manufacturer’s protocol. AAV6 vector genomes were titrated by ITRspecific quantitative PCR (Takara AAVpro Titration Kit Ver.2) per the manufacturer’s protocol.

3.2.3

Cell isolation and culture

Human blood sample collection from healthy adults was performed in accordance with protocols
approved by the University of British Columbia Clinical Research Ethics Board and Canadian
Blood Services. CD3+ T cells or CD4+ T cells were isolated via Lymphoprep and RosetteSep
(both STEMCELL Technologies). For Treg isolation, CD4+ T cells were enriched with CD25
MicroBeads II (Miltenyi Biotec) before flow sorting on a MoFlow Astrios (Beckman Coulter) or
FACSAria IIu (BD Biosciences). Sorting strategies: total Tregs (CD4+CD25hiCD127lo), nTregs
(CD4+CD25hiCD45RA+CD127lo), mTregs (CD4+CD25hiCD45RA−CD127lo), and Tconvs
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(CD4+CD25loCD127hi). Unless otherwise indicated, all cells were cultured at 37°C, 5% CO2 in
X-VIVO 15 (Lonza) supplemented with 5% (v/v) human serum (WISENT), 1% (v/v) penicillinstreptomycin (Gibco), 2 mM GlutaMAX (Gibco), and 15.97 mg/L phenol red (Sigma-Aldrich).
During optimization, in some cases as indicated, CTS OpTmizer T Cell Expansion SFM (Gibco)
was used in place of X-VIVO 15, human serum, and phenol red.

3.2.4

Human Treg expansion with CRISPR/HDR-mediated gene knock-in

In all cases during pre-activation and expansion, media was supplemented with IL-2 (Proleukin;
1000 IU/ml for Tregs, 100 IU/ml for Tconvs or CD4+ T cells). Tregs, Treg subsets, Tconvs, and
CD4+ T cells were pre-activated with either CD3/CD28/CD2 tetrameric antibody complexes
(ImmunoCult by STEMCELL Technologies) or 1:1 aAPCs for 5 d. aAPCs were L cells (ATCC
CRL-2648) expressing CD32, CD58, and CD80, gamma-irradiated (75 Gy), and loaded with
anti-CD3 (OKT3, 0.1 μg/ml; University of British Columbia Antibody Lab) (de Waal Malefyt et
al., 1993). Media and IL-2 were replenished every 2–3 d.
Cells were electroporated with the Neon Transfection 10 μL Kit (Invitrogen) per the
manufacturer’s protocol. Briefly, cells were washed twice with PBS, resuspended in Buffer T
(≤20×106 cells/mL) with Cas9 or RNP (40 pmol gRNA + 20 pmol Cas9 per transfection),
electroporated at 1400 V / 30 ms / 1 pulse, then immediately transferred into prewarmed
antibiotic-free media containing AAV6 at the specified vg/cell and simultaneously expanded
with aAPCs and IL-2 for 7 d as above. After 7 d expansion (total 12 d), cells were flow-sorted as
sfGFP+, then rested overnight in reduced IL-2 (100 IU/ml for Tregs, none for Tconvs) before
functional assays; in some cases, flow-sorted cells were further expanded for 7 d with aAPCs and
IL-2 as above before use in assays. Cell counts at 5 d were determined by trypan blue (Gibco);
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cell counts at 12 d and 19 d were determined by ViaStain Acridine Orange/Propdium Iodide
Staining Solution (Nexcelom).
For experiments investigating the role of FOXP3 in Treg biology, we pre-activated cells
with CD3/CD28/CD2 tetramers followed by aAPC-based expansions, for two reasons. First,
Treg yield by day 19 of expansion was comparable to a fully aAPC-based expansion (see below
in Figure 3.2D). Second, we found that repetitive (3×) aAPC-based stimulation occasionally
resulted in spontaneous FOXP3 loss (data not shown), which could be circumvented by using a
weaker reagent to pre-activate Tregs, i.e., CD3/CD28/CD2 tetramers.
During optimization, cells were alternatively pre-activated with IL-2 as above and one of:
1:1 anti-CD3/anti-CD28-coated beads (Gibco Dynabeads Human T-Expander or Human Treg
Expander), CD3/CD28 tetrameric antibody complexes (ImmunoCult by STEMCELL
Technologies), or a combination of plate-bound anti-CD3 (OKT3, 10 μg/ml in 0.1 M Trizma
HCl; Sigma-Aldrich) with soluble anti-CD28 (CD28.2, 4 μg/ml; BD Biosciences). Dynabeadactivated cells were magnetically de-beaded immediately prior to electroporation. Divergent T
cell pre-activation conditions and Neon electroporation parameters are specified as applicable. In
some cases, HDR Enhancer (IDT, v1) was added to AAV6-containing media prior to
electroporation at the indicated concentrations.

3.2.5

Evaluation of genome editing

To assess indel formation after CRISPR editing, genomic DNA was extracted from cells 3 d after
electroporation using a QIAamp DNA Mini Kit or Micro Kit (QIAGEN) per the manufacturer’s
protocols. The region flanking the gRNA cut site was PCR-amplified, Sanger-sequenced, and
chromatograms uploaded to the ICE analysis tool (Synthego; https://ice.synthego.com/) (Hsiau et
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al., 2019). Primer sequences for FOXP3 CR1 and FOXP3 CR3: FWD (5′CTAGAGCTGGGGTGCAACTATG-3′), REV* (5′-TCTTCTCTTGTCACATGGGGATG-3′).
Primer sequences for FOXP3 CR5: FWD* (5′-GAATGGCCGTCTTTAAGCTTCTC-3′), REV
(5′-TTATTGGGATGAAGCCTGAGCTG-3′). An asterisk (*) denotes the primer used for
Sanger sequencing.

3.2.6

T cell suppression assay

Expanded Tregs and ex vivo-isolated allogeneic CD3+ T cells (responder cells) were labelled
with CPD (Invitrogen) eFluor 670 and eFluor 450, respectively, then cocultured at the indicated
ratios and activated with anti-CD3/anti-CD28-coated beads (Gibco Dynabeads T-Expander; 1:16
bead:responder cells) for 4 d. Proliferation of CD4+ and CD8+ cells within the responder-cell
fraction was determined by dilution of CPD; responder cells activated with beads served as
positive controls. Percent suppression of proliferation was calculated as: (1 − (division index of
sample / division index of positive control)) × 100.

3.2.7

Assessment of cytokine production

Expanded Tregs or Tconvs were activated with IL-2 (100 IU/mL) and 1:1 anti-CD3/anti-CD28coated beads (Gibco Dynabeads T-Expander) for 4 d. For secreted cytokines, supernatants were
collected, cytokines measured by cytometric bead array (BioLegend LEGENDplex Human Th
Panel 13-plex), and data analysed with Qognit software (BioLegend) per the manufacturer’s
protocols. For intracellular cytokine expression, cells were restimulated with PMA (10 ng/ml),
ionomycin (500 μg/ml), and brefeldin A (10 μg/ml; all Sigma-Aldrich) for an additional 4 h.
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3.2.8

Flow cytometry

Antibodies are listed in Table 3.1. Cells were stained for surface proteins in PBS (Gibco) or
Brilliant Stain Buffer (BD Biosciences) for 20 min at room temperature; Fixable Viability Dye
(Invitrogen) or 7-AAD (BioLegend) was used to exclude dead cells. For detection of intracellular
proteins, cells were fixed and permeabilized with the eBioscience Foxp3 / Transcription Factor
Staining Buffer Set (Invitrogen) for 40 min at room temperature, then stained for intracellular
proteins for 40 min at room temperature. As applicable, Brilliant Stain Buffer Plus (BD
Biosciences) was included during intracellular staining. CTLA-4 expression was detected after
permeabilization to account for its rapid cycling between the cell surface and intracellular
compartments. Samples were acquired on an LSRFortessa X-20, FACSymphony A5 (both BD
Biosciences), or Cytoflex (Beckman Coulter), and data were analysed with FlowJo software (BD
Biosciences; v10.7). All live single cells were first gated as CD4+, except for the T cell
suppression assay in which live single cells were gated as CD4+ or CD8+. Percent protein KO
was calculated as: (1 – (% marker+ of RNP-edited sample / % marker+ of negative control)) ×
100.
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Table 3.1. List of antibodies used for flow cytometry in Chapter 3.

Target
CD3
CD4
CD4
CD4
CD4
CD4
CD4
CD8
CD25
CD25
CD25
CD39
CD39
CD45RA
CD69
CD71
CD127
CD152 (CTLA-4)
CD152 (CTLA-4)
CD152 (CTLA-4)
CD184 (CXCR3)
CD184 (CXCR3)
CD194 (CCR4)
CD196 (CCR6)
CD226
CD271 (NGFR)
CD271 (NGFR)
CD279 (PD-1)
CD279 (PD-1)
CD279 (PD-1)
CD336 (Tim-3)
CD336 (Tim-3)
FOXP3
FOXP3
Helios
Helios
HLA-DR
HLA-DR
IFN-γ
IL-2
IL-17A
IL-17A
Ki-67

Clone
UCHT1
OKT4
RPA-T4
RPA-T4
RPA-T4
SK3
SK3
HIT8a
2A3
4E3
BC96
A1
eBioA1
HI100
FN50
M-A712
eBioRDR5
BNI3
BNI3
BNI3
G025H7
G025H7
L291H4
G034E3
DX11
C40-1457
C40-1457
eBioJ105
EH12.1
EH12.1
344328
F38-2E2
236A/E7
236A/E7
22F6
22F6
G46-6
L243
B27
MQ1-17H12
BL168
eBio64DEC17
20Raj1

Fluorophore
BB515
BV421
BV605
PE
V500
BUV395
BUV496
PE
BUV395
PE
BV421
BV421
PerCP-eF710
FITC
BV711
BV786
eF450
APC
BV421
BV786
BV421
PE
BV510
BV785
BV711
BV421
PE-Cy7
PerCP-eF710
BUV737
PE-Cy7
BB700
APC
PE
PE-Cy7
AF647
eF450
BV480
BV510
BUV395
BUV737
BV711
PE
FITC

Company
BD Biosciences
BioLegend
BD Biosciences
eBioscience
BD Biosciences
BD Biosciences
BD Biosciences
BD Biosciences
BD Biosciences
Miltenyi Biotec
BioLegend
BioLegend
eBioscience
eBioscience
BioLegend
BD Biosciences
eBioscience
BD Biosciences
BioLegend
BD Biosciences
BioLegend
BioLegend
BioLegend
BioLegend
BD Biosciences
BD Biosciences
BD Biosciences
eBioscience
BD Biosciences
BD Biosciences
BD Biosciences
BioLegend
eBioscience
eBioscience
BioLegend
eBioscience
BD Biosciences
BioLegend
BD Biosciences
BD Biosciences
BioLegend
eBioscience
eBioscience
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Target
Ki-67
Ki-67
LAP
LAP
TIGIT
TIGIT

3.2.9

Clone
B56
B56
FNLAP
FNLAP
A15153G
MBSA43

Fluorophore
BUV805
BV421
PE
PE-Cy7
AF647
PE-Cy7

Company
BD Biosciences
BD Biosciences
eBioscience
eBioscience
BioLegend
eBioscience

Genome-wide DNA methylation profiling

FOXP3HDR-KO nTregs, Cas9 nTregs, and Tconvs expanded for 20 d from 5 individuals were used
for genome-wide DNA methylation profiling. Genomic DNA was isolated with an AllPrep
DNA/RNA Mini Kit (QIAGEN), bisulfite-converted with an EZ DNA Methylation Kit (Zymo
Research), hybridized to Infinium MethylationEPIC BeadChips (Illumina), and imaged using an
iScan System (Illumina) per the manufacturers’ protocols. Raw red and green intensity data
(IDAT) were imported into the R statistical environment (v4.0.2) with RStudio (v1.3.1093),
converted into methylated and unmethylated signals, normalized using noob (Triche et al., 2013)
and functional normalization (Fortin et al., 2014) by preprocessFunnorm in minfi (v1.34.0) and
by BMIQ (Teschendorff et al., 2013) in wateRmelon (v1.32.0), and corrected for batch effects
(BeadChip ID and position) using ComBat in sva (v3.36.0). Probes with a detection pvalue > 0.01 or a bead count < 3 in at least one sample were discarded. Probes previously
characterized to have low-quality genomic mapping, cross-reactive or polymorphic sequences, or
type I probes targeting a common SNP that could cause a colour channel switch were discarded
(Zhou et al., 2017) (https://zwdzwd.github.io/InfiniumAnnotation). Because the cohort contained
cells from males and females, probes targeting X/Y chromosomes were discarded. The total
remaining CpG sites after preprocessing was 702,481. Results were visualized as beta values,
which range from 0 (unmethylated) to 1 (fully methylated). Data were deposited within the
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NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/) under GEO Series
accession number GSE164149.
Principal component analysis was performed using prcomp. Differential methylation
analysis for all paired comparisons was performed with logit-transformed beta values (M
values), considered more statistically robust (Du et al., 2010), using limma (v3.44.3). CpG sites
with a mean methylation (beta) difference > 0.05 and Benjamini-Hochberg-corrected pvalue < 0.05 were considered differentially methylated. DMRs were then identified by DMRcate
(v2.2.3) (Peters et al., 2015) using a bandwidth of 1000 nt (lambda = 1000) and a scaling factor
of 2 (C = 2). Regions with contiguous, differentially methylated CpG sites within lambda
nucleotides, a region mean methylation (beta) difference > 0.05, and Fisher’s multiplecomparison statistic < 0.05 were considered significantly differentially methylated.
To identify differentially methylated regions that overlapped a FOXP3-binding region, a
publicly available human FOXP3 whole-genome ChIP-chip tiled array dataset was used (Sadlon
et al., 2010). The genomic coordinates of FOXP3-binding sites identified by model-based
analysis of tiling-arrays were lifted over from hg18 to hg19, then compared to the DMRs
identified above. A DMR was considered overlapping a FOXP3-binding region if there was an
overlap of at least 1 nt.
HOMER (Heinz et al., 2010) was used for transcription factor binding motif enrichment
analysis. The coordinates of demethylated DMRs were scanned using findMotifsGenome.pl with
default parameters, exact (given) fragment size, and “-mask” to mask repeat sequences.
Background sequences with matching GC content were randomly selected as controls.
Demethylated DMRs were searched for overrepresented motifs with lengths of 8, 10, and 12 bp
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relative to the background sequences. De novo motifs with p-value < 1×10−12 were considered
enriched.

3.2.10 Statistical analysis
Normality was assumed. Statistical significance between more than two groups was determined
by matched 1-way ANOVA or matched 2-way mixed-effects model and Dunnett’s or Tukey’s
multiple comparisons tests, as appropriate. Significance between two groups was determined by
paired t-test; for lognormal distributions, ratio paired t-test or Mann-Whitney test was used, as
appropriate. For AAV6 dose response experiments, areas under the curve were used to determine
significance. For suppression of proliferation, areas under the curve were used to determine
significance, taking into account all degrees of freedom, as previously described (Akimova et al.,
2016). The n values used to calculate statistics are defined in the figure legends; significance
(p < 0.05 was considered significant) is indicated within the figures. Analysis was performed
using Prism software (GraphPad; v9.0.0). Statistical testing of DNA methylation patterns was
performed in R, as described in the preceding section.

3.3
3.3.1

Results
Optimization of CRISPR and HDR delivery to human Tregs

Since HDR typically occurs during cell division (Liu et al., 2018) and previous reports of
CRISPR editing in T cells involved TCR-mediated pre-activation, we first compared the
efficiency of five different CD4+ T cell activation methods: (1) Dynabeads Human T-Expander;
(2) Dynabeads Human Treg Expander; (3) plate-bound anti-CD3 with soluble anti-CD28 (pCD3
+ sCD28); (4) ImmunoCult Human CD3/CD28 T Cell Activator (CD3/CD28 Tetramer), and (5)
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ImmunoCult Human CD3/CD28/CD2 T Cell Activator (CD3/CD28/CD2 Tetramer). Both
Dynabead variants induced strong, early activation, as judged by upregulation of the T cell
activation markers CD69, CD25, CD71, and CTLA-4 within 24–72 h, with negligible differences
between T-Expander and Treg Expander versions. In contrast, upregulation of these proteins by
CD3/CD28 Tetramers or pCD3 + sCD28 was slower and, at the time points examined, lower
than with either Dynabead variant (Figure 3.1A). At day 5, sustained expression of LAP, a
selective marker of activated Tregs (Tran et al., 2009b), was consistently highest with
CD3/CD28/CD2 Tetramer, an increase not seen with CD3/CD28 Tetramer (Figure 3.1A). CD4+
T cells began to proliferate (Ki-67+) 72 h after activation, with a consequent increase in fold
expansion on day 5 (Figure 3.1A–B). Since differences in cell yield between the activation
reagents were negligible, we elected to pre-activate cells for 5 days to increase cell numbers and
selected three activation reagents for further testing in human Tregs.
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Figure 3.1. Optimization of T cell pre-activation and CRISPR electroporation.
(A–B) CD4+ T cells were activated with the indicated reagent and analyzed at the indicated time for (A) expression
of CD69, CD25, CD71, CTLA-4, LAP, and Ki-67 and (B) fold expansion relative to 24 h-unstimulated cells (n=6,
2 experiments). (C–D) Conventional T cells (Tconv; CD4+CD25loCD127hi) were pre-activated with the indicated
reagent (5 d), electroporated with a CD226-targeting gRNA, and expanded with artificial APCs (aAPCs) (3 d)
(n=2–4, 2 experiments). (C) Representative CD226 expression. (D) Left: percent CD226 KO, relative to
untransfected cells. Right: fold expansion, relative to 2200 V / 20 ms / 2 pulses within each activation agent. (E)
CD4+ T cells were pre-activated with CD3/CD28 tetramers (25% dose) in CTS OpTmizer (3 d), electroporated with
or without a CD226-targeting gRNA, and expanded with aAPCs (3 d) (n=2, 1 experiment). Left: Percent CD226
KO, relative to untransfected cells. Right: Fold expansion, relative to untransfected cells. (A–B) depicts mean; solid
lines and dots in (D–E) represent means and individual donors, respectively. Each dot in (E) depicts the average of
2 technical replicates. Significance in (A–B) determined by matched 2-way mixed-effects model with GeisserGreenhouse correction and Dunnett’s multiple comparisons test, with all comparisons to #1 CD3/CD28 Dynabeads.

To optimize CRISPR editing using Tregs, we compared editing efficiency in cells preactivated with Dynabeads T-Expander, pCD3 + sCD28, or CD3/CD28/CD2 Tetramer using two
electroporation voltages. For convenient assessment of protein KO rates by flow cytometry, we
used a gRNA targeting CD226 (Figure 3.2A). Due to the limiting numbers of Tregs that can be
obtained from blood, we found that Dynabead removal prior to electroporation resulted in
substantial cell loss and insufficient cell recovery after editing (data not shown); this was not a
limitation with Tconvs (Figure 3.1C–D). Focusing on the remaining conditions, we found that
CD3/CD28/CD2 Tetramer pre-activation paired with 1400 V / 30 ms / 1 pulse yielded the
optimal balance between editing efficiency and cell recovery, especially compared to a higher
electroporation voltage (2000 V / 20 ms / 2 pulses) (Figure 3.2B). For Tconvs, both Dynabeads
and CD3/CD28/CD2 Tetramer yielded high editing efficiency and cell recovery (Figure 3.1C–
D). Differences in cell recovery were due to electroporation and not CD226 KO (Figure 3.1E).
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Figure 3.2. Optimization of CRISPR and AAV delivery to human Tregs.
(A–B) Tregs (CD4+CD25hiCD127lo) were pre-activated for 5 d with the indicated reagent, electroporated with a
CD226-targeting gRNA, then expanded for a further 3 d with aAPCs. (A) Representative CD226 expression. (B)
Left: percent CD226 KO, relative to untransfected cells. Right: fold expansion, relative to 2200 V / 20 ms / 2 pulses
within each activation agent. (n=2–4, 2 experiments). (C) nTregs (CD4+CD25hiCD127loCD45RA+), mTregs
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(CD4+CD25hiCD127loCD45RA−), and Tconvs (CD4+CD25loCD127hi) were pre-activated with the indicated method
(5 d), electroporated with Cas9, then expanded by restimulation with aAPCs every 7 d. Fold expansion over time
(n=2–24, 1–22 experiments). Due to low expansion, mTregs were not quantified at d 19. (D) CD4+ T cells were preactivated with CD3/CD28/CD2 tetramers (4–5 d), electroporated or not, transduced with AAV6-CMV-GFP, and
expanded with aAPCs (24–48 h) (or not). Representative (left) and quantified (right) GFP expression. (E) Schematic
diagram of optimized human Treg expansion with CRISPR/HDR-mediated gene knock-in. (B) Solid lines and dots
represent means and individual donors, respectively; (C) depicts median. Significance determined by (C) MannWhitney test (nTregs, mTregs, and Tconvs evaluated separately) and (D) 1-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple
comparisons test of the areas under the curve.

Tregs represent only a small proportion of peripheral blood CD4+ T cells (<5%), so
substantial in vitro expansion is needed for in vitro study and therapeutic application. Moreover,
nTregs and mTregs (defined by the presence or absence of CD45RA, respectively) have distinct
characteristics (Miyara et al., 2009) and expansion potential (Hoffmann et al., 2006, 2009; Marek
et al., 2011). We thus investigated the ability of CD3/CD28/CD2 tetramers to expand nTregs vs.
mTregs in comparison to an aAPC-based method we previously found to be optimal for nTreg
expansion (Dijke et al., 2016; MacDonald et al., 2019b). aAPC-based pre-activation resulted in a
substantial and consistent increase in nTreg and mTreg yield at day 5 (Figure 3.2C). This
advantage was maintained at day 12 for nTregs (median (interquartile range): 162-fold (98–201)
with aAPCs vs. 65-fold (13–91) with tetramers); all pre-activation conditions were expanded
with aAPCs from day 5 onwards. In contrast, mTregs, having limited expansion potential
(Hoffmann et al., 2006, 2009; Marek et al., 2011), exhibited little difference in yield on day 12
and were not further quantified at day 19 (Figure 3.2C).
Finally, to optimize HDR delivery, we used AAV6 (Sather et al., 2015; Wang et al.,
2016a) encoding a constitutively expressed GFP. A wide range of AAV6 titres and delivery time
points have been reported for HDR editing in human T cells, from 103 to 106 viral genomes
(vg)/cell and addition within minutes to hours after electroporation (Eyquem et al., 2017;
Gwiazda et al., 2016; Hale et al., 2017; Sather et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2016a). We compared
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two approaches: (1) pre-transducing with AAV6 one day before electroporation (i.e., day 4),
such that cells would have the AAV6-HDR template available at the time of electroporation on
day 5, or (2) transducing with AAV6 immediately after electroporation (day 5). In CD4+ T cells,
saturation of transduction occurred within 24 h and was maintained for at least 48 h (Figure
3.2D). Transducing cells on day 4 yielded low GFP expression, with a moderate improvement if
AAV6 was delivered on day 5 without electroporation. In contrast, electroporation significantly
increased AAV6 transduction (Figure 3.2D), likely due to bypassing the requirement for AAV
receptor-mediated entry.
Overall, critical parameters for maximizing the yield of gene-edited Tregs included T cell
pre-activation reagent and duration, choice of electroporation voltage, and timing and mode of
AAV transduction. Figure 3.2E depicts our optimized expansion timeline for Treg subsets with
CRISPR-mediated HDR editing. Briefly, flow-sorted Tregs are pre-activated with
CD3/CD28/CD2 tetramers or aAPCs for 5 days, then electroporated (1400 V / 30 ms / 1 pulse)
with a CRISPR/Cas9 RNP, immediately transduced with AAV6-HDR, and restimulated with
aAPCs for 7 days. At day 12, HDR-edited Tregs are purified based on reporter gene expression,
then either rested overnight in reduced IL-2 for functional assays or restimulated with aAPCs for
further expansion.

3.3.2

Efficient CRISPR/HDR-mediated gene knock-in in human Treg subsets

Having established an optimized protocol to edit Tregs with CRISPR and HDR, we functionally
validated our system with FOXP3 as a proof-of-concept gene. We designed five gRNAs
targeting relatively 5′ FOXP3 exons not subject to alternate splicing (Figure 3.3A) and tested
their editing efficiency in nTregs. Genomic editing was evaluated 3 days after electroporation
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since the DNA repair process takes 48–72 h to complete (Brinkman et al., 2018). FOXP3 CR1,
CR3, and CR5 gRNAs achieved high protein ablation rates (Figure 3.4A–B). FOXP3 is located
on the X chromosome and is subject to random inactivation in female somatic cells (Carrel and
Willard, 2005; Cotton et al., 2011; Tommasini et al., 2002): as such, genomic indel formation
rates upon CRISPR editing in Tregs from females were approximately half of those from males
(Figure 3.4C). Nevertheless, FOXP3 protein loss was comparable regardless of sex (Figure
3.4A–B). CR1 and CR3 targeted 5′ regions of FOXP3 (Figure 3.3A) and were hence suitable for
developing gene knock-in strategies.

Figure 3.3. Strategies to increase CRISPR and HDR efficiency in human Tregs.
(A) Schematic diagram of human FOXP3 gene with exon numbers and gRNA locations. Introns not to scale. (B)
nTregs (CD4+CD25hiCD127loCD45RA+) were pre-activated with CD3/CD28/CD2 tetramers (5 d), electroporated
with FOXP3 CR3 gRNA, then simultaneously transduced with AAV6-HDR and treated with HDR Enhancer (IDT,
v1) at the indicated concentrations, and expanded with aAPCs (6 d). sfGFP expression (HDR) (n=3, 2 experiments).
(C) nTregs were pre-activated and electroporated as in (B), then transduced with AAV6-HDR (or not) and expanded
with aAPCs (6 d). (C) Percent FOXP3 KO, relative to Cas9 cells, by flow cytometry using anti-human FOXP3
(clone 236A/E7), which recognizes amino acids 105–236 (n=6, 3 experiments). (B–C) depict individual donors.
Significance determined by matched 1-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s multiple comparisons test for (B) and paired
t-test for (C).
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Figure 3.4. Efficient CRISPR/HDR-mediated gene knock-in in human Treg subsets.
(A–C) nTregs were pre-activated with CD3/CD28/CD2 tetramers (5 d), edited with the indicated FOXP3-targeting
gRNA, and expanded with aAPCs (3 d) (n=6 male, n=5–6 female, 4–7 experiments). (A) FOXP3 expression, by
flow cytometry. (B) Percent FOXP3 KO, relative to Cas9 or untransfected (UT) cells. (C) Percent indel formation.
(D) Schematic diagram of promoterless FOXP3 HDR design and targeted integration. Red line (stop codon). (E–F)
nTregs and mTregs were pre-activated with CD3/CD28/CD2 tetramers (5 d), electroporated with FOXP3 CR3
gRNA, transduced with AAV6-HDR, and expanded with aAPCs (6 d) (n=5–8, 3–4 experiments). (E) Representative
sfGFP (HDR) expression from cells edited and transduced with AAV6-HDR (14×104 viral genomes (vg)/cell). (F)
sfGFP (HDR) in nTregs and mTregs. (G–H) 7 d after editing, cells were flow-sorted as sfGFP+, expanded with
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aAPCs (7 d), then rested overnight. (G) Representative and (H) quantified sfGFP and FOXP3 expression (n=3
nTreg, n=2 mTreg, 1–2 experiments). Dots in (A–C) and (H) represent individual donors. Dots in (F) represent
individual donor-AAV6 titre conditions.

To achieve CRISPR/HDR-mediated gene knock-in, we included an in-frame reporter
transgene (superfolder GFP; sfGFP) flanked by two homology arms (~800 bp each) in the HDR
template design, such that targeted integration results in truncation of FOXP3 exon 1 and sfGFP
knock-in (Figure 3.4D). Because AAV stably persists in cells as episomes, this promoterless
HDR design ensures sfGFP expression faithfully reports HDR editing and avoids the risk of
exogenous-promoter driven upregulation of nearby genes (Lombardo et al., 2011). We achieved
40–50% gene knock-in (sfGFP+) in nTregs and 40–60% in mTregs, with an AAV titre of at least
4×104 vg/cell (Figure 3.4E–F). Increases in HDR editing efficiency were not seen beyond AAV
titres of 1×105 vg/cell (Figure 3.4F). The addition of a commercially available HDR-enhancing
reagent did not substantially increase HDR efficiency (Figure 3.3B). Interestingly, HDR editing
increased overall FOXP3 KO rates by 10–25% relative to CRISPR editing alone (Figure 3.3C),
suggesting that HDR-mediated gene disruption increases gene-KO efficiency.
We sorted HDR-edited nTregs and mTregs as sfGFP+ cells and expanded them for an
additional 7 days. Sort-purified, HDR-edited Tregs (hereon FOXP3HDR-KO) were uniformly
FOXP3-ablated and sfGFP+, and this phenotype was stable over time (Figure 3.4G–H). In
contrast, Cas9 nTregs and mTregs maintained high FOXP3 expression in this 2–3-week
timeframe (Figure 3.4G–H). Because of the promoterless HDR design, sustained sfGFP
expression suggested that FOXP3 transcription remained active in human Tregs even in the
absence of FOXP3 protein, consistent with some reports in mice (Gavin et al., 2007; Lin et al.,
2007) but not others (Bending et al., 2018).
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3.3.3

High transgene expression distinguishes HDR editing from episomal AAV6

We designed a second HDR template to include an exogenous promoter-driven transgene to
accommodate genes not constitutively or uniformly expressed in Tregs. Specifically, the design
incorporated the EF-1α promoter, which minimally disrupts proximal gene expression upon
targeted integration at multiple loci (Lombardo et al., 2011), and a truncated nerve growth factor
receptor (ΔNGFR) reporter, a clinically-compatible surface molecule that can be magnetically
selected by antibody-bound beads (Figure 3.5A). With this design, AAV6-transduced Tregs
could express ΔNGFR without genomic integration. Indeed, when compared to untransduced
Tconvs, ΔNGFR expression was maintained in AAV6-transduced Tregs without CRISPR editing
(both nTregs and mTregs) for up to a week (Figure 3.5B–C), indicative of episomal AAV6
persistence. ΔNGFR expression was progressively lost as cell divided, with mTregs maintaining
higher levels over time due to their lower proliferative capacity (Figure 3.2D, Figure 3.5B–C).
No ΔNGFR expression driven by episomal persistence could be detected by 12 days posttransduction (Figure 3.5C).
Notably, when we combined FOXP3 CRISPR and HDR editing with a promoter-driven
ΔNGFR HDR template, HDR-edited cells could be distinguished by their high expression of
ΔNGFR (Figure 3.5D–E). ΔNGFRhi nTregs and mTregs exhibited near-complete FOXP3
ablation, while ΔNGFRlo cells showed no such enrichment in FOXP3 KO, relative to cells only
edited with FOXP3 gRNA (Figure 3.5D–E). Thus, even with their relatively limited
proliferative potential, Tregs can be edited with CRISPR and AAV-based HDR editing
containing a constitutive promoter and identified by strong transgene expression.
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Figure 3.5. High transgene expression distinguishes HDR editing from episomal AAV6.
(A) Schematic diagram of promoter-driven FOXP3 HDR design and targeted integration. Red line (stop codon).
(B–C) nTregs and mTregs were pre-activated with aAPCs (5 d), electroporated without any RNP, transduced with
AAV6-HDR (1250 vg/cell), and expanded with aAPCs every 7 d (n=2, 1 experiment). Tconvs expanded in parallel
but left untransduced served as ΔNGFR-negative controls. (B) Representative ΔNGFR expression 6 d posttransduction. (C) ΔNGFR expression over time. (D–E) aAPC-pre-activated nTregs and mTregs (5 d) were
electroporated with FOXP3 CR1 gRNA, transduced with AAV6-HDR (3600 vg/cell), and expanded with aAPCs (6
d) (n=2, 1 experiment). (D) Representative ΔNGFR and FOXP3 expression 6 d post-editing. (E) Cells were gated as
ΔNGFR−, ΔNGFRlo, and ΔNGFRhi. Percent FOXP3 KO, relative to Cas9 cells. Dots in (C) and (E) represent
individual donors; solid lines in (E) represent means.
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3.3.4

FOXP3HDR-KO promotes Treg secretion of multiple cytokines but not of IL-2

Having generated uniformly FOXP3-ablated human Tregs, we aimed to establish a benchmark of
human Treg dysfunction. We focused on sort-purified FOXP3HDR-KO Tregs generated with a
promoterless HDR template to limit the risk of transcriptional deregulation at FOXP3-proximal
elements if inserting a constitutive promoter. We hypothesized that FOXP3 ablation in mature
human Tregs would elevate cytokine production because it operates in cooperation or
competition with other factors such as NFAT, RUNX1, and RORγt to repress inflammatory
cytokine transcription, including Ifng, Il2, Il4, and Il17a (Bettelli et al., 2005; Ichiyama et al.,
2008; Ono et al., 2007; Wu et al., 2006; Zheng et al., 2007; Zhou et al., 2008). Following TCR
activation for 4 days, both naive and memory subsets of FOXP3HDR-KO Tregs secreted higher
levels of Th1, Th2, and Th17 cytokines (Figure 3.6A). Differential cytokine production was not
due to differential proliferation, as KO and Cas9 control Tregs divided comparably in this
timeframe (Figure 3.7). FOXP3HDR-KO nTregs predominantly upregulated IFN-γ, IL-5, and
IL-13; an increase in the Th17-associated cytokine IL-17A was exclusive to FOXP3HDR-KO
mTregs (Figure 3.6A). FOXP3-ablated mTregs also secreted more of the pleiotropic cytokines
IL-6, IL-9, and IL-10 compared to their naive counterparts (Figure 3.6A). Thus, FOXP3 ablation
in mature Tregs promotes the secretion of a variety of cytokines in a Treg subset-dependent
manner.
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Figure 3.6. FOXP3HDR-KO promotes secretion of multiple cytokines but not of IL-2.
(A–C) Cas9 and FOXP3HDR-KO nTregs and mTregs were expanded for 13 d total (n=4, 3 experiments). (A) Cytokine
concentrations from the supernatants of TCR-activated cells (4 d). (B–C) Cells from (A) were restimulated with
PMA, ionomycin, and brefeldin A (4 h). (B) Representative and (C) quantified IFN-γ, IL-17A, and IL-2 expression
(n=4, 3 experiments). (A) and (C) depict individual donors. Significance determined by ratio paired t-test in (A) and
paired t-test in (C); nTregs and mTregs evaluated separately. Tconv shown for reference.
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Figure 3.7. Cas9 and FOXP3HDR-KO Tregs proliferate similarly upon strong TCR stimulation.
Cas9 and FOXP3HDR-KO nTregs and mTregs were expanded for 13 d total, then TCR-activated (4 d) (n=3,
3 experiments). Division index depicted. Dots represent individual donors. Significance determined by paired t-test;
nTregs and mTregs evaluated separately. Tconv for reference only.

We also examined cytokine production potential by flow cytometry. Consistent with
secreted cytokines in supernatants, FOXP3HDR-KO nTregs upregulated IFN-γ, and there was a
trend, though not significant, of IL-17A upregulation by FOXP3HDR-KO mTregs (Figure 3.6B–
C). Although lack of IL-2 expression is a hallmark of Tregs and its transcriptional repression is
mediated by FOXP3 in cooperation with NFAT (Wu et al., 2006), we did not find elevated IL-2
expression in FOXP3HDR-KO nTreg or mTreg (Figure 3.6B–C), suggesting that additional layers
of control beyond FOXP3 suppress IL-2 expression in mature Tregs.

3.3.5

Subset- and time-dependent effects of FOXP3HDR-KO on Treg suppressive function

We asked whether sort-purified FOXP3HDR-KO Tregs exhibited reduced suppressive capacity in
vitro. One week following FOXP3 editing, there was no change in FOXP3HDR-KO nTregmediated suppression of CD4+ or CD8+ T cells, but FOXP3HDR-KO mTregs were less able to
suppress CD8+ T cell proliferation, relative to their Cas9 counterparts (Figure 3.8A).
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Hypothesizing that the downstream effects of transcription factor ablation may manifest
progressively over time, we also examined Treg suppressive capacity two weeks after FOXP3
editing. By this time, FOXP3HDR-KO mTregs were unable to suppress CD4+ T cell proliferation,
and both FOXP3HDR-KO nTregs and mTregs had reduced abilities to suppress CD8+ T cells
(Figure 3.8B). Overall, the loss of suppressive capacity of FOXP3-ablated human Tregs was a
progressive effect, dependent on Treg subset and responder T cell type: mTregs exhibited a more
dramatic loss in suppressive function upon FOXP3 ablation than did nTregs.
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Figure 3.8. Subset- and time-dependent effects of FOXP3HDR-KO on Treg suppressive function.
(A–B) Cas9 and FOXP3HDR-KO nTregs and mTregs were expanded for (A) 13 d or (B) 20 d total (3 experiments).
Suppression of proliferation of CD4+ (left) and CD8+ (right) T cells ((A) n=2–4 nTreg, n=1–3 mTreg; (B) n=4–5
nTreg, n=3 mTreg). (A–B) depict mean±SEM. Significance determined by t-test of the areas under the curve;
nTregs and mTregs evaluated separately.

Alterations in suppressive function were likely not due to altered Treg viability, as Tregs
were detectable at most Treg:CD3+ T cell ratios and FOXP3HDR-KO Tregs maintained sfGFP
expression, both one week and two weeks after FOXP3 ablation (Figure 3.9A–B). In fact, the
less suppressive FOXP3HDR-KO Tregs were more proliferative than their Cas9 counterparts in the
assay (Figure 3.9A–B).
We also examined Treg-mediated suppression of cytokines by CD3+ T cells, focusing on
IFN-γ, TNF-α, and IL-22 because these were secreted by Tregs at substantially lower levels than
Tconvs (Figure 3.6A). One week after editing, both nTregs and mTregs were able to suppress
cytokine secretion in a dose-dependent fashion, regardless of FOXP3 ablation (Figure 3.9C). In
line with their loss of suppression of proliferation, two weeks after editing FOXP3HDR-KO
mTregs, but not nTregs, lost their ability to suppress the secretion of IFN-γ and IL-22 (Figure
3.9D). While we cannot exclude the possible contribution of FOXP3HDR-KO mTreg-derived IFN-γ
and IL-22, the highest cytokine concentrations were not observed in the condition containing the
most mTregs, so it is unlikely that Tregs are the primary source of cytokines in the assay.
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Figure 3.9. FOXP3HDR-KO Tregs are more proliferative and less able to suppress cytokine production in a T
cell suppression assay.
Cas9 and FOXP3HDR-KO nTregs and mTregs were expanded for (A, C) 13 d or (B, D) 20 d total (n=2–4 nTreg,
n=1–3 mTreg, 3 experiments). Cells were cocultured with allogeneic CD3+ T cells (responder cells) at the indicated
ratios and activated with CD3/CD28 Dynabeads (4 d). (A–B) Tregs were gated by differential staining of CPD. Left:
sfGFP expression. Right: Treg proliferation, by MFI of CPD relative to the MFI of that of the undivided fraction.
(C–D) Supernatant concentrations of IFN-γ, TNF-α, and IL-22; dotted line represents cytokine concentrations from
Dynabead-activated CD3+ T cells cultured alone. (A–B) depicts mean±SEM. Significance in (A–B, right and C–D)
determined by t-test of the areas under the curve; nTregs and mTregs evaluated separately. MFI, geometric mean
fluorescence intensity.

3.3.6

FOXP3HDR-KO Tregs retain a Treg phenotype

Many Treg-associated proteins are encoded by FOXP3 target genes (Birzele et al., 2011; Sadlon
et al., 2010; Schmidl et al., 2014) and/or involved in Treg suppressive function (Akkaya and
Shevach, 2020). Furthermore, overexpression studies have shown direct Foxp3-mediated
transactivation of CD25 and CTLA-4, two proteins highly expressed by Tregs (Chen et al., 2006;
Wu et al., 2006). We asked whether Tregs exhibited phenotypic changes upon FOXP3 ablation,
hypothesizing that such alterations may underlie defects in suppressive capacity.
We examined protein expression two weeks after editing and after overnight rest, since a
substantial loss of Treg suppression was observed by this time. Unexpectedly, FOXP3HDR-KO
nTregs and mTregs maintained high expression of CD25 and CTLA-4 relative to Tconvs
(Figure 3.10A). Loss of FOXP3 also did not affect expression of Helios, CD39, or LAP, proteins
implicated in Treg stability and suppressive capacity (Figure 3.10A). CCR4 expression,
however, was significantly reduced specifically in FOXP3HDR-KO nTregs, whereas CXCR3 and
CCR6 remained unchanged (Figure 3.10B).
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Figure 3.10. FOXP3HDR-KO Tregs retain a Treg phenotype.
(A–C) Cas9 and FOXP3HDR-KO nTregs and mTregs were expanded for 20 d total (n=3–5, 3 experiments). (A) CD25,
CTLA-4, Helios, CD39, LAP, (B) CCR4, CXCR3, CCR6, (C) PD-1, TIGIT, HLA-DR, Tim-3, Ki-67 expression.
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(A–C) depict individual donors. Significance determined by paired t-test; nTregs and mTregs evaluated separately.
Tconv shown for reference. MFI, geometric mean fluorescence intensity.

FOXP3 ablation did not affect PD-1 expression, recently characterized as a Treg-limiting
protein (Tan et al., 2021), but did elevate expression of TIGIT (nTregs), HLA-DR (mTregs), and
Tim-3 (both nTregs and mTregs) (Figure 3.10C). Although these proteins mark subsets of
highly suppressive human Tregs, they are also upregulated upon TCR activation (Baecher-Allan
et al., 2006; Gautron et al., 2014; Joller et al., 2014; Lucca et al., 2019). FOXP3HDR-KO Tregs
were also more proliferative (Ki-67+) (Figure 3.10C). These data suggest that FOXP3 ablation
exaggerates TCR activation in mature human Tregs. Of note, murine Foxp3 is thought to act
primarily downstream of TCR activation to repress gene expression (Marson et al., 2007;
Morikawa et al., 2014).

3.3.7

FOXP3-independent maintenance of human Treg DNA methylation identity

The overall modest phenotypic changes upon FOXP3 ablation prompted us to investigate its
contribution to the maintenance of human Treg identity in lineage-committed cells. A wealth of
studies have characterized the distinct molecular signatures of human Tregs at the DNA
methylation (Ohkura et al., 2020; Schmidl et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2013b), transcript (Birzele et
al., 2011; Ferraro et al., 2014; Pesenacker et al., 2016), and protein levels (Cuadrado et al., 2018;
Procaccini et al., 2016). In mice, Foxp3 is necessary but not sufficient to confer Treg identity,
especially with respect to DNA methylation (Ohkura et al., 2012; Samstein et al., 2012b). Other
requisite proteins, such as pioneer transcription factors and enhancers, contribute in tandem (Fu
et al., 2012; Kitagawa et al., 2017; Rudra et al., 2012). How the Treg lineage is upheld after Treg
development, however, is less well understood (Ono, 2020). To delineate the role of FOXP3 in
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maintaining human Treg identity after its establishment, we assessed the genome-wide DNA
methylation profiles of Cas9 vs. sort-purified FOXP3HDR-KO nTregs as well as Tconvs, all
expanded for total 20 days, using the Illumina MethylationEPIC array.
We first performed principal component (PC) analysis across all interrogated CpG sites
(702,481) (Figure 3.11A). PC1, explaining 31% of total variance, may be due to inter-individual
differences, while PC2, explaining 22% of total variance, clearly segregated nTregs (both Cas9
and FOXP3HDR-KO) from Tconvs (Figure 3.11A). We used paired analysis to identify
differentially methylated CpG sites between all groups (Table 3.2), finding that FOXP3 ablation
induced substantially fewer differentially methylated CpG sites compared to those found
between nTregs and Tconvs (Figure 3.12A). Furthermore, unsupervised hierarchical clustering
of the most differentially methylated CpG sites revealed that nTregs and Tconvs clustered
separately, regardless of FOXP3 ablation (Figure 3.11B). These data suggest that the human
Treg DNA methylation landscape is maintained largely independently of FOXP3.
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Figure 3.11. FOXP3-independent maintenance of human nTreg DNA methylation identity.
(A–E) Genome-wide DNA methylation was assessed in 20 d-expanded Cas9 nTregs, FOXP3HDR-KO nTregs, and
Tconvs (n=5). (A) Principal component analysis across all interrogated CpG sites (702,481). (B) Heatmap of the
most differentially methylated CpG sites (mean methylation (beta) difference > 0.2, Benjamini-Hochberg-corrected
p-value < 0.05). Hierarchical clustering by Ward’s method. (C) Volcano plot of DMRs for FOXP3HDR-KO nTregs vs.
Cas9 nTregs (region mean methylation (beta) difference > 0.05, Fisher’s multiple-comparison statistic < 0.05).
Green or purple colour identifies FOXP3 KO-induced DMRs with higher or lower levels of methylation,
respectively, that overlap a FOXP3-binding region; a selection of these DMRs is labelled by their associated gene.
(D) Gene-associated DMRs for IFNG, IL2, and IL13. (E) Left: de novo motifs enriched (p-value < 1×10−12) in Cas9
Treg-specific demethylated DMRs relative to Tconvs (top) and FOXP3 KO-induced demethylated DMRs relative to
Cas9 nTregs (bottom), by HOMER. Middle: p-value, % of demethylated DMR sequences containing at least once
instance of each motif, and % of background sequences containing the motif (parentheses). Right: similar known
motifs, by similarity score. Individual samples are represented as (A) dots, (B) columns, and (D) dots at each CpG
site. DMRs are (C) represented as dots and delineated by (C) dotted lines or (D) dotted boxes (purple: Cas9 nTreg
vs. Tconv DMR; dark blue: FOXP3HDR-KO nTreg vs. Cas9 nTreg DMR).

Table 3.2. Differentially methylated CpG sites, regions, and overlaps with FOXP3-binding regions.
CpG sites with a mean methylation (beta) difference > 0.05 and Benjamini-Hochberg-adjusted p-value < 0.05 were
considered differentially methylated (DM). Regions identified by DMRcate were considered differentially
methylated (DMR) if the region mean methylation (beta) difference > 0.05 and Fisher’s multiple-comparison
statistic < 0.05. FOXP3-binding regions inferred from a publicly available human FOXP3 whole-genome ChIP-chip
dataset (Sadlon et al., 2010).

DM CpG sites (#)
More-methylated CpG sites
(# (% of DM sites))
Less-methylated CpG sites
(# (% of DM sites))
DMRs (#)
More-methylated regions
(# (% of DMRs))
Less-methylated regions
(# (% of DMRs)
Differentially methylated regions
overlapping a FOXP3-binding
region (# (% of DMRs))

FOXP3HDR-KO
nTreg vs. Cas9
nTreg
5151
168 (3.26%)

Cas9 nTreg
vs. Tconv

FOXP3HDR-KO
nTreg vs. Tconv
18 961
7466 (39.4%)

457 (97.0%)

18 552
11 894
(64.1%)
6658
(35.9%)
2326
1401
(60.2%)
925 (39.8%)

99 (21.0%)

422 (18.1%)

467 (17.7%)

4983 (96.7%)
471
14 (2.97%)

11 495 (60.6%)
2633
962 (36.5%)
1671 (63.5%)
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Figure 3.12. FOXP3-dependent and -independent changes in nTreg DNA methylation.
(A–C) Genome-wide DNA methylation was assessed in 20 d-expanded FOXP3HDR-KO nTregs, Cas9 nTregs, and
Tconvs (n=5). (A) Volcano plot of differentially methylated CpG sites for FOXP3HDR-KO nTregs vs. Cas9 nTregs
(left), Cas9 nTregs vs. Tconvs (middle), and FOXP3HDR-KO nTregs vs. Tconvs (right). Differentially methylated CpG
sites are defined as having a mean methylation (beta) difference > 0.05 and Benjamini-Hochberg-corrected p-value
< 0.05. Gene-associated DMRs for (B) CTLA4, IL2RA (CD25), IKZF2 (Helios), IKZF4 (Eos), LRRC32 (GARP),
TIGIT, TNFRSF9 (CD137), (C) IL4, and IL5. DMRs are defined as having a region mean methylation (beta)
difference > 0.05 and Fisher’s multiple-comparison statistic < 0.05. Dots in (A) represent CpG sites, with
differentially methylated sites delineated by the dotted lines. Dots in (B–C) represent individual samples at each
CpG site. DMRs in (B–C) are delineated by dotted boxes (purple: Cas9 nTreg vs. Tconv DMR; dark blue:
FOXP3HDR-KO nTreg vs. Cas9 nTreg DMR).

Concordant methylation changes at adjacent CpG sites are more functionally relevant
than individual sites (Gatev et al., 2020; Guo et al., 2017; Schlosberg et al., 2017; Vanderkraats
et al., 2013) so we identified 2,326 Treg-specific DMRs and 471 FOXP3 KO-induced DMRs
(Table 3.2). Compared to Tconvs, Cas9 nTregs exhibited lower methylation of DMRs in Treg
signature genes including CTLA4, IL2RA (CD25), IKZF2 (Helios), IKZF4 (Eos), LRRC32
(GARP), and TNFRSF9 (CD137) (Figure 3.12B), consistent with previous reports (Nowak et al.,
2018; Ohkura et al., 2012; Schmidl et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2013b). FOXP3 ablation did not
significantly alter DNA methylation at these regions, but it did further reduce methylation at the
TIGIT promoter (Figure 3.12B). These findings are in line with unchanged protein expression of
CD25, CTLA-4, and Helios, but upregulation of TIGIT in FOXP3HDR-KO nTregs (Figure 3.10A–
C).
Compared to Tconvs, Cas9 nTregs exhibited higher levels of methylation in terms of both
individual CpG sites and DMRs (Figure 3.12A). In contrast, FOXP3 ablation predominantly
decreased DNA methylation: >95% of FOXP3 KO-induced DMRs were less methylated relative
to Cas9 nTregs (Figure 3.11C, Figure 3.12A). A number of genes associated with these FOXP3
KO-induced demethylated DMRs, including BACH2, HIVEP2, DUSP4, and RPTOR (mTORC1),
have been implicated in mouse Treg development and/or function (Figure 3.11C)
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(Roychoudhuri et al., 2013; Schumann et al., 2020; Yan et al., 2015; Zeng et al., 2013). We thus
used a publicly available FOXP3 ChIP-chip tiled array dataset from human Tregs (Sadlon et al.,
2010) to ask if any DMRs overlapped a FOXP3-binding region (Table 3.2). The majority of
FOXP3 KO-induced DMRs did not overlap a FOXP3 binding site: only 18% of Cas9 nTreg vs.
Tconv and 21% of FOXP3HDR-KO nTreg vs. Cas9 nTreg DMRs overlapped with a FOXP3binding region. Notably, one FOXP3HDR-KO nTreg-specific DMR with increased methylation
relative to Cas9 nTregs was a FOXP3-binding region in HIVEP3, a gene previously shown to be
differentially methylated in Tregs relative to Tconvs (Zhang et al., 2013b) (Figure 3.11C).
Because FOXP3HDR-KO nTregs exhibited elevated cytokine production (Figure 3.6A–C),
we investigated whether these changes were reflected at the epigenetic level. Although these
cells upregulated IFN-γ (Figure 3.6A–C), FOXP3 ablation did not alter Treg-specific DNA
methylation at the IFNG promoter (Figure 3.11D). Similarly, DNA methylation at the IL2
promoter did not differ between FOXP3HDR-KO and Cas9 nTregs (Figure 3.11D), consistent with
the lack of effect on IL-2 protein expression (Figure 3.6C). However, in line with elevated IL-5
and IL-13 protein secretion (Figure 3.6A), FOXP3HDR-KO nTregs had decreased promoter DNA
methylation at the Th2 cytokines IL5 and IL13, with methylation in these regions resembling
Tconvs (Figure 3.11D, Figure 3.12C). Since neither IL5 nor IL13 DMRs overlapped a FOXP3binding region, altered DNA methylation at Th2 cytokine loci upon FOXP3 ablation operates via
an indirect mechanism.
Finally, to better understand the potential functional effects of DMRs on transcription
factor activity, we performed transcription factor motif enrichment analysis. In comparison to
Tconvs, Cas9 nTreg-specific demethylated DMRs had a statistically significant overrepresentation of binding sites for bZIP (AP-1), ETS, nuclear receptor, and NF-κB transcription
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factor families (Figure 3.11E), which are all involved in Treg development and associated with
more accessible chromatin regions in mouse Tregs (Isomura et al., 2009; Long et al., 2009;
Mouly et al., 2010; Polansky et al., 2010; Ruan et al., 2009; Samstein et al., 2012b; Sekiya et al.,
2011, 2013; van der Veeken et al., 2020). Interestingly, FOXP3 KO-induced DMRs with
decreased methylation were also significantly enriched in motifs for bZIP (AP-1), but not of
ETS, nuclear receptor, or NF-κB transcription factor families. These data suggest that FOXP3
contributes to maintenance of DNA methylation at AP-1 motif-enriched regions in a way that is
distinct from other Treg-specific demethylated DMRs. As AP-1 preferentially binds
unmethylated DNA (Yin et al., 2017), FOXP3 KO-induced aberrant demethylation of these
regions may enable AP-1 overactivation.

3.4

Discussion

Here, we used optimized CRISPR/HDR-mediated gene knock-in to generate a homogenous
population of FOXP3-ablated human Tregs and study its role in fully lineage-committed naive
and memory cells. We found that human FOXP3HDR-KO Tregs retained a Treg phenotype, likely
related to FOXP3-independent maintenance of a Treg-characteristic pattern of DNA methylation.
Moreover, loss of suppressive function in FOXP3HDR-KO Tregs took time and was primarily
evident in mTregs. Overall, these data suggest that FOXP3 may have a limited functional role
once Tregs are lineage-committed, particularly in the naive subset. The ability to utilize
CRISPR/HDR-mediated gene knock-in in humans Tregs will enable mechanistic interrogation of
other genes involved in Treg biology and the targeted integration of therapeutic transgenes for
next-generation Treg cell therapies.
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Since Tregs are rare and defined by hypo-proliferation, a key feature of our method is
optimized cell yield and ability to expand edited cells for at least 3 weeks, enabling study of the
progressive consequences of gene ablation. After optimization, we achieved 40–60% CRISPRmediated gene knock-in and 100–200-fold nTreg expansion within 12 days. Previous studies
using ssDNA, dsDNA, or AAV6 to knock-in genes in human Tregs reported variable HDR rates
(10–50%) in cells cultured for 5–7 d, with limited reports of Treg yield or purity (Goodwin et al.,
2020; Nguyen et al., 2020; Roth et al., 2018). Notably, we identified Treg-specific parameters
critical for efficient CRISPR-mediated HDR editing. Dynabead-based pre-activation, commonly
used for CRIPSR editing of total T cells (Chen et al., 2018; Eyquem et al., 2017; Liu et al.,
2017a; Nguyen et al., 2020; Ren et al., 2017b; Roth et al., 2018), was not feasible for small
numbers of Tregs (i.e., 1–4×105 cells) because requisite bead removal prior to electroporation
resulted in significant cell loss. We also found that inclusion of CD2 costimulation, either by
anti-CD2 on tetramers or CD58 expression on aAPCs, resulted in superior Treg recovery after
electroporation. This finding is consistent with previous studies which found that CD2
engagement on Tregs promotes cell survival (Kashiwakura et al., 2013). Finally, aAPC-based
pre-activation substantially increased Treg expansion compared to cell-free activation reagents,
likely by providing a more physiological form of stimulation (Cheung et al., 2018).
The incorporation of HDR-mediated gene knock-in with CRISPR editing has several
advantages for functional studies of human Tregs. The majority of loss-of-function studies using
CRISPR rely on error-prone DNA repair, which results in heterogeneous editing outcomes and
on a single-cell basis can cause a range of functional phenotypes. Recent studies have uncovered
compensatory pathways that can circumvent the intended CRISPR-mediated gene KO (ElBrolosy et al., 2019; Ma et al., 2019; Smits et al., 2019; Tuladhar et al., 2019). Moreover,
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wildtype cells may exert dominant or cell-extrinsic activity within a mixed pool of cells and
obscure altered phenotypes; indeed, mixed bone-marrow chimeras of wildtype and Foxp3deficient cells do not result in pathology (Fontenot et al., 2003). Using HDR to introduce a
reporter gene enables purification of cells that underwent precise editing and maximizes
population homogeneity.
As FOXP3 is an X-linked gene subject to random X-inactivation (Carrel and Willard,
2005; Cotton et al., 2011; Tommasini et al., 2002), FOXP3 KO only required monoallelic
reporter knock-in. If biallelic gene knock-in is required, then intensity of reporter gene
expression (Dever et al., 2016; Oceguera-Yanez et al., 2016) or a double-reporter approach can
be used (Roth et al., 2018). If using gene knock-in to achieve uniform gene KO, however,
monoallelic reporter integration may be sufficient since cells which underwent HDR at one allele
frequently exhibit error-prone DNA repair at the other allele (Paquet et al., 2016; Spiegel et al.,
2019; Wassef et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2014).
Most of our understanding of the role of Foxp3 in Treg biology comes from studies in
which the gene is ablated prior to Treg lineage commitment. Thus far, three studies have
investigated the effects of Foxp3 ablation in mature mouse or human Tregs. Using a selfinactivating Cre-expressing retroviral vector to achieve recombination at Foxp3, mouse Tregs
lost suppressive capacity in a T cell adoptive transfer model, upregulated inflammatory
cytokines, and exhibited an aberrant Treg phenotype at the transcript (Ctla4, Entpd1 (CD39))
and protein levels (CD25) (Williams and Rudensky, 2007). Another group used lentiviral siRNA
to achieve FOXP3 knockdown in human Tregs, finding reduced in vitro suppressive function
(Amendola et al., 2009). More recently, CRISPR-based FOXP3 KO in human Tregs revealed
increased expression of IFN-γ, IL-4, and IL-2 and a trend towards reduced in vivo suppressive
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function (Schumann et al., 2020). In our system, FOXP3HDR-KO Tregs did not significantly
upregulate IL-2. This discrepancy may result from the timing of cytokine evaluation (5 days vs.
17 days post-editing in our study), which could affect Treg activation states or enable counterregulatory mechanisms. In addition, these previous studies used total Tregs not separated into
naive and memory subsets, which have known functional heterogeneity (Miyara et al., 2009).
Upon FOXP3 ablation, Tregs displayed subset-specific outcomes. FOXP3HDR-KO mTregs
exhibited greater dysfunction than their nTreg counterparts, upregulating cytokine expression to
a greater extent and showing more pronounced loss of suppressive function. mTregs are a
heterogeneous population and can acquire transcriptional programs mirroring that of Th cells
(Duhen et al., 2012; Halim et al., 2017) which may become overactive in the absence of FOXP3
regulation. Indeed, the largest fraction of human mTregs are Th17-like Tregs co-expressing
CCR6 and RORγt (Boardman et al., 2020; Duhen et al., 2012; Halim et al., 2017), consistent
with the observation that FOXP3HDR-KO mTregs strongly upregulated IL-17A secretion. It is
unlikely that the exaggerated phenotype in FOXP3HDR-KO mTregs is due to contamination of
activated non-Tregs (Miyara et al., 2009), as control Cas9 mTregs maintained FOXP3 expression
even after 2–3 weeks of culture.
FOXP3HDR-KO nTregs exhibited a Th2-dominant phenotype: they upregulated secretion of
IL-4, IL-5, and IL-13 and lost promoter DNA methylation at IL5 and IL13, implying
reprogramming at the epigenetic level. Although IL5 and IL13 DMRs did not overlap a FOXP3bound region, they are regulated by GATA3, which is critical for both Treg homeostasis and Th2
differentiation and maintenance (Rudra et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2011; Wohlfert et al., 2011).
Tregs from mice with attenuated Foxp3 expression, or from mice with a loss-of-function FOXP3
mutation (M370I) found in an IPEX patient, acquire a GATA3-dependent Th2 effector program
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(Van Gool et al., 2019; Wan and Flavell, 2007). Given that GATA3 binds DNA in a
methylation-insensitive manner and remodels chromatin at Th2 cytokine genes (Yamashita et al.,
2004; Yin et al., 2017), it is tempting to speculate that, in nTregs, a major role of FOXP3 is to
actively prevent these processes.
Functionally, FOXP3HDR-KO Tregs progressively lost suppressive capacity in vitro,
particularly towards CD8+ T cells, suggesting that suppression of CD8+ rather than CD4+ T cell
proliferation may be a more sensitive measurement of changes in Treg function. What underlies
this loss of suppressive function? Decades of work suggest that Tregs likely use multiple
mechanisms to suppress T cell activity in a cell contact- or proximity-dependent fashion
(Schmidt et al., 2012), yet expression of proteins involved in the Treg repertoire of suppressive
mechanisms, including CD25, CTLA-4, CD39, and LAP, remained unchanged on FOXP3ablated Tregs. Whether Tregs utilize distinct pathways to suppress CD4+ T cell vs. CD8+ T cell
proliferation requires further investigation.
Despite their dysfunction, FOXP3HDR-KO Tregs retained a Treg protein phenotype and
DNA methylation signature. In mouse Treg development, precursor cells acquire Treg-type
DNA demethylation at several regions independently of Foxp3, and Foxp3 exploits a preexisting enhancer landscape (Ohkura et al., 2012; Samstein et al., 2012b). In addition, FOXP3binding regions in mice and humans do not substantially overlap Treg-specific DMRs
(Morikawa et al., 2014; Ohkura et al., 2020). In our system, only a fraction of Treg-specific
DMRs were affected by FOXP3 ablation, and the majority of FOXP3 KO-induced DMRs did not
overlap FOXP3-binding regions identified by ChIP-chip (Sadlon et al., 2010). Overall, our
findings suggest that, beyond Treg development, FOXP3 has a limited role in the maintenance of
established human Treg identity. This interpretation is consistent with a recent study showing
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that Foxp3 affects mouse Treg chromatin accessibility indirectly via other transcription factors
(van der Veeken et al., 2020).
Amongst the limited changes in methylation, FOXP3 KO predominantly induced DNA
demethylation with an enrichment in regions encoding bZIP (AP-1) binding motifs. CpG
methylation is heritably maintained by the DNA methyltransferase DNMT1, which can exert
region-specific effects when bound to a transcription factor (Hervouet et al., 2018). Accordingly,
Foxp3 complexes with DNMT1 (Wang et al., 2013b), though the functional consequences of this
interaction remain undefined. A recent study reported that mice with a Treg-specific inducible
deletion of the DNMT1 adaptor Uhrf1 resulted in selective CpG demethylation and
destabilization of mature mouse Tregs (Helmin et al., 2020). Analogously, we found that
FOXP3-induced Treg dysfunction was associated with DNA demethylation in specific regions
which were enriched for AP-1 binding sites. AP-1 family members are thought to prepare sites
for Foxp3 binding in Treg precursors (Samstein et al., 2012b) and control the effector and tissuespecific Treg programs (DiSpirito et al., 2018; Mijnheer et al., 2020). On the other hand, Foxp3
opposes AP-1 activity by competing for binding with NFAT (Lee et al., 2008; Wu et al., 2006).
Collectively, these results suggest that FOXP3 KO-induced DNA demethylation may enable
aberrant AP-1 activity.
The ability to flexibly knock-out and knock-in genes in human Tregs in a way that
enables purification of successfully targeted cells and expansion for mechanistic studies or
therapy opens many new possibilities. The finding that deletion of the Treg master transcription
factor did not substantially alter the characteristic Treg phenotype or epigenome, and that
significant functional effects were only evident after prolonged culture, underscores the need for
further investigation into how the Treg lineage is maintained in humans. Overall, optimized
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CRISPR-mediated gene knock-in will enable the design and generation of Tregs with tailored
therapeutic effects.
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Chapter 4: Helios is a marker, not a driver, of human Treg stability
4.1

Introduction

Tregs are critical mediators of immune tolerance and homeostasis. Strategies to increase Treg
numbers or function by ex vivo expansion for adoptive cell therapy and/or by in situ
manipulation with biologics are under investigation in multiple disease contexts (Dawson et al.,
2017). In response to microenvironmental cues, Tregs can exhibit functional adaptation or
transition into non-suppressive, effector T cells: Treg dysfunction and/or loss of FOXP3
expression has been observed in mouse models of inflammation and human autoimmune disease
(Dominguez-Villar and Hafler, 2018; Shi and Chi, 2019). The potential for Tregs to functionally
destabilize is a major safety concern for Treg therapy.
The majority (~70%) of FOXP3+ cells in mice and humans express the zinc-finger
transcription factor Helios ex vivo (Getnet et al., 2010; Thornton et al., 2010). Based on evidence
in mice, this protein is thought to be specifically expressed in thymus-derived Tregs and to
support their stable inhibitory activity. Relative to their Helios− counterparts, Helios+ Tregs
exhibit superior suppressive capacity in vitro (Sugita et al., 2015; Thornton et al., 2019;
Zabransky et al., 2012) and in a model of scurfy T cell transfer-mediated colitis (Thornton et al.,
2019). Mice with Helios-deficient Tregs develop autoimmune disease at 5–6 months of age,
which is accelerated upon immunization, viral inflammation, or lymphopenia (Kim et al., 2015;
Nakagawa et al., 2016; Sebastian et al., 2016; Yates et al., 2018). Helios-deficient Tregs
downregulate Foxp3, upregulate the inflammatory cytokines IFN-γ, IL-2, and IL-17, and adopt
an effector T cell gene signature (Kim et al., 2015; Nakagawa et al., 2016; Sebastian et al., 2016;
Yates et al., 2018).
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In humans, studies of Helios+ vs. Helios− Tregs have yielded conflicting results. Similar
to mouse Tregs, Helios− nTregs and mTregs have higher expression of IFN-γ, IL-2, and IL-17A
compared to their Helios+ counterparts (Bin Dhuban et al., 2015; Himmel et al., 2013; Kim et al.,
2012; Raffin et al., 2013; Thornton et al., 2010). Using surrogate markers to enrich for mTregs
with divergent Helios expression, one study identified Helios-enriched cells as more suppressive
ex vivo (Raffin et al., 2013) while another found they were less suppressive (Bin Dhuban et al.,
2015), compared to their enriched Helios− counterparts. Using single-cell cloning, Helios+
nTregs were comparably suppressive to Helios− clones (Himmel et al., 2013), but Helios+ clones
isolated from a mixture of nTregs and mTregs were more suppressive than Helios− clones (Bin
Dhuban et al., 2015). Epigenetically, relative to Helios− Tregs, Helios+ total Tregs exhibited
greater demethylation of the TSDR (Kim et al., 2012; Raffin et al., 2013), a modification
associated with stable FOXP3 expression (Floess et al., 2007), and loss of Helios expression in
nTregs correlated with TSDR remethylation (Dawson et al., 2020). On the other hand, another
study found that Helios+ and Helios− nTregs had comparable TSDR demethylation (Himmel et
al., 2013). Thus, despite several past studies, it remains unclear to what extent Helios is involved
in human Treg stability and function.
Disparities in previous data with human cells may be due in part to the range of indirect
methods used to enrich or identify Helios-expressing Tregs. We recently optimized a
CRISPR/Cas9-based method to edit human Tregs (Lam et al., 2021), providing a means to
interrogate the function of Helios in lineage-committed nTregs and mTregs using a classical
gene KO-based approach.
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4.2
4.2.1

Materials and Methods
CRISPR/Cas9 editing reagents

IKZF2 (Helios)-targeting gRNAs have been previously described (Ng et al., 2019). gRNA target
sequences: IKZF2 gRNA #1, 5′-GGAGGAATCCGGCTTCCGAA-3′; IKZF2 gRNA #2,
5′-GATACTACCAAGGCTCCTAA-3′. gRNA (100 μM) was generated by duplexing crRNA
and tracrRNA (both IDT) at a 1:1 molar ratio for 5 min at 95°C, followed by gradual cooling to
room temperature. CRISPR/Cas9 RNP was generated by combining gRNA and SpCas9-2xNLS
(40 μM; QB3 MacroLab) at a 2:1 molar ratio for 10 min at room temperature.

4.2.2

T cell isolation

Cells were sequentially enriched for CD4+ and CD25+ cells by RosetteSep (STEMCELL
Technologies) and CD25 MicroBeads II (Miltenyi Biotec), respectively. nTregs and mTregs
were flow-sorted from CD25-enriched cells with a MoFlo Astrios (Beckman Coulter) or
FACSAria IIu (BD Biosciences). Tconvs were flow-sorted from the CD25-depleted population.
Sorting strategy (Figure 4.1A): nTregs (CD4+CD25hiCD45RA+CD127lo), mTregs
(CD4+CD25hiCD45RA−CD127lo), Tconvs (CD4+CD25loCD127hi). CD3+ T cells were isolated by
RosetteSep (STEMCELL Technologies).
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Figure 4.1. Strategies for flow cytometric sorting, gating, and Treg expansion.
(A) Flow sorting strategy for nTregs (CD4+CD25hiCD45RA+CD127lo), mTregs (CD4+CD25hiCD45RA−CD127lo;
both from CD4- and CD25-enriched PBMCs) and Tconvs (from CD4-enriched, CD25-depleted PBMCs). (B) Treg
and Tconv expansion timeline. Flow-sorted cells were preactivated with CD3/CD28/CD2 tetramer or aAPCs (5 d),
edited with CRISPR/Cas9, and restimulated with aAPCs (7 d). Cells were either rested overnight with reduced IL-2
(for day 13) or restimulated again with aAPCs (7 d) before overnight rest (for day 20). In some cases, IL-12 (10
ng/ml) was added every 2–3 days after editing. In all cases, IL-2 (1000 IU/ml for Tregs, 100 IU/ml for Tconvs) was
added every 2–3 days throughout expansion except during overnight rest (100 IU/ml for Tregs, none for Tconvs).
(C) Gating strategy to evaluate Treg-mediated suppression of CD4+ and CD8+ T cell proliferation after 4-day
coculture of Tregs (CPD eF670-labelled) and allogeneic CD3+ T cells (CPD eF450-labelled) with anti-CD3/CD28coated Dynabeads. (D) nTregs were preactivated with CD3/CD28/CD2 tetramers or aAPCs as indicated, then
restimulated twice with aAPCs (7 d each) before overnight rest (for day 20). Suppression of CD4+ and CD8+ T cell
proliferation (n=6–8 Tetramer, n=5–7 aAPC, 3–4 experiments). Significance in (D) determined by t-test of the areas
under the curve. FVD, Fixable Viability Dye.

4.2.3

Treg expansion with CRISPR editing

All cells were cultured in X-VIVO 15 (Lonza) supplemented with 5% (v/v) human serum
(WISENT), 1% (v/v) penicillin-streptomycin (Gibco), 2 mM (v/v) GlutaMAX (Gibco),
15.97 mg/L phenol red (Sigma-Aldrich) at 37°C, 5% CO2. During expansion, media was
additionally supplemented with IL-2 (Proleukin; 1000 IU/ml for Tregs, 100 IU/ml for Tconvs)
and refreshed every 2–3 days.
Treg expansion with CRISPR editing was performed as described previously (Figure
4.1B) (Lam et al., 2021). Briefly, cells were preactivated for 5 days with IL-2 and either 1:1
aAPCs or 25 μl/ml CD3/CD28/CD2 tetramer (ImmunoCult Human CD3/CD28/CD2 T Cell
Activator, STEMCELL Technologies). L cells (ATCC CRL-2648) overexpressing CD32, CD80,
and CD58, gamma-irradiated (75 Gy), and loaded with anti-CD3 (OKT3, 0.1 μg/ml; University
of British Columbia Antibody Lab) served as aAPCs (de Waal Malefyt et al., 1993).
CRISPR/Cas9 reagents were delivered by electroporation with a Neon Transfection
System 10 μL Kit (Invitrogen). Tregs were washed twice with PBS, resuspended in Buffer T
(≤20x106 cells/ml), electroporated at 1400 V / 30 ms / 1 pulse with Cas9 (20 pmol per
transfection) or Helios-targeting gRNAs (40 pmol gRNA + 20 pmol Cas9, per unique RNP per
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transfection). Electroporated cells were immediately transferred into prewarmed antibiotic-free
media and expanded for 7 days with IL-2 and aAPCs. Preactivated Tconvs were expanded in
parallel without electroporation.
12 day-expanded cells were either rested overnight with reduced IL-2 (100 IU/ml for
Tregs, none for Tconvs) for phenotypic and functional assays (total 13 days) or further expanded
for another 7 days with IL-2 and aAPCs as above before resting overnight (total 20 days). In
some cases, recombinant human IL-12 (10 ng/ml, BD Biosciences) was added on days 5, 8, 10,
12, 15, and 17, as indicated (Figure 4.1B).
nTregs and mTregs in Figure 4.1D, Figure 4.2, and Figure 4.3 were transfected with
Cas9. During optimization of Treg expansion with CRISPR/Cas9 editing, we found superior
Treg expansion with aAPC-based preactivation relative to CD3/CD28/CD2 tetramers; in both
scenarios, cells were restimulated once or twice with aAPCs as above (Lam et al., 2021).
Comparing the two preactivation methods, we found that aAPC-preactivated nTregs, mTregs,
and Tconvs displayed similar FOXP3 and Helios kinetics (not shown), and nTregs exhibited
comparable suppressive function at day 20 in vitro (Figure 4.1A–B). As the two methods were
comparable, we pooled data from tetramer- and aAPC-preactivated Treg expansions in Figure
4.2 and Figure 4.3. For experiments investigating the effects of HeliosKO on nTregs and mTregs,
we used aAPC-based preactivation and restimulation (Figure 4.4, Figure 4.5, Figure 4.6).

4.2.4

In vitro suppression of T cell proliferation

Allogeneic CD3+ T cells (responder cells) and expanded Tregs were labelled with CPD eF450
and eF670 (Invitrogen), respectively, then cocultured at the indicated ratios and activated with
anti-CD3/anti-CD28-coated Dynabeads (Gibco Dynabeads Human T-Expander, 1 bead:16 CD3+
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T cells) for 4 days. CD3+ T cells activated alone served as positive controls. In all cases, CD3+
T cells were plated at 50,000 cells/well in a 96-well U-bottom plate. IL-12 was not added during
cocultures. Percent suppression of CD4+ and CD8+ T cell proliferation (gating strategy in Figure
4.1C) was calculated using division index: (1 – (division index of sample / division index of
positive control)) × 100%.

4.2.5

Flow cytometry

Antibodies are listed in Table 4.1. Cells were stained for surface antigens in PBS (Gibco) or
Brilliant Stain Buffer (BD Biosciences) for 20 min at room temperature; Fixable Viability Dye
eF780 was used to exclude dead cells. Cells were fixed and permeabilized with the eBioscience
Foxp3 / Transcription Factor Staining Buffer Set (Invitrogen) for 40 min at room temperature,
washed twice, then stained for intracellular antigens for 40 min at room temperature. CTLA-4
expression was detected after permeabilization to account for its rapid cycling between the cell
surface and intracellular compartments. For cytokine expression, cells were restimulated with
PMA (10 ng/ml), ionomycin (500 μg/ml), and brefeldin A (10 μg/ml; all Sigma-Aldrich) for 6 h
at 37°C before staining. Samples were acquired with a FACSymphony A5, LSRFortessa X-20
(both BD Biosciences), or CytoFLEX (Beckman Coulter), and data analysed by FlowJo software
(v10.7.1; BD).
All events were pre-gated on live single CD4+ cells (Figure 4.1A), except for assays
determining suppression of T cell proliferation (gating strategy in Figure 4.1C). FOXP3+ gates
were set based on Tconvs within each donor. Helios+ gates were set based on nTregs (for nTregs
and mTregs) and Tconvs (for Tconvs) within each donor, and Heliosmid cells were defined as the
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population between these two thresholds. Percent Helios protein KO was calculated as:
(1 – (% Helios+ of edited sample / % Helios+ of unedited sample)) × 100%.

Table 4.1. Antibodies used for flow cytometry in Chapter 4.

Antigen
CD4
CD4
CD4
CD4
CD4
CD4
CD25
CD25
CD25
CD39
CD39
CD8a
CD45RA
CD127
CD152 (CTLA-4)
CD152 (CTLA-4)
FOXP3
FOXP3
Helios
Helios
Helios
Helios
IFN-γ
IL-2
IL-10
IL-17A
LAP

4.2.6

Clone
OKT4
RPA-T4
RPA-T4
RPA-T4
SK3
SK3
4E3
2A3
2A3
A1
A1
HIT8a
HI100
eBioRDR5
BNI3
BNI3
236A/E7
236A/E7
22F6
22F6
22F6
22F6
B27
MQ1-17H12
JES3-9D7
N49-653
FNLAP

Fluorophore
PE
BV605
FITC
V500
BUV395
BUV496
PE
BUV395
BV711
BV510
FITC
FITC
FITC
eF450
APC
BV786
PE
PE-Cy7
AF488
AF647
eF450
PE
BUV395
BUV737
BV421
BV786
PE-Cy7

Company
Invitrogen
BD Biosciences
Invitrogen
BD Biosciences
BD Biosciences
BD Biosciences
Miltenyi Biotec
BD Biosciences
BD Biosciences
BioLegend
BioLegend
Invitrogen
BD Biosciences
Invitrogen
BD Biosciences
BD Biosciences
Invitrogen
Invitrogen
BioLegend
BioLegend
BioLegend
BioLegend
BD Biosciences
BD Biosciences
BioLegend
BD Biosciences
Invitrogen

TSDR methylation

Genomic DNA was isolated from Treg and Tconv samples from male donors, bisulfite-converted
with a EZ DNA Methylation-Direct Kit (Zymo Research), and PCR-amplified. Pyrosequencing
was performed with a PyroMark Q96 MD (QIAGEN). Primer sequences: forward,
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5′-AGAAATTTGTGGGGTGGGGTAT-3′; reverse,
5′-ATCTACATCTAAACCCTATTATCACAACC-3′ (biotinylated); pyrosequencing,
5′-AGAAATTTGTGGGGTGGG-3′.

4.2.7

Statistical analysis

Normality was assumed. Statistical significance was determined by a paired t-test, mixed-effects
model with Geisser-Greenhouse correction and Sidak’s multiple-comparisons test, or 2-way
ANOVA with Dunnett’s multiple-comparisons test, as applicable. For Treg-mediated
suppression of T cell proliferation, areas under the curve were compared with a t-test or one-way
ANOVA with Sidak’s multiple-comparisons test, taking into account all degrees of freedom
(Akimova et al., 2016). p < 0.05 was considered significant. Analysis was performed with Prism
v9.0.1.

4.3
4.3.1

Results
Spontaneous Treg loss of FOXP3 in vitro coincides with the emergence of Heliosmid

cells
A definitive marker to identify human Tregs is lacking since many Treg-associated proteins,
including FOXP3 and Helios, are expressed by activated CD4+ T cells (Akimova et al., 2011).
However, the kinetics of Helios expression in nTregs, mTregs, and Tconvs have not been
investigated. Flow-sorted Treg subsets and Tconvs (Figure 4.1A) were stimulated every 5–7
days following a protocol compatible with efficient CRISPR/Cas9 editing (Figure 4.1B) (Lam et
al., 2021).
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Consistent with their ex vivo expression profiles (Bin Dhuban et al., 2015; Kim et al.,
2012), a higher proportion of nTregs expressed Helios compared to mTregs throughout
expansion, and the proportion of Helios expression in Tconvs was markedly lower than in
nTregs or mTregs (Figure 4.2A–B) Notably, the proportion of Helios expression declined in all
T cell subsets over time (Figure 4.2B). Consistent with previous reports (Akimova et al., 2011;
Allan et al., 2007), three days post-restimulation, Tconvs exhibited activation-induced
upregulation of both FOXP3 and Helios, but only Helios returned to baseline levels (Figure
4.2B). The transient and overall low expression of Helios in Tconvs relative to Tregs suggests
that, while not a definitive marker, Helios may be a more reliable approach than FOXP3 to
distinguish Tregs from contaminating Tconvs during in vitro expansion.
We found that occasionally, repetitive TCR activation led to loss of FOXP3 expression in
nTregs (n=5 of 20) and mTregs (n=4 of 8), with <80% FOXP3+ cells on day 20 (Figure 4.2C).
In addition to loss of FOXP3 protein expression, there was parallel TSDR remethylation and
emergence of a population of cells with intermediate Helios expression (Heliosmid) (Figure
4.2C). The presence of Heliosmid cells correlated strongly with TSDR remethylation, while the
proportion of Helios− cells did not (Figure 4.2D). TSDR remethylation also correlated with loss
of FOXP3 expression (Figure 4.2E). Functionally, nTregs with a high fraction (≥30%) of
Heliosmid-expressing cells were significantly less able to suppress CD4+ or CD8+ T cell
proliferation, compared to nTregs with <30% Heliosmid (Figure 4.2F).
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Figure 4.2. Spontaneous Treg loss of FOXP3 in vitro coincides with the emergence of Heliosmid cells.
(A–F) Tregs and Tconvs were preactivated (5 d) and restimulated once or twice with aAPCs (7 d each) before
resting overnight. (A) Representative Helios and FOXP3 expression at day 13 and (B) over time (n=12–20 nTreg,
n=2–14 mTreg, n=11–26 Tconv; 1–16 experiments). (C) Representative Helios and FOXP3 expression at day 20
and (D–E) correlation with TSDR CpG methylation (day 20) (n=7 nTreg, n=5 mTreg, n=5 experiments). (F)
Suppression of CD4+ and CD8+ T cell proliferation by nTregs (day 20) (<30% Heliosmid, n=6–8; ≥30% Heliosmid,
n=3). (B, F) depict mean±SEM. Dots in (D–E) represent individual donors and lines represent line of best fit with
95% confidence intervals. Significance determined by 2-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s test comparing day 8 vs. day
20 in (B) and t-test of the areas under the curve in (F). Pearson correlation coefficient (r) shown in (D–E).

While it is impossible to exclude the possibility that contaminating Tconvs outgrew
expanded Tregs, the finding that expanded Tconvs were predominantly Helios− rather than
Heliosmid (Figure 4.2C) suggests this is unlikely the case. Furthermore, Tregs that destabilized
by day 20 showed high FOXP3 expression and low TSDR methylation on day 13 (Figure 4.3A–
B), and Helios expression at day 13 correlated poorly with subsequent TSDR remethylation
(Figure 4.3C). Thus, features of Treg dysfunction developed during the third round of
stimulation, and prior FOXP3 and Helios expression or TSDR methylation does not predict
subsequent Treg destabilization.
To our knowledge, intermediate Helios expression (Heliosmid) in human Tregs has not
previously been reported. In mouse colons, subsets of Tregs expressing the transcription factors
GATA3 or RORγt can be distinguished by high or low/intermediate expression of Helios,
respectively (Clay et al., 2020); both GATA3+ and RORγt+ Tregs have distinct functions in gut
homeostasis (Sharma and Rudra, 2018). In lymphopenic mice, adoptively transferred Helios−
Tregs are more likely to lose Foxp3 expression and can acquire low/intermediate expression of
Helios (Thornton et al., 2019), in contrast to adoptively transferred Helios+ Tregs which retain
both Foxp3 and Helios expression. Whether acquisition of low/intermediate Helios expression
and loss of Foxp3 expression are related in this system remains to be determined.
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Figure 4.3. Association of Treg instability with suppressive function, prior Helios and FOXP3 expression, and
prior TSDR methylation.
(A–C) Flow-sorted nTregs and mTregs were preactivated (5 d), restimulated with aAPCs (7 d), and either rested
overnight (for day 13) or restimulated again with aAPCs (7 d) before overnight rest (for day 20) (n=3–7 nTreg, n=4
mTreg, 5 experiments). (A–C) Correlation of TSDR methylation (average of 7 CpGs) at day 20 with (A) FOXP3
expression at day 13, (B) TSDR methylation at day 13, and (C) Helios expression at day 13. Pearson correlation
coefficient (r) shown in (A–C).

Our observations are in line with the notion that nTregs are less prone to spontaneous
FOXP3 loss than mTregs upon repetitive stimulation (Figure 4.2C–D) (Hansmann et al., 2012;
Hoffmann et al., 2006, 2009; Marek et al., 2011; Schmidl et al., 2011). In previous studies, low
mTreg expression of FOXP3 (30–60% FOXP3+) in the first 1–2 weeks of expansion (Hoffmann
et al., 2009; Marek et al., 2011) makes it difficult to rule out the possibility of contaminating
Tconvs. Our finding that mTregs sustained high expression of FOXP3 and overall low TSDR
methylation for at least two weeks (Figure 4.3A–B) suggests that Treg impurity is unlikely to be
the dominant reason for the observed mTreg instability.
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4.3.2

HeliosKO nTregs maintain their phenotype, function, and stability in inflammation

The functional significance of Helios in human Tregs remains controversial. To directly
investigate its role in Treg stability, we used CRISPR/Cas9 to knock out Helios in lineagecommitted nTregs. As Treg destabilization upon repetitive stimulation was only occasional (25%
of nTregs, 50% of mTregs in Figure 4.2B), we only included Tregs that had not spontaneously
lost FOXP3 (≥80% FOXP3+ in Cas9 Tregs throughout expansion) for these experiments.
Using two previously validated Helios-targeting gRNAs (Ng et al., 2019), we found that
a combination of both gRNAs yielded the highest Helios protein KO, as assessed three days after
editing (Figure 4.4A). Tregs from mice with a Treg-specific Helios deletion have a survival
disadvantage in non-competitive (lymphopenic) and competitive (bone marrow chimera) settings
relative to wildtype Tregs, as a result of impaired IL-2-induced STAT5 activation (Kim et al.,
2015) or downregulation of the anti-apoptotic protein Bcl-2 (Sebastian et al., 2016). In human
cells, HeliosKO nTregs did not have a competitive disadvantage—the proportions of Helios+ and
Helios− cells after editing remained the same for two weeks (Figure 4.4B–C).
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Figure 4.4. Human HeliosKO nTregs maintain their phenotype, function, and lineage stability in inflammation.
(A–G) nTregs were preactivated with aAPCs (5 d), electroporated with Cas9 or Helios-targeting gRNA(s),
restimulated twice with aAPCs (7 d each), and rested overnight (total 20 d; n=2–6, 1–3 experiments). (A) Extent of
Helios protein KO relative to Cas9 nTregs, by flow cytometry using anti-human Helios (clone 22F6), for which the
immunogen is amino acids 51–107. In (B–G), gRNAs #1+#2 from (A) were used in combination (HeliosKO). (B)
Representative Helios and FOXP3 expression and (C) average Helios expression over time. In (D–G), IL-12 was
added every 2–3 d (Figure 4.1B). (D) FOXP3, CD25, CTLA-4, CD39, and LAP expression (day 20). (E) IFN-γ,
IL-2, IL-17A, and IL-10 expression (day 20) after restimulation with PMA, ionomycin, and brefeldin A (6 h). (F)
Representative and average TSDR CpG methylation. (G) Suppression of CD4+ and CD8+ T cell proliferation by
Tregs (day 20). Dots in (A, D–F) depict individual donors. (C, G) depict mean±SEM. Significance determined by
mixed-effects model with Geisser-Greenhouse correction and Sidak’s test in (D–F) and one-way ANOVA of the
areas under the curve with Sidak’s test in (G). Tconvs shown in (D–F) for reference.

We reasoned that phenotypic and functional consequences of HeliosKO may arise in a
progressive manner and/or under inflammatory conditions. Mice with Helios-deficient Tregs
develop autoimmunity characterized by excessive Th1 and B cell responses, but with delayed
kinetics relative to Treg-deficient mice (Fontenot et al., 2003; Kim et al., 2015; Sebastian et al.,
2016). Thus, we expanded Tregs for two weeks after HeliosKO in the presence of the
inflammatory cytokine IL-12, which is known to cause mouse and human Tregs to adopt a Th1like, IFN-γ-producing phenotype (Bhela et al., 2017; Dijke et al., 2016; Dominguez-Villar et al.,
2011; Hoeppli et al., 2019; Kitz et al., 2016; McClymont et al., 2011), with some studies
reporting reduced suppressive function (Dijke et al., 2016; Dominguez-Villar et al., 2011; Kitz et
al., 2016).
Human HeliosKO nTregs retained a Treg phenotype in Th1 inflammation. HeliosKO
nTregs transiently upregulated FOXP3 (Figure 4.5A) but this difference was not significant after
two weeks (Figure 4.4D). IL-12 exposure decreased CD25 expression but in a similar manner in
Cas9 and HeliosKO nTregs (Figure 4.4D, Figure 4.5A). Additionally, we found no differences in
viability between cell types with or without IL-12 (data not shown). Consistent with the activated
phenotype of mouse Helios-deficient Tregs (Sebastian et al., 2016; Yates et al., 2018), we found
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sustained upregulation of the latent TGF-β-associated molecule LAP upon HeliosKO in nTregs
(Figure 4.4D, Figure 4.5A). LAP marks a subset of highly suppressive Tregs (Tran et al.,
2009a). Other Treg functional proteins including CTLA-4 and CD39 were unaffected by either
HeliosKO or IL-12 exposure (Figure 4.4D, Figure 4.5A).
As expected, the addition of IL-12 substantially increased nTreg expression of IFN-γ,
particularly after two weeks (Figure 4.4E, Figure 4.5B), but to a similar extent in both Cas9 and
HeliosKO cells. Expression of other cytokines, including IL-2, IL-17A, and IL-10, remained low
(Figure 4.4E, Figure 4.5B), despite previous evidence that Helios transcriptionally represses Il2
expression in mouse Tregs (Baine et al., 2013). These observations in human cells differ from
those with mouse Helios-deficient Tregs, which not only downregulated Foxp3 but also
displayed elevated IFN-γ, IL-2, and IL-17 expression compared to wildtype Tregs (Kim et al.,
2015; Nakagawa et al., 2016; Sebastian et al., 2016; Yates et al., 2018).
Because loss of high Helios expression correlated with TSDR remethylation in nTregs
and mTregs, either upon repetitive in vitro stimulation (Figure 4.2D) or induced by 4-1BB or
TNFR2 signals (Dawson et al., 2020), we asked whether HeliosKO affected TSDR methylation.
HeliosKO nTregs maintained a highly demethylated TSDR similar to Cas9 nTregs, even with
prolonged exposure to IL-12 (Figure 4.4F, Figure 4.5D). These data are in line with unchanged
or increased FOXP3 protein expression (Figure 4.4D, Figure 4.5A).
Functionally, Cas9 and HeliosKO nTregs exhibited equivalent, high suppressive capacity
of CD4+ and CD8+ T cell proliferation in vitro (Figure 4.4G, Figure 4.5D). IL-12 exposure
increased Treg suppression of CD4+ T cells (Figure 4.5D), while prolonged IL-12 exposure (two
weeks) revealed no significant differences in suppressive function (Figure 4.4G).
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Figure 4.5. Effects of HeliosKO on nTreg phenotype, function, and lineage stability in inflammation, 8 days
after editing.
(A–D) Flow-sorted nTregs were preactivated with aAPCs (5 d), edited with Cas9 or Helios-targeting gRNAs #1+#2
(HeliosKO), restimulated with aAPCs (7 d), and rested overnight with reduced IL-2 (n=3–6, 1–2 experiments).
Tconvs were expanded in parallel without electroporation. IL-12 was added every 2–3 days (Figure 4.1B). (A)
FOXP3, CD25, CTLA-4, CD39, LAP expression. (B) IFN-γ, IL-2, IL-17A, IL-10 expression after restimulation
with PMA, ionomycin, and brefeldin A (6 h). (C) Example and average TSDR methylation of 7 CpGs. (D)
Suppression of CD4+ and CD8+ T cell proliferation. Dots in (A–C) depict individual donors. (D) depicts
mean±SEM. Significance determined by mixed-effects model with Geisser-Greenhouse correction and Sidak’s test
in (A–C) and one-way ANOVA of the areas under the curve with Sidak’s test in (D). Tconvs shown in (A–C) for
reference.
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In mice, Helios-deficient Tregs downregulate Foxp3 expression (Kim et al., 2015;
Sebastian et al., 2016), but one group found no accompanying change in TSDR demethylation
(Sebastian et al., 2016), suggesting that other mechanisms may be responsible for the observed
Foxp3 loss in that model. In human Tregs, two previous studies used siRNA to knockdown
Helios with varying efficiencies and effects: one group reported no change in suppressive
function (Thornton et al., 2010), while another found reduced function with Helios knockdown
(Getnet et al., 2010). As siRNA was delivered by electroporation and hence had only transient
gene repression, Treg function could only be assessed within 24–60 h. Here, we used
CRISPR/Cas9 to stably ablate Helios for up to two weeks (Figure 4.4B–C), revealing that
Helios expression is not required for human Treg suppressive function, at least as assessed by
suppression of T cell proliferation in vitro.

4.3.3

Human HeliosKO mTregs retain a Treg phenotype

As mTregs are less stable in vitro and show a more heterogenous Helios expression pattern than
nTregs (Figure 4.2D–E) (Bin Dhuban et al., 2015; Kim et al., 2012), we asked whether Helios
has a distinct role in mTregs. We expanded mTregs for two weeks, due to their propensity to
spontaneously destabilize by the third week even without any genetic perturbation (Figure
4.2D–E). Using CRISPR/Cas9, we were able to achieve a similar protein KO efficiency (Figure
4.6A–B) and reduction in Helios expression in mTregs (Figure 4.6C) as in nTregs. Of note,
since mTregs comprise a mixture of Helios+ and Helios− cells, mTregs after editing are a mixture
of endogenous Helios− cells and HeliosKO mTregs, and the two populations may not be
functionally equivalent (Thornton et al., 2019).
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Figure 4.6. Human HeliosKO mTregs retain a Treg phenotype.
(A–E) mTregs were preactivated with aAPCs (5 d), electroporated with Cas9 or Helios-targeting gRNAs #1+#2
(HeliosKO), restimulated with aAPCs (7 d), then rested overnight (total 13 d, n=3, 1 experiment). (A) Representative
Helios and FOXP3 expression. (B) Amount of Helios protein KO relative to Cas9 mTregs, by flow cytometry using
anti-human Helios (clone 22F6), for which the immunogen is amino acids 51–107. (C) Helios expression. (D)
FOXP3, CD25, CTLA-4, CD39, and LAP expression. (E) IFN-γ, IL-2, IL-17A, and IL-10 expression after
restimulation with PMA, ionomycin, and brefeldin A (6 h). Dots in (B–E) represent individual donors. Significance
in (C-E) determined by paired t-test. Tconvs shown for reference.

HeliosKO mTregs maintained expression of FOXP3 and CD25, as well as the functional
proteins CTLA-4, CD39, and LAP, compared to Cas9 mTregs (Figure 4.6D). Analogous to
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nTregs, HeliosKO mTregs exhibited a trend towards LAP upregulation, though this difference
was not significant (Figure 4.6D). We then investigated mTreg expression of effector cytokines.
Although human Helios− Tregs, which are enriched for mTregs, have been reported to upregulate
low levels of IFN-γ, IL-2, and IL-17A (Bin Dhuban et al., 2015; Raffin et al., 2013), we did not
find a further increase in their expression upon HeliosKO, suggesting that Helios is uncoupled
from cytokine downregulation in mTregs. Overall, Helios ablation in human mTregs did not
affect their expected Treg phenotype.

4.4

Discussion

In summary, Helios identifies, but is not required for, stable human Tregs. Specifically, we
found: (i) stimulation of human Tregs three times in vitro can lead to loss of FOXP3 expression
(25% of nTreg donors, 50% of mTreg donors); (ii) emergence of a Heliosmid population in
nTregs and mTregs correlates with their phenotypic, epigenetic, and functional destabilization;
(iii) nevertheless, Helios ablation does not negatively affect nTreg or mTreg phenotype, function,
or stability in inflammation. In the context of Treg cell therapy, it may be instructive to include
Helios in addition to FOXP3 as a marker during Treg expansion to monitor their stability and
purity, particularly given the transient nature of activation-induced upregulation of Helios in
Tconvs. Strategies to target or stabilize Helios in mature Tregs, however, may not be as critical.
One major difference from studies in mice is that Helios is ablated during mouse Treg
development (Kim et al., 2015; Nakagawa et al., 2016; Sebastian et al., 2016; Yates et al., 2018),
whereas in our human study, Helios was ablated in lineage-committed Tregs. Rather than serving
an ongoing function in Tregs, we speculate that Helios may instead be important for establishing
Treg lineage commitment, though further investigation is required. This possibility is supported
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by the finding that human fetal naive T cells deficient in Helios are unable to differentiate into
iTregs in vitro in the absence of TGF-β (Ng et al., 2019). Similarly, our investigation into the
role of FOXP3 in mature human Tregs revealed that continuous expression of this master
transcription factor is dispensable for maintenance of human Treg identity (Lam et al., 2021).
Collectively, our study and those of others suggest that the dominant role for Helios is during
human Treg development, and that although its expression marks stable Tregs, it does not have a
direct role in maintaining this lineage-committed state.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
5.1

Summary and significance

Here we explored several aspects from which to enable the development of next-generation Treg
therapeutics. First, we investigated the tissue repair potential of human Tregs by expression of
AREG and ST2, and generated a source of Tregs with augmented tissue repair potential. AREG
was preferentially expressed by non-effector human Tregs in blood, rather than in tissues, and
ST2 expression was absent in human Tregs from blood and multiple tissue types. Meanwhile,
Tregs engineered to overexpress ST2 exhibited a TCR-independent, IL-33-stimulated capacity to
express AREG and a heightened ability to induce M2-like macrophages. Next, we optimized a
CRISPR-based method to KO and knock-in genes in human nTregs and mTregs with high
targeting efficiency and cell yields. Using this system, we established a benchmark of Treg
dysfunction by ablating the master transcription factor FOXP3. As expected, FOXP3HDR-KO
Tregs upregulated cytokine expression and lost suppressive function in vitro. However, they
retained a Treg phenotype and an underlying DNA methylation landscape, implying a limited
role for FOXP3 in maintaining lineage identity. Finally, we investigated the role of Helios in
human Treg stability. Treg destabilization upon extended in vitro expansion coincided with the
emergence of an intermediate Helios-expressing population, but HeliosKO Tregs exhibited no
discernable defects in their phenotype, function, or epigenetic stability. Overall, this work
highlights important species-specific considerations in the translation of biology to therapy and
offers a method to explore future mechanistic questions in human Tregs.
We reported several findings that contrast from previous work in mouse models. Whereas
mouse effector-memory Tregs preferentially express AREG (Arpaia et al., 2015), we found that
human AREG+ Tregs were enriched for a non-effector phenotype. Mouse Tregs also express ST2
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and respond to IL-33, particularly in nonlymphoid tissues, but we did not detect ST2 protein on
human Tregs in blood or multiple tissue types (here and Wu et al., 2019). A recent single-cell
transcriptomics dataset of human colon Tregs supports our finding (Miragaia et al., 2019),
overall implying a species-intrinsic difference in ST2 expression by Tregs. Meanwhile, Helios
has a critical role in maintaining mouse Treg stability in vivo (Kim et al., 2015; Sebastian et al.,
2016), but we found that its expression was dispensable for the stability of mature human Tregs
in vitro. Several non-mutually exclusive possibilities could explain this discrepancy. Beyond
species-specific differences, Helios could have a more important role in developing Tregs rather
than in mature Tregs. In the aforementioned mouse models, Helios is ablated upon Foxp3
expression in Treg precursors and may confer cell-intrinsic developmental impairments.
Consistent with this view, Helios ablation in human fetal naive T cells limits their preferential
differentiation into iTregs in vitro (Ng et al., 2019). As well, cell-extrinsic factors in vivo, not
recapitulated in vitro, could progressively drive Helios-deficient Treg dysfunction. Mice with a
Treg-specific Ikzf2 (Helios) deficiency develop autoimmunity with substantially delayed kinetics
(5–6 months) compared to Foxp3-deficient mice (2–4 weeks) (Fontenot et al., 2003; Kim et al.,
2015; Sebastian et al., 2016). Consistent with this notion, immunization or viral inflammation
accelerates the onset of autoimmunity in Treg-specific Ikzf2-deficient mice (Kim et al., 2015).
For Treg manufacturing for cell therapy, the cells that are typically expanded are mature Tregs,
rather than Treg precursors: this would mitigate any developmental defects as a result of acute
Helios loss. Nevertheless, to discern the role of Helios in mature Tregs in vivo, it will be
important to evaluate the consequences of Treg-specific Helios deletion in an inducible-deletion
or humanized mouse model.
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The regulation of Treg development has been characterized in depth, but the factors
maintaining Treg function and identity after lineage commitment are less well understood. We
optimized a system to investigate the latter. We found that the consequences of FOXP3 ablation
manifested slowly and primarily in memory Tregs: similar kinetics and subset-specific effects
may apply when ablating other transcription factors. A previous study showed that mouse
Foxp3-deficient Tregs can fully establish a Treg-type DNA methylation signature (Ohkura et al.,
2012). Extending this finding, we showed that this signature in mature human Tregs is
maintained largely independently of FOXP3. Upon FOXP3 ablation, a subtle, selective loss of
DNA methylation was observed at sites enriched for AP-1 binding motifs. This coincided with a
loss of Treg suppressive capacity. A recent report inducibly deleted the DNMT1 adaptor Uhrf1
in mature Tregs, which similarly resulted in a selective loss of DNA methylation and
spontaneous inflammation (Helmin et al., 2020). Thus, deregulation of a subset of DNA
methylation sites is sufficient to cause mature Treg dysfunction.
Finally, our findings have several implications for clinical translation. The lack of readily
detectable ST2 expression by Tregs in blood and tissues suggests that strategies to boost Treg
function in vitro (Liu et al., 2019; Matta et al., 2014) or tolerize recipients by IL-33
administration in vivo (Kawai et al., 2021; Matta et al., 2016) should proceed with caution.
Given its context-dependent effects, IL-33 exposure in the absence of ST2+ Tregs may instead
augment undesired inflammation as has been shown in mouse models (Reichenbach et al., 2015).
Conversely, anti-IL-33 and anti-ST2 blockade, currently in clinical trials to mitigate asthma and
COPD (reviewed in Gabryelska et al., 2019), may not have the unintended consequences of
impairing Treg function. Finally, the finding that Helios is a marker, rather than a driver, of
human Treg stability in vitro suggests that strategies to stabilize IKZF2 mRNA (Kim et al., 2012)
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may not be as critical for developing more stable therapeutic Treg products. Nevertheless, for
Treg manufacturing for research and cell therapy, including Helios as a marker in addition to
FOXP3 can aid in monitoring their stability and purity.

5.2

Future directions

This work provides new tools to study not only Tregs but also other immune cells. A major
barrier to achieving CRISPR-mediated HDR editing in human Tregs has been their relative rarity
and hypoproliferative nature. After optimization, we achieved 40–60% gene knock-in and 100–
200-fold nTreg expansion within 12 days, and the ability to expand cells for up to 3 weeks—a
substantial improvement over earlier studies with limited indications of Treg purity or yield
(Goodwin et al., 2020; Nguyen et al., 2020; Roth et al., 2018). This method will enable the
mechanistic interrogation of other genes involved in Treg biology. Meanwhile, the lack of
commercially available anti-human ST2 flow cytometric antibodies prompted us to develop and
validate a series of synthetic antibodies with superior sensitivity. Although we did not find
human ST2+ Tregs, we detected ST2 expression on activated basophils (not shown), activated
ILC2s, and B cells. These cell types exhibit considerable transcriptional and/or phenotypic
heterogeneity (Björklund et al., 2016; Glass et al., 2020; Lim et al., 2016; Vivanco Gonzalez et
al., 2020), some of which may be accounted for by the effects of IL-33/ST2 signalling. The
ability to identify and isolate live ST2+ cells will aid in their characterization.
We examined the tissue repair potential of human Tregs via AREG expression and
alternative activation of monocytes; future investigations will functionally evaluate the role of
Treg-derived AREG and Treg-conditioned monocytes. To model wound closure, 2D in vitro
assays monitoring epithelial cell migration following the introduction of a cell-free region
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(‘wound’) are commonly used. Alternatively, deliberate lesions in 3D extracellular matrix- or
artificial skin-based cultures may better recapitulate cell behaviour and cell-cell/cell-matrix
interactions (reviewed in Friedl and Gilmour, 2009). Nevertheless, in vitro assays are only a
glimpse into the complex, multifaceted process of tissue repair.
A major limitation to the work presented here is the lack of in vivo functional studies. It
is clear that human Tregs behave differently in vitro than in vivo. For instance, mTregs are more
proliferative than nTregs in vivo (Peters et al., 2013; Vukmanovic-Stejic et al., 2006), but the
opposite is the case in vitro (here and Miyara et al., 2009). Furthermore, as previously discussed,
human Tregs suppress a variety of cell types, including APCs, Tconvs, CD8+ T cells, monocytes,
and B cells in vivo, but in vitro suppression assays rarely recapitulate all of these aspects. It is
thought that Tregs suppress in a contact- or proximity-dependent manner in vitro (Dieckmann et
al., 2001; Ng et al., 2001; Stephens et al., 2001), similar to in vivo settings (Miska et al., 2014).
The underlying mechanisms are less clear, however, with the apparent dispensability of CTLA-4
and IL-10 in vitro (Dieckmann et al., 2001; Jonuleit et al., 2001; Levings et al., 2001; Taams et
al., 2001) despite their well-defined involvement in Treg function in vivo (Rubtsov et al., 2008;
Wing et al., 2008). To minimize donor variability, the suppression assays used here employed an
APC-free system, in which Tregs were cocultured with allogeneic CD3+ T cells and uniformly
activated by anti-CD3/anti-CD28-coated beads, thus evaluating direct Treg suppression of T
cells. In vivo, a simple model to assess Treg function involves the co-transfer of Tregs and
PBMCs in immunodeficient mice and evaluating Treg control of CD8+ T cell-driven xenogeneic
GVHD (Mutis et al., 2006; Søndergaard et al., 2013). This could be used to determine whether
ST2-engineered Tregs and FOXP3HDR-KO Tregs have augmented or impaired efficacy in vivo,
respectively. Recent advances in the development of humanized mouse models with more
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complete immune systems and a reduced risk of xenogeneic GHVD (reviewed in Allen et al.,
2019) also enables longer-term in vivo investigations, such as for HeliosKO Tregs or other cells in
which progressive effects and/or cell-extrinsic factors may play a role.
Although we capitalized on human Treg heterogeneity in all our studies, Treg
populations are even more granular. Given the tissue-restricted expression patterns of mouse
AREG and ST2 (Arpaia et al., 2015; Burzyn et al., 2013), we examined human Tregs from blood
and multiple tissue types, though we found no analogous pattern. In our study, nearly all blood
and tissues samples were from healthy individuals. As previously discussed, patients with
autoimmune or inflammatory diseases harbour Tregs with altered phenotypes, so it is possible
that Tregs in tissues upregulate ST2 in these settings. However, this may not be the case, as we
did not find ST2+ Tregs in synovial fluid from patients with juvenile idiopathic arthritis or
bronchoalveolar lavage samples from patients post-lung transplantation. Meanwhile, we found
that nTregs and mTregs responded differently to genetic (e.g., FOXP3HDR-KO) and environmental
alterations (e.g., prolonged expansion). Whether a specific subset of nTregs or mTregs is
primarily responsible for the observed population-level deregulation, as seen in mouse models
(Komatsu et al., 2009; Miyao et al., 2012), requires further investigation. For instance, human
HLA-DR+ mTregs predominantly lose FOXP3 expression upon in vitro expansion, unlike their
more stable HLA-DR− counterparts (Donnelly et al., 2018). Analogously, FOXP3HDR-KO mTregs
upregulated HLA-DR relative to Cas9 mTregs. HLA-DR expression may thus mark Tregs with a
greater propensity to destabilize. Distinct functional outcomes likely depend on the initial Treg
population.
The finding that FOXP3HDR-KO Tregs became progressively dysfunctional with a limited
change in their DNA methylation landscape reveals several exciting possibilities. FOXP3HDR-KO
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Tregs exhibited predominant DNA demethylation at sites enriched for AP-1 motifs: one of
FOXP3’s roles in mature Tregs may be to faithfully maintain DNA methylation at these sites to
prevent AP-1 binding. Mouse Foxp3 binds DNMT1 (Wang et al., 2013b): does human FOXP3
similarly bind DNMT1, and if so, through which domain? Do patients with IPEX harbour
mutations in this region? Future examination of AP-1 genomic occupancy in FOXP3HDR-KO
Tregs is also warranted. If AP-1 overactivation drives Treg loss of function upon FOXP3
ablation, it may be possible to reverse this effect by targeting AP-1 family members.
Finally, we have used CRISPR-mediated HDR Tregs to generate dysfunctional Tregs, but
HDR can be applied for therapeutic benefit. In Tconvs, two groups have ablated TCRα and
integrated a chimeric antigen receptor in its place (Eyquem et al., 2017; MacLeod et al., 2017).
These edited cells are more potent in vivo, in part by reducing tonic signalling and preventing T
cell exhaustion (Eyquem et al., 2017). A similar approach could be applied to Tregs, which are
also susceptible to exhaustion (Lamarche et al., 2020). Alternatively, transgenic TCRs or
chimeric antigen receptors can be placed under the control of the IKZF2 (Helios) promoter, the
protein for which is a marker of stable Tregs, for enhanced safety. With the system established
herein, any gene could conceivably be ablated and/or precisely inserted in combination to
generate gene-edited Tregs with tailored therapeutic effects.
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